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NOTICE

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States
-

,

Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, or any of their
employees, makes any warranty, expressed or implied, or assumes any legal liability of re-
sponsibility for any third party's use, or the results of such use, of any information, apparatus,
product or process disclosed in this report, or represents that its use by such third party would
not infringe privately owned rights.

.

NOTICE

Availability of Reference Materials Cited in NRC Publications

Most documents cited in N RC publications will be available from one of the following sources:

1, The NRC Public Document Room,1717 H Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20555

2. The NRC/GPO Sales Program, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
Washington, DC 20555

3. The National Technical Information Seruce, Springfield, VA 22161

Although the listing that follows represents the majority of documents cited in NRC publications,
it is not intended to be exhaustive.

Referenced documents available for inspection and copying for a fee from the NRC Public Docu-
ment Room include NRC correspondence and internal NRC memoranda; NRC Office of Inspection
and Enforcement bulletins, circulars, information notices, inspection and investigation notices;
Licensee Event Reports; vendor reports and correspondence; Commission papers, and applicant and
licensee documents and correspondence.

The following documents in the NUREG series are available for purchase from the NRC/GPO Sales
Program: formal NRC staff and contractor reports, NRC sponsored conference proceedings, and
NRC booklets and brochures. Also available are Regulatory Guides, NRC regulations in the Code of
Federal Regulations, and Nuclear Regulatory Commission issuances.

Documents available from the National Technical Information Service include NUREG series
reports and technical reports prepared by other federal agencies and reports prepared by the Atomic
Energy Commission, forerunner agency to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

Documents available from public and special technical libraries include all open literature items,
such as books, journal and periodical articles, and transactions. Federal Register notices, federal and
state legislation, and congressional reports can usually be obtained from these libraries. -

,

Documents such as theses, dissertations, foreign reports and translations,and non NRC conference
proceedings are available for purchase from the organization sponsoring the publication cited.

Single copies of NRC draf t reports are available free, to the extent of supply, upon written request
to the Division of Technical Information and Document Control, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Com-
mission, Washington, DC 20555.

Copies of industry codes and standards used in a substantive manner in the NRC regulatory process
are maintained at the NRC Library, 7920 Norfolk Avenue, Bethesda, Maryland, and are available
there for reference use by the public. Codes and standards are usually copyrighted and may be
purchased from the origiriating organisation or, if they are American National Standards, from the.

,

| American National Standar& Institute,1430 Broadway, New York, NY 10018.
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AB STRACT

This appendix provides detailed information regarding game
theory (strategic analysis) and its potential role in safeguards
to supplement the main body of this report. In particular,
it includes an extensive, though not comprehensive review of
literature on game theory and on other topics that relate to
the formulation of a game-theoretic model (e.g. the payoff func-
tions). The appendix describes the basic form and components
of game th eory models, and the solvability of various models.
It then discusses three basic issues related to the use of strategic
analysis in material accounting: (1) its un de r standability;
(2) its viability in regulatory settings; and (3) difficulties
in the use of mixed strategies. Each of the components of a
game theoretic model are then discussed and related to the present
context.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The procedures for setting alarm thresholds based on inventory
differences (ids) in the accounting of special nuclear
material have traditionally been based on concepts of statisti- i

'

cal quality control and hypothesis testing. This approach has
come under some criticism because it is not specifically sensitive
to diversion by intelligent adversaries. The theory of games
provides a modeling f ramework which can explicityly identify
the "best" course of action against an intelligent adversary.

The NRC has previously undertaken research to develop prelimin-
a ry g ame theory models f or the material accounting context.
These and other related ef forts are used as points of reference
in the discussions here regarding the applicability of game
theory in this context, and the development of specific components'

of the model.

The basic elements of a game theoretic model are

o the players and their allowed relations,

| o the players' strategy spaces, and

| o the players' payoff f unctions.
t

| The first element includes the number of players, and their
j ability to communicate and collaborate. Strategy spaces ref er
: to the courses of action that are available to the players,
. Including probabilintic mixtures of strategies. Payoff functions
'

are the mathematical reprocentation of the value that a player
| receives based on the outcome of a game. These elements ruust
] be supplemented by a solution concept. The most general solution
i for noncooperative games is that of an equilibrium point--a
1 colution (action by each player) f rom which no player has any
i incentive to deviate unilaterally, i.e. without arrangement
j that another player will also deviate. Other solutions are

possible, depending on the form of the game. Basic game theory
can be extended in neveral ways to pecvide more realistic (but
of ten more difficult to solve) models, f or example, otochastic

I gamen in which players move f rom game to gsme, and repeated
gamot with incoraplete information players may be playing any

*
. -

j one of coveral ponnible games but do not know for nure which
; one.

; Three specific innues have been rained regarding the applica-
'bility of game theory in netting ID alarm thresholds:

o the understandability of game theory,

i o the viability of gan.e theory in regulatory settings,
and'

i

1i

,

t
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'

o possible difficulties of using mixed st rateales
in implementatation.

The first issues does not appear to be a problem for three reasons:
(1) Game theory has a long and successf ul history of popularization
for "l ay" persons. (2) At a more technical icvel, game theory
is not regarded as son complex that its study need be deferred
to graduate school. (3) It is the responsibility of those engaged
in safeguards activities to provide needed technical expertise;
and given (1) and (2), this is not a costly requirement. Regarding
the yi_a_bility of game theory in regulatory settings, mathematical
models in general have been found to be acceptable in regulatory'

settings, provided they are not unreasonable, arbitrary, and
capricious, and do not contradict relevant data or well-established
theory.

Mixed stratecien--those in which various atrategica are
| selected with specified probabilitica--have the advantage of

denying the adversary information regarding just what the player
will do under a specific set of circumstances. This can result
in higher payof f s to the play er using a mixed strategy. On
the oth er hand, une of mixed strategien entalla planning--with
its associated costa--for more possible actions. It may be

| possible to develop "near-optimal" pure strategies that are
; an acceptable compromico.

| In addition to those practical issues, coveral technical
'

innues are also addrescod. With respect to the number of players,
j it in concluded that two players provido an adequate representation

of the context, pa r ticula rly since gamon with more than two,

playern are more difficult to solve. The inclusion of multiple
siten and multiple accounting periodo appears to be practical
in the specification of strategy spaces. A notious difficulty
arinos in the apocification of the payoff functions. Wh il e,
the zero num annuption, in which the diverter's payof f functin
in annumed to be the negative of the defender'n, noems to be
roanonable--though not nocessarily uncontroversial--the development
of the payoff function is difficult. It must take into account

| a uldo range of motiven for divorcion no well as the potential
j ucon of any diverted material. This procoon involves both predicting
! outcomon and attributing value to those outcomen. Analytic

*
methoda, e.g. multiattribute utility theory, exist for developing- '

nuch function, but th ey involvo subjective judgment which maybe
difficult to obtain or justify.

'
.

2
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1.0 BACKGROUND AND OUTLINE

The safeguards program whose direction is vested in the
Nucl ea r Regulatory Commission (NRC) is a body of regulatory,
operational, and research activities aimed at protecting society
from the danger implicit in having sensitive nuclear material
fall into "the wrong hands." It is common, and conceptually
rather natural, to regard the program as composed of three mutually

| reinforcing but distinctive subprograms:

- Ehysical Security, involving (1) controls (checkpoints,
physical barriors, etc.) over access to and egress f rom
the material, (2) surveillance and alarm systems, and
(3) active responnes to intrusions;

- Material con _t_rol, involving the governance of and respon-
sibility for current movements, locations, and status
of the material; and

- fia t o ri aLAgnonnting, involving the measurement and assay
; of material quantities and the recording / analysis / reporting

of resultant information as a check against loss or diver-'

nion.

These " functional" subprograms and their integration require,
; of courne, a variety of supportive activition: managerial,

.

ovaluative, analytical, regulation-promulgating, and the like.
:

! Our focus in this document is on the third of these functional
subprograms, material accounting. Its after-the-fact nature,
and its preoccupation with data rather than explicitly with
people or with nucicar material, make its rolo icon dramatic
or palpabic than those of the other two subprograms. That this

analysis [1;Section 5)g ecoontial,role is neverthelen is established in a careful
of the contributionn of material accounting

to articulated objectives of the safeguardo program.

Although the definition of material accounting might pernaps
i be construed to include the analyola of data and records generated
; in the normal management of a facility's operationn (batch yleida, '

.
,

quality control figures, etc.), our main concern will be with
the evaluation of data f rom additinnel material balances, inven-
torien, and records provided specifically for "saf eguards" purponen.
Thun, the characteristic situation to be considered involves
" striking a balance" in the customary accounting conne for a
pa r ticula r rad.criaLhalans_e area (MBA) at the end of a time
period; that in, checking the " balance" equation:

.

INumbero in squared bracen ref er to the list of ref erencen.

3

.
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-

(current contents)=(prior contents)+(inputs)-(outflows) (1.1)

where the lef t hand term represents the result of a current
! phy si cal inventory of the material within the NBA, the first

term on the right-hand side of the equation is the current estimate
of that material's quantity at th e start of the time period, ,

and the second and third terms on the right are sums of recorded
measured values referring to movements of material into and
out of the MBA during the period.

The fact that actual phy sical measurement processes have
inheren tly limited precision, together with the possibility
of human error in any accounting / inventory effort, make it most

l unlikely that equation 1.1 will hold exactiv. The initial estimation

i of the right-hand side, corresponding to the striking of a trial

| balance in a double-entry se t of accounts, may identify some
| anomalies whose reconciliation leads to a revised right-hand

side, the book inventory. But it remains highly unlikely that
even this " improved" value will check perfectly with the physical
inve nt o ry figure on the lef t. The dis crepan cy is presently
termed the inventorv dif f erence (ID) .

| If an ID value is "sufficiently small" (i.e., sufficiently

| close to zero), it can plausibly be regarded as arising simply
from the inevitable imperfection of the measurement processes

! involv e d. But a "s uf ficie n tly large" ID in one time period
i or over several periods, suggests that the measurement and recording
| system may have drif ted below an acceptable quality of performance,
l that some material " sinks" or process-loss modes have gono unrecog-
! niz ed, that significant discrete errors may have occurred during
'

the time pe riod, or even (if the ID has the appropriate sign)
that a theft or diversion of material has taken place. Such
possibilities in turn lead to vigorous and of ten expensive reac-
tions: an intensified scrutiny of measurement and bookkeeping
procedures and of se cu ri ty and control records, a search for
material possibly missed in the physical inventory (this can
require slowdown or even shutdown of the MBA's normal operations,
which in a " bottleneck" case could paralyze much of the facility),
and possibly the notification or actual involvement of se cur:.ty
and external law-enforcement authorities.

The last pa r ag r a ph 's weacel words "sufficiently small"
~

-

and "suf ficiently large" point up the underlying issues how
and where to set the " alarm threshold" for ID values that separates
the satisfyingly-small values calling for no response (and providing
evidence for a " hoax" classification of some claimed diversion
of material) f rom the response-requiring larger values. A low
threshold may lead to disruptively frequent, unnecessary interrup-
tions of the plant's operations (a high false alarm rate or
" Type 1 error pr o ba b ili ty " ) , a high th re sh ol d, to excessive

i risk (miss_ rate or " Type 2 error pr oba bility") of failing to.

initiate a desirable corrective response. Thus, th rechold-setting

4
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in the ID context presents, in its own distinctive way, the
risk-benefit trade off pro bl em generic in modern regulat o ry I

_
analysis. |,

The traditional and still-prevalent conceptual framework
that presently governs the setting of these alarm th re sh olds
is that of statistical q uality control and hypothesis testing.
[2]. Estimates are made of the pro babili ty dis t ri bution s for
errors in the measurement processes whose results enters the
terms of eq ua tio n 1.1.> Appropriate, mathematical operations
on these distributions yield an estimated probability distribution
for the dif f eren ce of the eq ua tion's two sides, i.e., for the
ID. Conf rontin'g this distribution with th e actual numerical
value calculated for the ID yields an estimate of the probability
that a value so diff erent f rom zero could arise by sheer chance
if the measurement systems were operating as postulated and
no other sources of error were active. Should that probability
be high enough (the co nve ntio nal l ev el < i s 95%), then " sheer
chance" is accepted as an adequate explanation of the calculated
ID-value; if not, the presumption is that there are contributors
to the imbalance other than random measurement error. The alarm
threshold, then, is the "95 th percentile level" of the estimated
probability distribution for ID.2

This sirpl e idea admits refinement and st r ength ening in
a variety of ways. Approaches to estim'ating and tracking the
error pr oba bility di st ri butions of measurement pr ocesses can
be impr oved. Distributions of errors from additional sources
(e . g. , recordkeeping) might be estimated and incorporated in
the a naly si s. Ini tially neglected interactions between and
among error sources can be identified and chen properly reflected
in the " appropriate mathematical operat2ons" mentioned above.
The multi-time period nature of the situation being analyzed
might be better exploited (cf. .[3 ;pp. VI 27-3 2] ) . A substantial
investment of analy ti' cal , managerial, and expository eff ort
and expertise has gone into elabora ting this approach to attain
greater discriminatory power and realism (cf. [4] for one recent
example), and into making its applica tion smooth-running and'
well-under st ood. Furthermore, its use in the safeguards program
has the comforting advantage of ample precedent, by analogy /
with its common us e (for example) in industrial process control ,

'and in comparison of scientific hypotheses with data.a -

A ch allenge to, this well-established paradigm has arisen
in the past few years. On the critical side, th e challenge
observes that although the safeguards program is fundamentally
concerned with the possibilities of diversion and thef t--threats
posed by an intelligent adversary--the statistical methodology

| i

1 n',

.
2

'

For simplicity, we ignore di'stinctions between one-sided and
two-sided test s. :

5
.

|

|
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has no feature specifically sensitizing it to such th r ea ts;
i. e. ,. no con ce pt ual el ement distinguishing contributions to
ID by " innocent ch an ce " from th e mor e serious possible ones
due to a malevolent act. Nor does it give explicit per se consider- ;

ation in setting the alarm threshold to the nature, effectiveness 1

and costs of th e responses actuated by an " alarm"--though some
informal consideration of these points must be reflected in
the above-mentioned 95% figure, corresponding to a 5% f al se-
alarm rate. On the positive side, the challenge notes the existence
of a branch of applied mathematics targeted directly at identifying
"best" courses of action versus an intelligent adversary, namely
the theory of cames (" strategic analysis") . In its most aggres-
siv ely-adv an ce d form, then, the gist of th e ch allenge is that
an appropriate game-theoretic analysis should supplant the previously
described approach as the basis for alarm-threshold setting.

Exploration of this alternative methodology required ef forts
to develop an " appropriate game-theoretic analysis. " NRC-supported
research with this aim reached a first milestone with the appearance
of Siri,. et. al. [5] and its subsequent journal-paper version
[6] by Dr esh er and Moglewer. A further extension, in which
the alarm threshold is no longer assumed fixed prior to the
inventory (and hence is no longer knowable in advance by the
adver sa ry) , is formulated and analyzed in Siri, Ruderman, and
Dresher [7] . The work of Avenhaus and various collaborators
which is in the somewhat diff erent (but clearly relevant) context
of safeguards issues faced by the Interna tional Atomic Energy
Agency, has appeared in a number of pu bli ca tion s, of which we
note here only the monograph [ 8] , the journal pa pers [9, 10] ,
and the course notes [11]; oth er European literature in clu de s
Beinhauer and Bierlein [12] and Hopfinger [13]. (It is prof es-
sionally disturbing to see that neither of these two lines of
research show awareness of the other.)

The novelty of the game-theoretic approach, r ela tive to
prior practice, led the NRC-related Material Control and Material
Accounting Task Force to conclude [3 vol. 1, p. 5-33 ] that it
lacked time for a proper evalua tion of this "significant area
of current techni cal assistance ef f ort. " The Task Force recommended
that the NRC undertake a peer review of this methodology by
a group of suitable government, academic and industrial pr of es-

- - sionals. . A Peer Review Group, on which the present writer served,
-

was then formed; it was organized by J. H. Opelka (Argonne National
Lab.tatory) chaired by R. F. Lumb (NUSAC, In c . ) , and in cl u de d
maj or contributors to the statistical methodology described
above (C. A. Bennett and J. L. Jaech), noted safeguards experts
(W.A. Higginbotham and Lumb) and a distinguished academic game-

3 theorist (W. A. Lucas). The Group's consensus conclusions reported
in [14], along with G tailed supporting discussions plus additional"'

:[z _

3 Biblicgraphic completeness has not been attempted.
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viewpoints .of individual Group members,. included the following
'(this writer's paraphrase):

p

: - Because of its direct consideration _of, the antiadversary
objective of the safeguards program, game the o ry is.an
especially promising tool for use in that program, speci-
fically (but not exclusively) in material- accounting4

to develop a rationale for action in response to ID values.

- However, the particular game-theoretic formulation proposed
in [5-7].was not convincing as .to validity and therefore
not ~ recommended f or application; the NRC was encouraged
to undertake research and developme nt a ctivi ties needed
to achieve a formulation satisf actory in both validity
and in actual workability.

I
- Issues of " workability" might include the relative unf amiliar-
ity of the approach, its possible call for probabilistic
mixtures of responses, and its need for information (e. g. ,
on response costs) and f or judgments (e.g. , on quantifying#

s o ci e ty. ' s concern .with identification and estimation
of diver sions ) beyond the requirements of the current
methodology.

-A successful game-theory formulation, though achieving
a higher proba bili ty of " alarm when there should be"
on a co st-ef f ectiv e, diver sion-sensitized basis, .woulda

n_gi replace th e statistical methodology in the latter's;

role of "q ual ity control" assurance relative to NRC-
licensees' material accounting measurements and procedures.

In response to these recommendations, the NRC solici ted ''

proposals for " Strategic Analysis of Safeguards Sy st ems : A
Feasibility Study" to analyze further the potential practicability
of the game-theoretic approach in the proposed regulatory setting -.

and to assess the likely cost, value, and success chances associated; '
with f urther research into particular technical and implementationi

issues. Embodied in the NRC's Request for Proposal No. RS-RES-
82-022 (July 12, 1982), the solicitation led to- award of the

,

- - study to a pr oj ect team assembled by th e MAXIMA. Corporation,
'

| involving senior staff from that organization and from International

| Energy Associates Limited (IEAL) , as well as this writer.
.

~

The body of the document is organized as follows. The
f ollowing Section 2, in order to establish a - common vocabulary
for the balance of the text, r eviews some basic concepts of
game theory. (and thus the basic ingredients of a game-theoretic
f ormula tion of a . decision situation). Section 3 takes up ae

~

.

question of both technical and practical nature: the possibility.

,

L 7
.
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and dif ficulty, mathematically and computationally, of actually
" solving" a gam e-th e or e tic "model" to determine an " optimal"
course of action (e. g. , setting an alarm-threshold or choosing
a response to a particular ID-value). At that point it is possible,
in Section 4, to address some issues of feasibility (for a game-
theoretic approach) which are relatively " generic" in that their
discussion can precede an analysis of th e technical specifics
of applying game-th eo ry to the particular class of situation
at hand.

The se con d pa r t of the document addresses these technical
specifics one by one, in Section 5 through 8, re s pe c t iv ely.
The NRC-sponsored models [5-7], those of Avenhaus and Prick
[9-10] and others from the literature, are used as points of
reference thoughout. But because our focus is on discussing
issues and ideas pertinent to developing an operational game-
theoretic model, and not on presenting a " literature review"
as such, each of these models appears in disj ointed parts in
the text--for example, th e "a dv er sa ry ' s st r ategy spaces" for
all of them are described together in Section 7.1, in connection
with th at pa r ti cular el ement of a game-theoretic model. Our

,

|discussions of modeling "the adver sa ry, " though based only on
modest library research rather than original thought or established i
experience, go f ar beyond the efforts of [5-7] .

Topics requiring treatment have ranged over a variety of
disciplines and subdisciplines, each with a substantial and
growing literature. Thus there was no hope, within the scope
of this study, of attaining bibliographic " completeness" for
the references. A distinct ef f or t has been made, however, to
assist the reader or potential modeler in gaining a rapid foothold
in the literature of po ssibl e unf amiliar areas. One usef ul
tactic in the references for this purpose is to examine an entire
listed paper rather than just the particular passage or pages
cited, or an entire listed collection rather than just the particular
paper cited.

-
.,

|
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2.0 SOME BASIC CONCEPTS OP GAME THEORY

A number of branches of mathematics, for example, differential
calculus and linear programming, provide techniques useful in
maximizing or minimizing a mathematical function of one or several
variables, perhaps subj ect to more-or-less complicated constraints.
If we regard these variables or quantities as under the control
of some decisionmaker (who sets th ei r numerical lev el s) , the
constraints as defining the limits on this level-setter's freedom
of choice (due, e.g., to the scarcity of some resource), and
the function to be extremized as " scoring" the utility or cost
to the decisionmaker of each possible combination of numerical
values for the values; then the mathematical problem just described
can be interpreted as seeking a .b3_qt course of action for the
decisionmaker. The general terms " mathematical optimization"
and " mathematical programming" are of ten applied to such problems
and to the methods used to attack them.

The theory of games (" game theory") deals with a significantly
broader and more difficult class of situations: those in which
two or more decisionmakers (" play er s ") are involved, in which
each controls some of the variables concerned, and in which
the utility or co st experienced by each player depends at least
in part on what choices other players make. Thus, the optimization
problems of the preceding paragraph might be viewed as degenerate
"merely single-player" special cases of the multi-player situation.
If all th e pl ay er s ' interests run pa rallel and they are free
to cooperate and coordinate their actions, then of course they.
can, in pr incipl e, operate together as a single " big play er , "
and their decision problem ca n , in prin cipl e, be treated by
some mathematical optimiz ation technique. Thus, th e really
characteristic issues of game theory emerge only in the presence
of (at least partially) conflictina interests, of ten accompanied
by impediments to whatever cooperation the conflict might otherwise
permit. The desire to calculate " optimal" or " rational" behavior
for a participant in such a scenario of conflictual inter-dependence
with others must first conf ront the conceptual problems of definino
"optimality" or " rationality" in this setting.

Alth ough preceded by math ema ti cal analyses due to Borel
~

r
- [15], Ville [16], and von Neumann [17], it was the celebrated

1944 treatise of von Neumann and Morgenstern [18] that brought
this body . of problems and maj or steps toward their resolution
to the attention of both the relevant technical communi ties
and a broad intellectual public. The f rivolous connotation
of th e term " game" is distinctly deceptive, al though " games"
in the ordinary sense are indeed among the situations to which
the theory applies. The title and pref ace of [18] r eveal an
intense motivating concern with application to economics and
the behavorial sciences, disciplines whose enrichment by game.

theo ry is now well recognized (cf. for example Shubik [19],
_
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Lucas, et al [20]). The obvious relevance of the field's subj ect-
matter for military analyses- is r efle cted, f or exampl e, in the
long-term rol e of th e RAND Corporation (then predominantly an
Air Force "think tank") as a major center of g am e- the o r e tic
research, much of it subsequently embodied in [21] and [22].
In short, the multi-play er problems addressed by the theory
include profoundly serious and practically impor tant situations..*

Technical publications on game theory and its applications appear
in - prof essional journals of the many disciplines impacted by
this versatile area (economics, poli tal science, psychology,
operations research, mathematics, and others (cf. [23] and [24]))
with many notable papers collected in sever al volumes (Numbers
24, 28, 39, 40, 52) of Princeton University's Annals of Mathematics
studies series. Since 1972 the field has also enjoyed a dedicated
journal, the International Journal of Game Theory.

To establish a common vocabulary for what follows, we shall
next sketch some of the basic concepts of game theory, at least
of those parts to be employed later. These concepts yield the
elements of any formal game-theoretic "model"; for acol ica tion,
appropriate entities in the real-world situation must be associated
with each of these formal elements and, the usef ulness and validity
of the model will of course depend heavily on the s k ill and
care with which this match-up is performed. The concepts to
be discussed here are:

,

- the players and their allowed relations

- the play er s ' " strategy spaces"

- th e play er s ' "payof f f unctions"

In addition, we will need to specify what is meant by a "uolution"
of the model since this will correspond to the previous notion
of " rational" or " optimal" behavior by the play er s. It will
be convenient first to describe " strategies" and " payoffs" in
the context of what might be called a "one-move" picture of
th e situation and only th en to sketch a more dynamic picture
(the extensive form) which ta ke s into account the sequential
aspect over time of the game's play.

~
- - 2.1 The Players and their Relations

Obviously, th e number of pl ay er s (decisionmakers) is one
of th e data specifying any pa r ti cular game-theoretic model.
In a purely formal setting one might as well identify a set
of "p" players with the integers {1,2,. . . ,p} . But f or application,
one would want to indicate the play er s ' "i de n ti tie s " in a way
giving at least a rough initial idea of their respective obj ectives
and " degrees of freedom." If the number of players in an initial

. formation is so large as to be unwieldy, one might hope to alleviate

10
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this difficulty by aggregating players with sufficiently similar
interests (cf. Goldman and Shier [25]' and Goldman [ 26] ) .

By the " relations" among the players we mean in particular
their ability to communicate, collaborate, and coordinate their
actions. Impediments to such collaboration might be phy sical,
cultural (e.g., ta boos) , legal (where the effectiveness of the<

legal sanction is not at question), etc. The cooperative theory
of games is very rich in phenomena to be considered (coalition
formulation, bargaining and th reats, division of spoils among
coalition-partner s, side payment s, etc.); the solution concept
originally advanced for it by von Neumann and Morgenstern [18]
was shown nearly 25 years later (Lu cas [27]) not to be universally'

applicable (i.e., not every game has such a " solution") and
so the current literature presents a variety of possible " solution"
concepts with dif fering advantages and disadyntages. We will
evade the need f or an exposition (necessa rily som ewha t leng thy
and technical) of th ese interesting but complicated matters
by quickly limiting the scope of the discussion:

- Only non-cooperative cames will be considered

The reasonableness of this restriction, for our par ticula r;

purpo se s, will be addressed in Section 5.,

2.2 The Strateov Spaces

" Strategy space" is technical jargon for the set of courses
of action (" strategies") among which a pl ay er can choose. In
a purely formal setting, th e numbers of a strategy space of
size "m" can simply be referred to "by number," and so the space
can be identified with th a se t { 1,2 , . . . , m} of integers. For
applica tion s, of course, strategies must be described in terms
that are meaningf ul for th e situation being analyzed, which
means in turn tha t this situation must be described in terms
adequate for math ematical modeling; we shall have some criticism
on this point to make of [5-7] later. A strategy s pa ce can
be either finite (e. g. , the possible mountain passes over which
the troops might be marched) or infinite; in the latter case
the " infinity" in question is usally the " continuum" type involved

~

in selecting real-number values for one or more continuous variables- -

from certain intervals (e . g. , the adversa ry's target value for
diversion-quantity during a par ticular time period) rath er than
the " discrete" variety illustrated by th e choice of a positive
integer from the (infinite) set of all such intergers.

In many ca se s, th e theory also requi res consideration of
probabilistic mixtures of the strategies described above, e.g.,
" choose action A with probability 0.4 and action B with probability
0.6." This should not be surprising; for e xampl e, strong poker.

players will not always behave the same way when holding the
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same hand, and will attempt to randomize among alternative responses
in order to avoid revealing a pattern (e.g. , regularly alternating
between two behaviors) that could be observed and exploited I
by an opponent. The term mixed strateov is applied to such l
a mixture, with the original or " pure" strategies viewable as !

a kind of degenerate special case. Note that ch oi ce of the !
"particular mixed strategy mentioned above is determinate insofar

as specific probability weights (0.4 and 0.6) are associated I

with specific actions (here, A and B), yet exactly which action
will actually be undertaken remains indeterminate--hence unknowable ,'

'

to opponents until the final moment when the "w heel of fortune"
(or whatever random device has been set to incorporate the 40-
60 odds) is spun. If the strategy-space of the player in question
also included a third pure strategy C, then the preceding mixed-
strategy description would be formally rounded out by the redundant
addition "and action C with probability 0. "

For an infinite pure-strategy space, th e f ormulation of
mixed strategies requires a bit more in the way of mathematical
statistics apparatus, specifically, the notion of " cumulative
distribution f unction" and (when applicable) the accompanying
notion of "pr obability density (or f requency) fun cti on. " (The
still more general notion of " probability measure" is not needed
for our purposes here.)

2.3 The Pavoff Functions

Suppose each player has chosen a particular course of action
from the appropriate strategy space. With these decisions made,
the situation under study will evolve in a definite way (s ubj ect
to a pr ovi so noted b el o w) , leading to a definite "o ut com e. "
A play er w ill , in general, not be indifferent as to which of
these potential outcomes actually occurs, pref er ring some over
others, perhaps evjen regarding some as extr emely sa tisf actory
and some as disastro'us. It is therefore assumed that each player
can give a nuderical score to any potential outcome, a higher
score corresponding to greater de si rability. (" Costs," or more
generally "disutilities," might be represented by negative-valued
scores.) Since th e outcome depends on the strategy choices of
all players, this score is (in the mathematical sense) a f unction

.
- -

of all th ese choi ces. For each player this function is vividly
but crassly called the payoff function of that player; its speci-
fication in a game-theoretic model is a representation in numerical
(" cardinal") terms of that player's obj ectives.

Symbolically, if p is the number of players, if Sk represents
the k-th pl ay er ' s strategy space and S k is a generic member
of that space (where k=1,2,...,p), then the pay of f function
for th e k-th pl ay er can be written as fk (s i, s2, . . . , s Wepayoff to the k-th player is noE) .emphasize again that the under-

that pl ay er ' s sole control, but instead depends also on the
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i choice's of ' the oth er players; f ormally, fk is not a f unction
as arguments.of sk alone, but in general has all of (si,s2,. . . ,sp) both finite,- If ' p=2 and the two . pl ay er s ' . strategy spaces are

then. their payoff functions can be conveniently written:as navoff
matrices, .where the matrix for . player k (k =1,2 ) contains,- at
the intersection of its 1-th row ' and . j-th col umn, the score

: player k would assign to the outcome resulting from - player l's
choice of "his" i-th co ur se of acticn f rom si and player 2's t

ch oi ce . of th e j-th course of action (str ategy) from s2. Such
games (p=2, finite strategy spaces) are theref ore called bimatrix

! M.0lT10.S .

['
It was assumed above that definite choices of st rategies

by the players would always lead to one and the same definite
outcome of the game situation and therefore to definite payoff

i levels for the players. _ But this need.not be true if the " playing
out" of th e chosen strategies involves some random elements; i

.

; f or example, dice rolls or the random measurement errors arising
in the process of determining an ID value. Such randomness
will lead (with various probabili ties ) to different outcomes,
in general not all eq ually de si rabl e to th e pl ay er s . 'Ih us ,

; each player's actual payoff viewed in advance becomes a " random
variable" with a pr obability distribution of possible values.

;

To obtain a well-defined payoff function it is ne ce s sa ry to''

find a s'i ngl e number which summarizes the overall desi rability,

or " utility" to the player, of this probabilistic situation.
''

One natural choice for this summarizing number is the expected
val ue (or "m ea ns " or "av er age value") of th e random payof f,
obtained by multiplying each possible payoff value by its probability;

of occurrence and then summing the results (e.g., eq ually-likely'

payoffs of 1 and 3 yield an expected value of 2). Thus, the
k-th pl ay er ' s pay of f function f is now ta kenk (si, s2, . . . , sp) ore at tributedd' sira b ili ty scto be the expected value of the e

i by that player to the outcome of the partly random process that

follows the respective players' choices of strategies sl, sb,ilitiEs....,s
j

(If the random eleme nts involve a continuum of possi'

-

rather than a finite se t , then these expected values .are given
by integrals rather then finite sums, but this technical complication i;

is not a significant conceptual distinction.)
''

;
'

? This selection of expected values as . " summarizing numbers"-

turns out to simplify greatly the mathematics of the theory ,

'
''

and rests largely on an influential cnalysis given in the treatise!

of von Neumann and Morgenstern [lo, Appendix to Second Edition
(1947)], which shows that expected values are the oniv correct
summarizing numbers if players' utilities satisfy certain plausible;

: axioms. Those axicas, how ev es. , embody the implicit assumption
that the players are or should be (in current pa rlance) risk- I

;

: neutral, e.g., indifferent between a sure-thing payoff of 2 I

t ' and a 50-50 gamble between payof f s of sizes 1 and 3. That assumption ).

is somewhat questionable for many applica tion s, in clu ding the

[ 13
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!

. ones of particular concern here. A major theme in modern decision ' l

science and ~ "eco'nomics of uncertainty" resear ch -(cf. [28]) is
the tr eatment of "ri sk-av er se " decisionmakers with a well-known
early precedent supplied by Markowitz's monograph on portfolio

: selection [29] in which' a positive multiple of the variance
of . the (random-variable) payoff is subtracted from the expected,

'

,value to obtain the " summarizing number.."

The issue _. of ~ "s umma rizing numbers" as ' pay of f f unetions i

I
,

! arises in much the same way when the use of mixed strategies
is envicaged, with (deliberate) randomness now entering the I

'

actual . strategy choices of the players and thereby being injected |

into the resultant outcome and thus into the pay of f s to the .I

play er s. Again, the use of expected _ values ' is traditional (and
will be assumed later whenever nothing to the contrary is said),-

supplying the same advantages and raising the same questions.
! At a. purely abstract level, this use is- unnecessary; one can
* speak of the overall desirability. (to a player) of some probabilistic

distribution of possible game outcomes, note that this desirability
is a function of th e pl ay er s ' mixed-strategy choices . giving

,

; rise to that distribution, assign a symbol to 'that (pay of f)
f unction and operate conceptually with it, all without specifying'

| any -concrete f ormula or cal culation procedure for exactly .har
this overall desirability is built-up f r om the desirabilities
and probabilities of th e individual outcomes involved. But
for any apol ica ti on purpose, some specific build-up formula
(or algorithm) must in fact be specified--eith er the especially

.

simple linear formula representing the expected value notion,'

or something else. It is of course much easier to criticiz e
the expected value formulation than to propose and justify some

; particular alternative, and for many serious applications it
may be appropriate to formulate and compare use of expected'

3 values with use of several alternatives (in terms of theoretical
rationale, ease of use, and plausibility of results in " test.

cases") r a th er than making an initial a criori commitment to'

a single one.
i

There is a special class of games, defined by a particular;j proper ty of their pay of f functions, which will be important
! in the sequel and can naturally be introduced at this point.
; Suppose th at for ev ery se t s=(si, s2,...s ) of strategies byp ,

7
- the play er s-si chosen by pl ay er 1, s2 by play er 2, etc., the

resultant payoffs to the players total 0, i.e.:'

! f (s) + f (8) + + f (s) =0. (2.1)1 2 p

The interpretation is obvious : .whatever some players win (positive-
,

i valued payoff s) is at the expense of an equal total loss (negative-
! valued payoffs) by oth er pl ay er s. A game with this property
}
;

.

,

I
!

!
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' ( 2 .1) is called z ero sum. In the case of just two players (p=2),
(2.1) implies that:

f (s) -f (s) (2.2)= 22

so that th e pay of f f unction f2 of th e play er in a tw o-play er
z er o-s um game need not be specified separately; it is fully

(f ). Furthermore, if both playersdetermined by that of Player 1 i
have strategy spaces that are finite so that we have a "bima trix
game" as defined a little ea rl ier , then it follows that only
player l's payoff matrix need be given (its negative gives player
2's payoffs). It-is for this restrictive ,but common class of
games, with its total opposition of players' interests as expressed
in equation 2.2, that both theory and the availability of compu-
ta tio nal solution methods are in an espe ci ally satisfactory
state.n

We close this subsection by noting a non-obvious assumption
hidden in equation 2.1 and its spe ci al case (2.2); that the
" scores" or " utilities" of the diff erent players have somehow
,been expressed on a common scale which makes their addition
meaningful. If only th e pay of f s to pl ay er 1, who hopes for
a set s of strategy choices that will make f1(s) "l arge ", are
considered, th en the function f1(s) could just as well have
been 3f (s) or f1(s) = 10. But such changes could change (2.1)1
from true to false or vice versa, so that the zero sum condition
r equires some sort of prior consistent normalizing of pl ay e r ' s
payof f f unctions.

2.4 Sol ution Concepts

With th e notions of " strategy" and " payoff" now at hand,
we return to the effort to define " rational" or "o ptim al" play.
For simplicity, we begin with the two-player case (p=2) . Consider
some pair (s1*, s2*) of st ra tegies, the first for play er 1 and
second for play e r 2. Imagine that the game is to be played
repeatedly (e.g., inventories are struck and "al a rm-or-not? "
decisions made over a series of time periods). When would it
be reasonable for players 1 and 2 to retain strategies s4* and
s2* as their respective ch oi ce s throughout such a series of ,

plays ?- -

,

It is easy to describe a scenario in which this would an.t;
be r ea sona ble. Namely, suppose play er 1 has some strategy A,1
(necessarily) different from A * for whichl

f1(A A *). (2.3)li 2*) >fl(A *tA l 2

Fur thermore, assume that in the course of the repeated pl ay s ,
player 1 is able to inf er that player 2 is using the particular.

; strategy s2* or at any rate is using some strategy for which
|
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(2.3) or its analog h ol ds . Since un der our "non coo pera tive"
hypo thesis (see the end of subsection 2.1) play e r 1 is unable
to communicate with player 2 over possible changes in the latter's
strategy, the natural working hypothe sis for pl ay e r 1 is that
play er 2 's behavior will per sist. Hence, in view of (2.3) it
appears to player l 's advantage to change strategy from s1*
to si; and it would appear . unreasonable for player 1 to persist
in using s when such an advantage-promising change is available.
Similarly,l*if player 2 had some strategy s2 necessarily different
f rom s2* f or which

f2 (s1*, s2) >f2 (s1*, s2 * )

then it would appear unr easona'bl e f or player 2 to persist in
using s2**

Reversing the negatives in the last paragraph, we can say
that stable choice of the strategies (s1*, s2* ) by the respective
players 1 and 2, is reasonable only if

f (si,s2*)Sf1 (s1*, s2 * ) for all si in S1 ( 2.4 a)1

f2 (s1*, s2) I f (Sl*, s2*) for all s2 in S2 (2.4b)2

These conditions assert that neith er play er has any in ce nt ive
to deviate unil aterally from his present strategy (s 1* or s2 * ) e" unilaterally" meaning "without arrangement that the othe play er
would al so devia t e. " (Under our " noncooperative" hy po th e si s,
the only deviations, possible are such unilateral ones.) Conditions(2.4) define th e pair (s1*, s2 *) to be what is called a (Uash)Eo uil ibr i um Point for th e game (Nash [30]). The extension to
more th an two player s involves the same underlying ideas; thus
a set (s1 * , s2 * , . . . , s * ) of strategies for the respective plpyerso
of a p-play er game is defined to be an equilibrium point if,
f or each player i,

f i(s1*,...,si_1*, si, si+1 * , . . . , s * ) If i(s1*,...,si-1*rp
si *, si+1*,...,s )p

for all strategies si in S .t
~

[
-

This "eq uil ibri um point" con cept is essentially the only -

| solution notion available for aeneral noncooperative games.
On the positive side, it is clear (I hope) that the definition
of this concept embodies a " stability against deviations" requirement
which really does appear to be an essential criterion for a
" solution." Also on the po si tiv e side, it is known that all

4 Some readers may wish to note the conceptual relation and mathe-
matical simila ri ty of the following conditions to those for.

a Pareto Optimum in mathematical economics.
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games likely to be of applied interest do in fact have such
a " sol ution. " More precis ely (Nash [3 0] ) , a ny g am e in which
all player's spaces of (pure) strategies are finite does possess
at least one equilibrium point, though in general it may involve
mixed strategies. This result remains true for some but not
all games with infinite strategy spaces (e . g. , Owen [31]).
Under a f urther hypothesis of " concavity" of the payoff f unction,
it can be strengthened to assure an eq uil ibri um point using i

only pure strategies (Rosen [32] Ponstein [33]) . Infinite strategy
spaces arising in applications ca n typically be approximated
by finite strategy spaces (e.g., the real-number interval [0,1]
replaced by the finite set 0, 1/100, 2/100,...,99/100, 1), yielding
an " approximating game" whose equilibria are " approximate equilibrium
points" for the original game.

Use of "eq uilibrium point" as a solution concept involves
some serious risks. First, a game may have more than one equilibrium
point, indeed many of them, and th ey may inv olv e dif f er ent pay of f s
to the pl ay er s. Without introducing a considerable body of
problematical assumptions additional to the original game description
(e.g., concerning the dy namic course of repeated pl ay s, the
" personalities" of the players, etc.) , th ere is in general no
natural way to single out one among these alternative " solutions."5
Furthermore, suppose for example that p=2 and the (s1*, s2*)
and (s 1* * , s2 *i th*) are tw o distinct eq uilibrium point s. If we
pair of s1* w s2** rather th en s2 *, in gene ral we will not
obtain an equilbrium point, and so we cannot

speak of s1* ing
simply

restrict itas "a ra tional strategy for pl ay e r 1" without
to a combination with the specific choice s2*. These inabilities
tend to assure (1) a meaningf ul specification for ra tional play
by individual play er s (rather than by the collective of _a_]l
players) and (2) a definite set of play er payoff s arising from
pl ay "according to the solution," are su bs ta ntial drawbacks
f or application of the theory, despite its helpf ulness in focusing
attention on the set of equilibrium points.

Note, however, that in any pa r ti cul a r application these
drawbacks might not arise. Suppose, f or example, that our analysis
is intended to advise play er 1 on a suitable co ur se of action.
If that analy sis shows the game-theoretic model to have only
a single equilibrium point, then the appropriate advice (insofar

-

as it is purely model-based) is relatively clea r-cu t. If there-

are multiple equilibrium points, but they all happen to involve

50ne might prefer, how ev er some eq uil ibr ium points to others
by virtue of possessing additional " stability" proper ties f ormulated,
for example, by Willians [34], Wu [35], Selteri [36], Mey er son
[37], and Okada [3 8] . The most con centrated effort to resolve
this ambigui ty, though a " bargaining" context tangential to
our motivating applications, is the work of Harsanyi integrated.

in [39].
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one and the same strategy s1* for play er 1, then at least some
of the situation ambiguities are re solve d. Simila rly, if th er e
are multiple equilibrium points but th ey all happen to involve
the same pay of f to - player 1. Considerations like these can
pr ovide criteria for selecting among otherwise plausible g am e-

'

theoretic models for an application; we will see later that
some of these f elicitous coinciden ces have actually arisen in
the context of the present study.

No' lucky chances are needed, however, if we restrict attention
to the zero sum 2 -ol av e r ca se , which we recall requires the

r el ation f2 (-f ) between the pl ay er ' s payoff functions.*
l

Here (2.4a,b) can be written

f (s1,s2*) I f1(s1*, s2*) I fl(sl*,s2) for all s1 in S1,1
(2.5)s2 in S2

From this r ela tio n, a number of desirable properties can be
deduced. Consider any two equilibrium points (Al*rA *) and

E
(A *, A **) and (A **, A *) are also equ11ibrium(A **,A **). Pirst, l 2 l 2l 2

points; this int er ch angeability permits us to speak of s1*r
(s ) as being an "eq uil ibrium st r ategy " for play er 1 (player2) 2 *ithout specifying a pairing with a particular strategy ofw
the other pl ay e r . Second, the two equilibrium points yield

f = (~f ) , the same is true forplay er 1 the same pay of f (since 2 1
play er 2); this common payoff to player 1 from all equilibrium
points is called the value of the game. Third, this game-value
is the laroest pavoff that player 1 can assure himself of (through
his ch oice of strategy) despite player 2's efforts; f rom this
conservative viewpoint, player l's equilibrium strategies, which
do in fact assure this largest payoff, merit (and are given)
the term opt imal . The analog of this last statement for player
2 also holds. (Aumann [40] has extended these results to a
class of games wider than zero sum, but apparently difficult
to recognize usef ully early in their analysis.)

Thus, the theory of zero sum two-player games is very satisf ac-
tory. There is a convincing notion of " optimal strategy" f or
each player, and a "s ol u tion " of such a game is given by such
a pair of optimal st r ategies, the corresponding payof f to player
1 (with its nega tive the payoff of pl ay e r 2) then giving the
(unique) value of th e game. (For a more compl ete analysis, -

,. .

it might be de si rabl e to determine al_1 the optimal strategies
for one or both pl ay er s . ) The existence of .such a solution
when strategy spaces are finite f ollows as a spe cial case of
the more general theorem cited earlier (which did not involve
the zero sum assumption). A number of more advanced " minimax"
theor em s, assuring e xi sten ce of a sol ution for many classes
of situations involving infinite strategy spaces have appeared
in the technical literature (cf. Chapter 5 of Parthasarathy
and Raghavan [41]) .

,

1
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Ac will be seen later, the practicality of actually calculatina
'

a solution f or such games is also rather high. Thus, there
are powerf ul incentives for modeling a given situa tion as a
zero sum tw o-pe r son game rather than a more general game, ,1f
such a model gives an acceptable representation of reality.

- 2.5 The Extensive Form

The descriptions and definitions given so f ar are not designed
to reflect the f a ct that a gam e-the or e ti c situation may well
unf old over an extended period of time, proceeding in stages,
and calling on players to make not just one but perhaps a seauence
of decisions based on varying levels of information about the
prior decisions of the other pl ay er s . These aspects of th e
situation are highlighted in the so-called extensive form, a
stylized representation of how the " rules" of a game structure
the evolution of its activities.

In the extensive-form model, the game is represented as
a tree-like network branching out progressively from a " root"
node. Any one "pl ay " of the game in effect traces a unique
path in this network from the root to an outmost or " leaf" node;
the payof f s to the pl ay er s depend on which leaf-node is the ;

terminus of the path that actually occurs.

Each non-leaf node " belongs" to a particular player whose
turn to " move" it will be when and if the growing path reaches
that node. Th e pl ay er ' s mov e consists of specifying one of
the alternative actions available at the node, i.e., which of
the edges branching f rom the node will be " pursued" by the player
and added to the gr owing path. H ow ev e r, the choosing player
may not know at exactly which of "his" nodes the play now stands,
since this might require unavailable knowledge of what branchings
("mov e s ") had been previously chosen by other players. Instead,
the rules partition the nodes " belon g ing " to each player into
certain "inf ormation sets. " A play er about to move will know
in which information set the pl ay stands (i.e., in which the
tip of the growing pa th lies) , but knows nothing f urther about
which one of the nodes in that inf orma tion set actually marks
the current state of th e play . The extensive form has certain

~

axioms enforcing this role in the information sets; for example->

every node in the same information set must have the same number
of edges branching from i t, since o the rwise the player about
to move--and necessarily aware of the number of choices available--
could use that awareness to narrow his possible node-locations

,
to some proper subset of th e information set inv olv ed. The

I influence of chance events (e.g., random measurement errors
! or the results of a di ce- roll or ca rd-sh uf fle) is represented

by letting certain nodes belong to the " chance player" an automaton .

who must select from among the available alternatives (edges |.

|
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branching f rom the' node) in accordance with a prescribed probability ,

distribution associated with that node.

The rich . f ormalism of the extensive form can be collapsed
to the " strategic f orm" described earlier by the following device:
define a strateov for a play er .to be a " complete contingency.

: - plan" which specifies in advance for each of the player's information
- sets - (say , I) which numbered branch the player will choose if
the course of play should call for a. move from some node in
I. Note that by the axiom described in the last pa r agraph, ' '

all nodes in I have the same number (say 4) of edges branching
from them, hence all ca n hav e their branching edges labeled
by (say) the first four positive integers so a strategy clause
"if in I, choose branch 2" makes sense.

A choice by each play er of a " s t ra tegy " as j ust defined
*

w ill--apa r t from the effects of moves by the " chance play er"
if pre sent--colle c t iv ely determine a definite course of play
and a definite play ~ through th e tree, hence definite' payoff,

values to the player s. The chance play e r ' s m ove s m ay lead to
a probability distribution of payoff values rather than a definite
value and this distribution needs to be encapsulated by a single
"summariz ing numbe r " as explained earlier. With - these ' under-
standings, any extensive form game is converted to a game of
the ("st r ategy ") form discussed in the preceeding sections.

A " mixed strategy" i s, as bef or e, a probabilistic mixture
of the (" pure") strategies defined in the next-to-last paragraphs.
The first of th e two main results in the theory of extensive
form games says that. mixed strategies are unnece ssa ry whenever
the game is of " perfect inf o rma tion"--i. e. , if the player whose
turn it is to move knows all prior moves by the other players
(including the chance player) . The formal version of this condition,
by the way, is that each of the players' information sets consists
of j ust a single node. For such a game, assuming its tree network
is finite, the result assures the existence of at least one
equilibrium point involving pure strategies only (Chapter 15
of [18]; also Kuhn [42] .)

For games of even moderate com pl e xi ty , a strategy as a
complete contingency plan is likely to involve an unpleasantly

'
long-list of instructions. For any one play of the game, most- -

of these instructions are likely to refer to contingencies not
actually encountered during that play (i.e., to information
sets not actually entered by the growing path describing the
progress or pl ay ) . Mixed strategies, as probabilistic mixtures ;

of these cumbersome pure strategies, will be even more unwieldly
for any use beyond conceptual analysis. It would be much more
convenient if probabilistic behavior by a player could be described
by what are called behavior st rateal es. These specify for each
of the player's inf orma tion sets the pro ba bili ty distribution.

of his choices among the alternatives (branching edges) available
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when moving f rom a node in that set. Unf or tuna tely, it is not i

true that the effect of any mixed strategy can be duplicated !

by some behavior strategy and so restricting the analysis of
a game to the more tractable behavior strategies might improperly
reduce the set of options open to the players. The second of
the two main results in extensive form game theory (Kuhn [44])
identifies an important class of games for which this difficulty
does not arise and which can theref ore safely be analyzed using
behavior strategies. These are the games of perfect recall
in which a pl ay er about to move knows all of his prior moves
in that play of the game. This assumption, a na t ur al one for
many appl ica tions, rules out (for example) situa tions in which
a "pl ay er " consists of a team with imperfect communication,
as in bridge.

2.6 Stochastic and Repeated Games

Although the extensive-form structure is in principle capable
of accomodating most of the multi-time-period (briefly, " multi-
stage") models we will encounter later, that accomodation ca n
be rather awkward for models with certain features. For example,
in some situations a pl ay e r w ill receive a " spot" pay of f at
each stage (e . g. , an increment of diverted material) , whereas
the extensive form associates payof f s only with the final stage
of pl ay-- i . e . , the last node of th e pa th traced th rough the
gam e- tr ee by the execution of the chosen strategies. If ther e
are more than a very f ew stages, the translation of intermediate
payoffs to the ends of the (numerous) pa ths can be laborious,
and perhaps destructive of insight about the game.

Another "aw kw a rd" class of multi-stage situations involves
repeated pl ay of a game in which a play er m ay not initially
be fully inf ormed about the capabilities and values (i. e. , pay of f
f un ctior.3 ) of the other players. Thus, at each stage, a player's
motivation for immediate payoff is conf ounded with a motivation
to act in ways that elicit more information about the opponents,
providing a better basis for decisions in later stages. (Reports
of boxing matches of ten note a process of " feeling out the opponent"
in the early rounds.) Although th e "inf ormation sets" of th e
e xten siv e-f orm concept can pres umably be set up in a w ay that

- captures this feature of incompl ete information,6 doing so might -

prove unnatural and unrewarding.

This explains why certain cl asse s of multi-stage games
have been subjected to con centrated study in th ei r own right.
Two of these--stochastic cames and repeated cames with incomplete

6"I n compl et e" should not be conf used with " imperfect", the
denial of "pe rf e ct " as defined in the next-to-last pa ra g ra ph.

of Section 2.5.
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inf ormation--appear - in the literature relevant to this report, I

and in particular are noted'in the Peer Rev iew Group report
[14 ; pp. 30-33 and 42] as po s sibili tie s f or multi-period ID
analysis. They are labelled " Advanced Techniques" [14; p.30],
a termwhich accurately reflects both the somewhat greater complexity
of the mathematics involved in their analysis, and their present
status as active research . topics in contra s t with many of the
"by now classified" subj ects described earlier in Section 2.5.
Their greater recency also implie s less experience with their;

use as modelino tools, i.e. with learning what f eatures of potential
,

applications lend themselves nicely (or badly) to modelling
by such games.

To flesh out the comments in [14], we shall pr ov ide brief
sketche s of the main con ce pt s of these two classes of games, .

along with a sampl e of pertinent r ef er ence s. For simplici ty,
; we will confine attention to the two-player case with only finitaly

many strategies at every stage of play.

Stochastic cames, though mostly neglected until the 197 0 's,
are generally attributed to a 1953 paper by Shapley [45]. Also
called Markov games, they are multi-stage processes which, at

! each stage, are in one of a finite set of st a tes. With each
state is associated both a par ticular bimatrix game (in the

'

zero-sum case, a matrix game) and a set of transition orobabilities.,

! At each stage the two play er s, knowing the current state and
its associated bimatrix game and transition probabilities, choose
their strategies in the current .bimatrix g am e. This ch oi ce
determines both their immediate payoffs (from the payoff matrices)
and, from the transition probabilities, the probability distribution+

governing the identity of the next state.

The sequence of stage-by-stage pay of f s for a player can
be accumulated in either of two ways : as the limit over long
times of the average payoff per stage (the undiscounted case) ,

; or as the sum of the discounted stream of payoffs (the discounted
' case, where the solution in ge ner al depends on the discount

factor). The desired solution concept has been limited to the
rather natural cl ass of st a ti ona ry strategies, those in which
in a player's behavior at any stage depends only on the current
state and not on prior history.

,

. .

For th e discounted case, the existence of a solution was
i proved by Shapley [45] . However, no finite exact solution algorithm

can exist, since (an analogous argument with more detail appears
in Section 3.4) it is possible for a problem with rational-number
data to have a solution involving irrational numbers (Parthasarathy

.

and Raghavan [46]). If, however, the transition probabilities'

depend only on the strategy choices of sns of the two players
(the " controller"), then such an algorithm becomes possible
[46]. This remains true (Filar [47] and an analog of the material.

in Vrieze et a1 [48]) if the " single controller" hy po the si s
.
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: is weakened to that of " switching control," in which the identity
'

of the controller may be Player 1 in ' some states, Player 2 in.

others.

For the undiscounted case, progress is clouded by the knowledge
(Blackwell and - Ferguson [49] ) that e xa c tly-o ptim al strategies'

may f ail' to exist, although approximate ones will _(Mertens and
Neyman [5 0] ) . When . th ey do exist, th ey can be-in principle

; be calculated by solving an optimization pr obl em formulated
by Vrieze ([51), building on the stu dy of the discounted case

. by Rothblum [52]; this problem has a linear obj ective f unction,'

but quadratic constraints as well as some linear ones. An alter-
native " successive approximations" approach is given by Federgruen
[53]. Finite solution algorithms for the " single controller"
and " switching control" cases are given in [46] and [48] respe'ctive-<

ly; other. cases in which . solutions are known to exist are give n-

; by Gillette [55] and Hoffman and Karp [56].

Applica tions of stochastic-game theo ry have been pro po se d
,

in the areas of military tactics and weapons development (Charnes
j and Schroeder [51), Winston [5 8] ) , advertising ( Albright and

Winston [59]), natural-resource management -(Sobel [61]) and.

oligopoly analysis (Kirman and Sobel [62] ) , as well as inspection
; (Filar [63]). We may note the remark of Sobel [64; p. 995]

,

; that the tendency to - model phenomena as stochastic games has"

been curbed by inadequate computational procedures"; however
; specific applications or subcategories, like many of those cited
)

above, prove exceptions to this general observation; cf. also
Filar and Schultz [65] .a

i

| If a " critical diverted quantity" concept is applicable
j for the multi-stage ID-a n aly sis problem, then modelling that :

j problem as a stochastic game encounters certain difficulties.

|
An adversary's situation at a certain stage should presumably

- depend, in pa r t, on how much has al ready been diverted. But

{ since in a stochastic game (with a stationary-strategy solution)
behavior is supposed to depend only on the current sta te, it
f ollows that the " diverted so f ar" quantity should be part of
the specification of a state. And since in such a game both

; players are aware of the current state, this would require the
j adversary's. opponent to know the cumulative diversion, which

~

is unrealistic. Perhaps some modelling artifice can evade this' -

j difficulty, but if offers at least an initial obstacle.

i
j' A currently active line of'research in a cognate . field

]
is suggestive here. A Markov Decision Process (MDP) is essentially
the one-player analog of a stochastic game; in the well-developed3

i " classical" theory of such . problems (given maj or . impetus by
Howard [66]; f or modernity see, e.g. Ross [67]), the single
decision-maker is assumed at every stage to know the current

4

! state. Recently, however, ther e has been increasing interest-

| in situations in which _ the current state is only "pa r tially
i
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observable" by the decision-maker: the available inf ormation
permits him only to place '(say, via Bayes Theorem f rom probability
, theory) a probability distribution over the alternative possibilities
for that state. (An application, and a usef ul r eview of prior
literature, are given in the 1980 paper of Monahan [68]; basic
theory appears in Maj umdar [69].) This development might well-
'and probably will--be extended to the ca se of tw o (or more)
player s, i. e. to " stochastic games with partially observable
states."

We turn now to repeated cames of imcomol ete information.
They are generally attributed to Harsanyi [70] and to Aumann
and Maschler [71-73]. Th e former is "notationally heavy"; an
exposit ory sketch is given by Shubik [19; Section 9.3]. As
noted by Kohlberg [74], papers [72, 73] "were never published
and are hard to obtain," but their contents are described in
the secondary sources consulted.

The basic scenario involves a set of bimatrix games (matrix
games, in the zero sum case), only one which will actually be
pl ay ed. This set is split into subsets in two diff erent ways,
one relevant for play e r 1 and the other for pl ay e r 2; these
split-ups are both known to both players, as is an initial proba-
bility distribution over the set of games. Initially the " chance
pl ay er " uses this distribution to determine which of the games
in the set will actually be played; player 1 is not told which
game this is, but only in which of the subsets of "his" split-up
the chosen game lies,7 and similarly for play er 2. (The sizes
of the various games' payof f matrices must be such as not to
"give aw ay " any information about the ide nti ty of th e "real
gam e. " ) The players then repeatedly play the game (not knowing-
exactly which one it is), their payoffs accumulating but remaining
unknown to them until the whole process is done.

There is one other important but rather complicated apparatus
in the s cena rio. Associated with each of the possible games,
in addition to the pl ay er s' payof f matrices, is a second pair
of matrices--the inf ormition matrices for each player, assumed
known by both of th em. The (1,j) entry of player's inf ormation
matrix contains an information signal which is revealed to player
1 if and when the pl ay er s choose respective pure strategies ,.

~
- - at som e stage; this signal might for example communicate to

player 1 some partial or precise knowledge of player 2's previous -

strategy choice (j), or part of play er 2's pa r tial knowledge
about which game is being played, or bo t h-- th i s f o rm alism is
very general and flexible. Pl ay er 2's inf ormation matrix is
simila r. Thus in selecting a strategy at each stage of play,
a player must be concerned not only with the resultant payof f,.

I

7If player l's split-up is fine enough, this could in f act.

( determine the chosen game.

i
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but also with the long-term effects of the resultant r elease
of inf ormation to the other pl ay e r. (In the non-zero s um case,
these effects need not all be negative.)

Most of the literature on these models has been confined
to the zero sum case; one exception is Sorin [75]. It has been
mainly concerned with establishing the existence of solutions,
and the rate of convergence of the solutions finite-stage truncations
to a solution (in pa r ti cular the value) of th e infinite-stage
pro ces s ; cf., for e x am pl e, Kohlberg [74, 7 6] , Mertens [77),
Zamir [78-80], Mertens and Zamir [81-84], Ponssard and Zamir
[85], Ponssard and Sorin [86, 87], Sorin [75, 88-9], Waternaux
[90]. Anticipating the ty pe of concern to be emph asiz ed in
Section 3, we note that none of these papers explicitly adddresses
computational issues, and the examples considered are extremely
small (2x2 payoff matrice s, at m@at two possible games). It
appears to the writer th at the computa tional aspects of these
models are rather unexplored, perhaps because they have appeared
intimidating; the only note which is encouraging (for reasons
detailed in Section 3.1) is the references in [86, 87] to linear
programming f ormulations.

.

From the viewpoint of model appropriateness for our intended
area of application, three aspects of these structures may create
difficulties. Das is the notion that stage-by-stage payof f s

,

are kept con ce al ed until th e end of th e multi-stage process;
h ow eve r, total or par tial information about su ch pay of f s could
perhaps be transmitted y_ia th e inf ormation matrices, and the
results of Megiddo [91] s ugge st that this restriction may not>

be critical. Second, much of the analysis is for the infinite-stage
8, so that some care would be needed in establishing properi case

relations with the finite trun ca tion s arising in application.
Third--and apparently most serious--is the r eq ui r em ent that
the sam e game be play ed a t every stage (though possibly with
changing levels of inf ormation available to the players) . This
can make it hard to differentiate a stage at which an adversary
is just starting his pilferage, from one in which j ust one more
" good haul" could bring his total to a cri ti cal l ev el . Again
some ingenious modelling trick might evade this problem, but
it appears that a naturally a ppli ca ble the ore tical f r am ew or k
would involve a matina of stochastic games (in which the " state"

-

or " current game" can vary from stage to stage), with repeated- -

games of incomplete inf ormation (in which the players have only
pa rti al information at each stage about the current situa tion) .
The ref erence at the end of Sorin's 1984 paper [89] to an emergent4

confirms the writer's impression that the time is ripe for such
a research development, but that it has not yet occurred (cf.,

8 In principle this is also true of some stochastic games,
but the latter can have " absorbing states" which in effect would.

assure finite termination.
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how ev er , [92]). Its genesis might well be stimulated by th e
- specific application context of safeguards problems, just as
the dev elopm ent of repeated games of in compl et e information |
was spurred [71-73] by the anticipated methodological needs '

of. nuclear test-ban treaty icspection. This suggestion goes i
beyond the recommendation of [14; p. _42] . '

-
, .
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3.0 SOLVABILITY OF GAME-THEORETIC MODELS

In Section 2, we described the class of situations to which
the. theory- of games is directed, and then proceeded to discuss
some basic aspects of game-theoretic models : the elements of
such a model and what might be. meant by a "s ol uti on. " Some
theoretical results assuring the existence of a solution were
cited. In keeping with our motivating application in the safeguards ,

program, attention was confined to non-cooperative games.

Here we turn to a more practical question: how (and with
what dif f icul ty) can a game-theoretic model be solved? Thus,
our main concern is with computatio nal processes f or actually
determinina a solution to a model given in numerical form.

Two other auxiliary subj ects will al so concern us, but
'

only briefly. (There is not too much to be said in general
terms about either of th em. ) QDg stems from the f act that the
data of a game-theoretic model (or any other serious decision-
aiding mathematical model) are unlikely to be perfectly accurate
or reliable. We will therefore want to consider the possibilities
for sensitivity or pa ram et ri c analysis, i.e., for examining
how the solution varies with changes in the problen data (" para-

;

meters") and to which of these parameteres the results are especially
i sen si tiv e. The hope, of co ur s e, is that such questions can
i be explored by means more economical and insight-giving than ,

, simply perturbing the data in various ways and solving each
j of the revised problems "f rom scratch." The second "a uxil iary

topic" is the acD-numerical version of our main concern: logical-
:

1 symbolic processes for determining or f acilitating a cl o se d-
form solution of a game-theoretic model in terms of its parameters
(the latter appearing as "l ite ral s" rather than with prescribed

i numerical values) . '

!

i 3.1 Matrix Games

These are the two-player zero sum games with only finitely-

many (pure) strategies for each player, whose theory was described
in Section 2.4 as being in pa r ti cula rly satisfactory form.

'

.- We proceed to show why the same is true for the computational-

treatment of such games.

suppose the pay of f matrix has entries a (1, j ) ; that is,i

i if players 1 and 2 choo se their i-th and j-th pure strategie s,
respectively, then pl ay er 2 pay s play er 1 the amount a (1, j) .
Suppose next that player 1 selected the mixed strategy "x" which
chooses his first course of action with probability x1, his

; - ;

(
'

i
~
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second course of action with probability x2,..., and his last
(m-th) course of action with probability x . It follows thatm

x1 + x2 + + Xm " li
x1 1 0, x2 2 0,..'., xm 1 0. (3.1)

Against the j-th pure strategy of player 2, the mixed strategy
x will yield player 1 an expected payoff

a(1,j)x1 + a (2,j) x2 + + a (m, j) x -... m

Thus, the greatest expected payof f player 1 can be assured of
while using x, no matter which pure strategy (j) player 2 chooses, .

is the laraest number v for which

a (1, j) x1 + a (2,j) x2 + . . . + a (m, j) xm2V (3.2)

It is not hard to show that the very same number v remains achieve-
able by pl ay er 1 (using x) even if player 2 is permitted to
use mixed strategies and is theref ore the best play er 1 (using
x) can do despi te ,any effort by play er 2. According to the
theoretical development sketched in Section 2.4 (and assuming
expected values of payoff s are appropriate obj ectives) , player
1 should choose x so as to maximize v, i.e., should choose the
decision variables x1,...,x so as to maximizem

(3.3)v = IV + 0x1 + 0x2 + ... + 0xm
,

subject to (3.1) and (3.2) .

This last optimization is a special ca se of the following
more general problems: choose values for a finite set of decision
variables, so as to maximize some linear f unction of those variables
subject to a finite set of constraints each of which--like ( 3 .1)
and ( 3 . 2 ) --is linear (equation or inequality) . Such a problem
is called a linear procram; the situation f rom player 2's viewpoint
also yields a linear program. Fortunately, linear programming
is an extremely well-developed field of mathematical optimization;
massive computer programs based on the " simplex method" of
G.B. Dantzig stand ready to solve rather enormous linear programs
with great rapidity. (This rapidi ty , known for decades as an -

,,
empirical f act--e.g. , McCall [93]--has more recently received
intensive theoretical inve.stigation and verification; as in
the prize-winning research of Borgwardt [94, 95].)

Thus, finding a numerical solution of a matrix game of
any reasonable size (i.e., the value, and an optimal value for
each of the two players) can be regarded as a "well-solved problem."
Finding all optimal strategies for oae or both players is distinctly
more laborious, but a systematic finite procedure for doing
so is known (Shapley and Snow [92]). To be precise, if a player*
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has more than one optimal strategy then th ese strategies ca n
be represented geometrically as a convex polyhedron, e.g., in
two dimensions, a polygon without "h ol es " or " dents," and the
cited method finds the " extreme points" (or " corners" or " vertices")
of this poly hedr on one by one, th er eby implici tly determining
all the points in it.

We turn now to sensitivity and parametric analysis. IIer e
there are two distinct bodies of work to be ci ted. The first
of the s e , due to Mills [99], deals specifically with matrix
games. Suppose we have such a game, in which player 1 has m
pure strategies and player 2 has n, so that the game is described
by an m xn pay of f matrix A. Let D be another m x n matrix;
then the matrix A + tD, for small real numbers t > 0, can be
regarded as the payoff matrix of a game obtained by " perturbing"
the original game A in the " direction" D. What [99] gives is
a recipe for finding the "di rectional derivative" (i.e., rate
of change) of the value of A with respect to such perturbations.
Specifically, this recipe is the v alue of the game which has
payoff matrix D, but has the players' mixed strategies restricted
to their optimal strategies in the original game A. The solution
of such a " restricted matrix g am e , " like that of an or dina ry
matrix game, can be ca rried out by translation to appropriate
linear programs; the main computational labor lies in determining
the coefficients of the associated " constraints," a task which
involves the finite calculation procedure mentioned at the end
of the last pa ragraph.

The second line of work on sensitivity (and parametric)
analysis for matrix games uses the f act that such games be translated
into linear programs as in (3.1) (3.3) above. Like so many-

other aspects of linear programming, its sensitiv ity analysis
techniques have received substantial and successful attention,
and such techniques typically accompany the " massive computer
programs" mentioned ea rlier. (Skipping the intervening years
we cite only the initiating work of Gass and Saaty [100-102]
and a f airly recent compr ehen siv e monograph by Gal [103].)
Such te ch niq ue s can indeed be used to analyze the sensitivity
of a matrix game's solution (especially its value) to sy stema tic
change in a single entry of the payof f matrix, or even to broader
patterns of chan ge s, mostly conveniently introduced "one row

,

at a time" or "one column at a time. " Though practicable, they- -

are not quite as computa tionally efficient as might be desired,
eccentially becauce their forte is dealing with changes either
in the coefficients of the "maximand" (like (3.3) ) of a linear
program--cf. the titles of [100-102]--or like (3.1) or (3.2).
In matrix game analysis, h ow ev e r, th ey are called upon f or the
harder job of treating changes in the coefficients of (3.2), l

i.e., the payoff entries.

Most of th e pr ece ding remarks h av e stressed the use of |
.

linear programming's " simplex method" to solve matrix games.
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Ther e is a second solution approach that merits attention, that
of f ict i ti ous olav. It is an iterative procedure, beginning
with an arbitrary choice of pure strategies by each of the two
play er s . At any later stage, pl ay e r 1 reviews the r ela tive
f requencies with which player 2's various pure strategies have
been chosen in the past, regards these frequencies as the probabil-
ities of a mixed strategy for player 2, and selects a pure strategy
which best responds to (i.e., achieves largest expected pay of f
against) that mixed strategy ; pl ay er 2 behaves analogously.
This pro ce s s, f ormula ted by Brown [104] as a discrete analog
to a differential eq ua ti on s-ba se d solation method formulation
by Brown and von Neumann [105], generates for each pl ay er an
infinite sequence of mixed strategies and expected payoffs. Those
sequences have been shown (Robinson [106]) to co nv e r ge to the
gam e-val ue and (in an appropriate sense) to the players' sets
of optimal strategies. Convergence is reputed to be generally
slow (although at least one practitioner solving large mi.titary-
game models reported good results [107]), parametric a n aly si s
is not possible, and since the iterative process must be terminated
at some finite stage with only an approximate s ol u tio n, this
method is not usually com pe ti tiv e. But its ease of comput er-
coding and its strong intuitive basis may at times be compensating
advantages.

As might be e xpe ct ed, a particularly elementary calculation
method is available for those special cases in which it is known
or suspected that the game has a solution using only pure strate-
gies. One determines the po si ti ons of the sm all est entries
on each row of the payoff matrix and then t rie s to find among
these entries one which is also a laraest entry in its col umn.
If an entry with this "saddlepoint" pr o per ty exists, then its
value gives the value of the game, and the associated row and
column corresponds to optimal pure strategies for the two players.
If no such entry exists, then mixed strategies must be involved
o obtain a solution.

3.2 Other Two-Person Zero Sum Games

These will be games in which one or both players have infinite
spaces of pure strategies. The class most e xten s iv ely studied

,

is that in which the strategy space of each of th e two play er s- -

is a continuous, real-number interval which, by r e s c al in g, can
be taken as [ 0 ,1 ] . Then the possible st r a t egy-pai r s (si,82)
fill nnt the " unit cquare" in the (c i , s2 ) -pl anc , whence th e
term same on the soua re.

Applications exist in which the payof f f unction f (si,s2)1
to player 1--whose nega tive gives the pay of f to pl ay e r 2--is
nqt continuous throughout the squa re. This occurs, for example,
in "g am es of timing," e.g., models of duel s in which payof f s.

depend on "who fires first" in a way introducing discontinuities
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attthose strategy-pairs representing simultaneous firing by
the opponents. But for applications of the type underlying
this report, it seems reasonable to expect continuous payoft
functions. Under that assumption, a game on the square la
guaranteed to have.a solution, though mixed strategies will
usually be involved. Also, an approximate solution of any specified-

quality can be obtained by approximating .the square with a cuf-
ficiently fine, finite two-dimensional grid of its points, regarding

,

the values of F1 at the grid-points as entries of a payoff matrix,
and then solving the resultant matrix game. While this is generally
the numerical method of choice, the method of fictitious play
can also validly be applied (indeed, it can be applied for;a
much wider class- " compact metric squares"--of infinite strategy
spaces; Danskin [108]).

It is for special classes of continuous games on the square .

that there was notable progress in obtaining "better-than-numerical"
solution methods, i.e., methods which approach the ideal of
yielding closed-form solutions in terms of the parameters in :

the payoff functions. (I use "was" rather then "has been" because
the field has not been fashionable for some time; perhaps indicating
that further advances would be distinctly more _ dif ficult.)
This progress is embodied in theoretical analyses which both
provide detailed information on the mathematical form of a solution,
and provide and justify procedures for determining the specitics
of that form in any particular instance. The latter procedures t

are, in general, numerical (though involving far less computation-
than a purely numerical approach, unaided by information about
the solution's form). In especially " nice" cases, how ev er, ,

they can be carried out in symbolic or " closed" fashion to -yield
an entirely closed-form solution, i

An extensive account of most of this work is collected'
in Volume 2 of Karlin [21] . As a sampler, two of its subdomains
are sketched in the next three paragraphs.

One of these subdomains involves continuous games on the 1

is " separable," |square for which the payoff function, f (al,a2)fi ,

1.e., built up from one-variable funcfions o the individual i

strategies si and s2 in the manner given by the formula
-

...

M N

1 ai$gi(sy)h (s2)' (3'4)f (sy,s2) =
3i=0 j=0

with the functions gi and h4 assumed continuous. Then the available
theory assures us, for edmple, that each player has at least ,

one optimal strategy which " mixes" only a finite number of pure
strategies (thus cumulative distribution functions are not needed),'

in fact, a number not exceeding the smaller of M + 1 and N-+
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I where M and N are as in (3.4) and in f urther f act (a sharper
limit) not exceeding the " rank" of the matrix (ai.5) of coef ficients
appearing in (3.4). Considerably more specific results can
be given for the polynomial case of (3.4), i.e.,

M N

aijtgi(si)ihj (s2) i. (3.5)f (s1,s2) =
1

i=0 j=0

To introduce th e second subdomain, we define a function to be
convex if it is never underestimated by linear interpolation
between two of its values, concave if it is never Qverestiraated
by linear interpolation. Consider a continuous game on the
square in which f1(sl,s2) for each sl, is a conv ex function
of s2. Then the theory tells us that player 2 has a pure optimal
strategy, while player 1 has at least one optimal strategy that
mixes at most two pure strategies. If al so f1(si,s2) 18 f0f

s then player 1 also has a pureeach s2 a concave function of
optimal strategy. In addition,1,he theory provides inf orma tiont

that aids in actually determinina the various pure strategies
just mentioned, as well as their " mixing weights" where appropriate.

The reader may recall from cal cul us that co nv exi ty and
concavity are characterized by the signs of the .gecond derivative
of the f unction involved (" 2 0 for convexity, " .s 0" f or concavity) .
This suggests that the preceding result might be generalized
by stipulating the sign of some derivative of higher order than
the second. That turns out to be the case; the theory assures
us that if

3Nf y 3Ns2 1 0 for all (si,s2) (3.6)l

wh'ere the order N or the par tial deriva tive obey s N > 2, then
pl ay er 2 has an optimal strategy. which mixes at most N/2 pure
strategies (here the endpoints 0 and 1 of the pure-strategy
space count only 1/2 if they occur, while player 1 has an optimal
strategy which mixes at, most N pure strategies.

.

We conclude this section by noting, by way of illustration,
a r el ev ant class of games other than the continuous games on -

,,

the sq ua r e. These are the "S-games" introduced by Blackw ell
and Girschick [109], in which player 1 chooses an integer i
from the finite set {1, 2, .,n} while player 2 chooses a. .

point P in a given subset S of n-dimensional space; the i-th
coordinate of P is then the pay of f to player 1 from player 2.
Perhaps surprisingly, this artificial-looking situation can
be used to model some interesting applications (cf. [109]).
Recently, Filar and Raghaven [110] have given an iterative solution
method for such game s, under natural hy pothe ses (" closed and
bounded") on the set S. If the method terminates, it does so*
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with a. solution to the game; if.not, then . continuing it long. l-

~ enough yields approximate estimat.es of the game-value and approxi- ~|.

-l
|- - 'mately-optimal ~ strategies to any desired ' degree * of approximation.

.
_

! The method? alternates between solving matrix ~ games (which grow
in size-at each iterati'on), and solving certain !special nonlinear

<
- optimization problems (whose - dif ficulty dependc largely on h ow

|'

' complicated 'the set S is) .i

.> .;

f ; 3.3 Bimatrix Games
.

.

,

_

_

-Recall that 1these- are the games in which each of the two;

o : players _has only finitely many pure strategies, but-the zero /
.

"

isum assumption is dropped ; so that a separate payoff matrix for
each player is required.*

J

An initial comment on solution methods for such games is
,

i that fictitious _ play does ng_t _in _ general- work; this was shown
by Shapley [112; Section .5] . Nor does it appear that the powerf ul
computational methods of linear programming- can be brought directly.

to bear, as they can fo,r matrix games.*

,

In view of the last r emark it was regarded \as som ewha t'

triumph wden finite schemes 9 for finding a solution (i.e.,|~ of a
an equilbrium point, generally involving mixed strategies) . wer e'

j' f oun d. One such method,' described by its authors as lying "within-
i the usual format of linear s programming computations," was given
j by Lembe and Howson '['113 ] ; its discovery had a maj or role on

originating an area of mathematical operations research (" linear
,

complementarity th eo ry " ) which is now pr ospering on its .own, .
without particular r ef er en ce to game theory. The results of

,

; [113] also show that (apart f rom " degenerate cases"--which might,
; however, be more likely to arise in the structured non-random
i data of an application) the number of solutions _is finite (-in
; fact, odd). . Improvements to the method and an adaptation to
j games in extensive i'orm (Section 2.5) were proposed by Wilson

[114].
An alternative approach rests.on th e i observation (Mills-

[115]) that finding a solutihn af a bimatrix game can be translated
into a cuadratic 'progrn la problem: maximizing' a quadratic4

~function subject tolinejr s r < . aints on the variables. Mangasarian% -

and Stono [116], f or ei. ampl e, have exploited this' observation
,

by applying one of th e (several) 'available numerical methods,

! for quadratic programming; some gaps in the associated theore,tical
j ustif ica tion--still unfilled today, so-far-as<I kn ow- ,- w e r e
not reflected in any observed difficulties with the computational,

j experiments reported (116; p. _ 3 52, pa ra. 3]. One f avorable
.

;

!
' in finitely many. steps.. '. \ '
9 By " finite" we, mean that the method obtains an exact. solution-

:
,
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Efeature of .this approach is that it imiah t . permit application
|of known methods f or sensitivity and- parametric analysis of4 _

quadratic and more general nonlinear optimiz ation. problems. ;-

m - That body of techniques, though by no-means as pow erf ul and
icomplete as f or 1inear programming, has seen considerable development

(cf. - Mine et al .[117] , Fiacco and Hutzler- [118] , and the extensive-
recent monograph by Bank et al [119] .with coverage - in clu din g

,
linear complementarity theory) .

As noted - earlier (Section 2.4) , fixation on a single one
.of a bimatrix game's (possibly) many solutions -is, in general,
una cce pta bly arbitrary ,. so that it -may well be ne ce ssa ry to
determine a]l such equilibrium points. There was some skepticism
and confusion about whether and how the method of [113] could

+ be extended to a finite technique for ' " finding all solutions"
in an appropriate explicit or implicit sense; cf. Aggarwal [ 120] ,;

Todd [121], and especially p. 183 of Shapley [12 2] . Whatever
the resolution of this - question, a somewhat different line of
dev el opm ent which does yield a. finite solution method for the ;

,

"all eq uilibr ium points problem" has been given in successive'

papers by Vorobiev [123], Kuhn [124], and Mangasarian [125]
with recent improvements by Winkels [127]. All known approaches
involve or are akin to finding all vertices of a polyhedron
(described by linear inequalities and equations) in ' high-dimension-a
al--a finite but potentially f ormidable computational task (Dyer

,

[128). Thus the pr actical ity of these methods f or - games of
,

i application-interesting compl exi ty must be regarded a priori
: with some suspicion, although ingenious e xpl oi ta tion of the
i special math emati cal features of a pa rticular model is always
;' a possibili ty. It appears to the writer that these methods

might be extended further to yield (at high computational co st)'

se minimal degree of parametric analy sis ca pa bili ty for the
4

"all equilibrium points" pr how ev er, such extensions have
apparently not been pursued,glem;perhaps because their cost-benefit

!.
'

prognoses are so discouraging.

| It is perhaps worth noting explicitly a main dif ficulty
in parametric analysis of'a model which admits multiple " solutions."

i Suppose one is for the moment concentrating on a pa r ti cular
solution of some initial " base-line" ver sion of the model, and- |

| now asks how that solution varies as some parameter appearing
S

y in the model changes .from its base-line value. As this change-

progresses, the solutions might split into two or more - distinct'

solutions -("bif ur cation" or "multif ur ca tion") ; alternately,'

; some distinct solutions might coalesce into a single one. This
: possibility obviously presents both conceptual and computational
! hazards to any simplistic notion of " sol ut ion-tracking. " If
j

10We remind the reader again (cf. f tn 3) that completeness of
literature review could not be attempted within the scale of'

.

this effort.,

1
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\'one can somehow begin with a solution which. is stable 'in the
sense' of- Jansen - [129] or some. of the authors cited in Section
2.4, then such phenomena :would be ruled out for "suf fici ently
small" excursions of the parameter in question. For the application

~

'

' content / motivating'this report, how ev er , the need to analyze'

Ja substantial range of.model versions would probably make a'

"small -perturbation" 1 imitation unacceptable.
_

>

I The considerations .of the last pa ra graph empha siz e once
< - again-the strong de si rability , for appl ica tion s , of a - model |r

which . yields a un ia ue solution, or at least whose sol utions
'f

'are "eq uiv alent " in the sense of yielding equal payoff s to the. ,

pl ay er in whose ~ interests the analysis is being conducted.'"

Bima trix games with unique ' solutions have been studied, for
example, by Millham. [130] and Heurer [131] , but f rom the viewpoint--
absolutely perverse f or our purposes--of taking as given th e

,

strategy-pair which is to be the " unique equilibrium point of'*

the game," and then constructing a game for which this is true.'

; A more usef ul. result, most naturally posed for two-player- games-
I with infinite strategy spaces but. also adaptable to their bimatrix-
I game discretizations, is that- of Rosen [32]. It uses the notion

-of " con c avi ty " of a f unction defined in Section 3 . 2. ( " n ev er.- s

4
overestimated by linear interpolation") sharpened to " strict

: concavi ty " by ruling out regions of " flatness," so that the
condition reads "always underestimated - by linear interpolation. "

,

i If, for each possible choice of player 2 's' strateg1s2r lP ayer
j l 's pay of f f1(si,s2) is a strictly L concave function of play er.

{ l's strategy si, and similarly with the two players reversed,
then (according to [32]) the game has a uniaue equilibrium point.

This is perhaps the best place to mention a promising further
concept described by Filar [ 13 2) , that of a semi-antaaonistic,

; _ea uil ibr ium ooint (SAE P) . We begin with a bimatrix game B,
with pay of f f unctions' fi and f2 for the respective pl ay er s ;-

'

i and recall that B is in general not zero sum (i.e., fi + f2
3 1 0) . With B can be associated two hypothetical matrix (hence,

~

| zero sum)' games M1 and M2 defined as follows: in M1 the payof f
f unction for player 2 is f2. so that (by the zero sum condition)2

.

the payoff function f2 rather than to maxinize "his" own original;
Pay of f function f Similarly, in M2 the payoff function of* y.
player 1 is fi so that the payof f function of player 2 is -f 1l .

i.e., play e r l ' s objective has been shifted from ma xim iz ing-- *

f2 (as in'B) to " hurting" player 1 by minimizing fi. An equilbrium
Point (s1*, s2 * ) of B is called an SAEP of B -is s1* is an optimal'

:

strategy for player 1 in the matrix game.M ,' and s2* is an optimali

j strategy for player 2 in the matrix game h . Not every bimatrix2
game B possesses a S AEP, but when one exists it " represents

,

1

|
11 It is ' technically easy to extend the concept of " linear interpola-

'

tion" from f un ctions of one va riable to functions of s ev er al.

i variables (e'.g. , the entries of a mixed strategy) .

I
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an equilibrium situa tion which is reasonable when the players
suspect each other of vin di ctive ne s s " [132]. Filar also (1)
gives a finite algorithm for determining a SAEP when one exists
(it could be extended to determine .all of them) or else verifying
that none exists; (2) shows that any two S AE P ' s give the same
payoffs to the players; and (3) shows that SAEP's have the inter- |

ch angeability pr ope r ty--if (s1*,s2*) and (s1* *, s2 * * ) a re SAEP's |
'

* so that one can speaka r e -(s 1* , s2 * * ) and (s 1*l one, s2 * )- being
then so

a as "S AE P. " Issueslof a strategy f o r _o_ D.2 P ay er
of parametric and sensitivity analysis are not addressed in
[132], but th eir possibilities appear more f avorable f or SAEP's
than for eq uilibrium points in general. In short, when SAEP's
do exist and when the situation being modeled has the features
of " mutual suspicion of vindictiveness" that make SAEP's especially
attractive as a " sol u tion " concept, their use regains many of
the advantages typically lost in passing f rom matrix to bimatrix
g ame s.

3.4 Mul ti-Play er Games

One purpose here is to discuss the solvability of p-p] ay er
game models with p > 2. B ef ore doing so, we pause to note tha t
the section headings of this ch apter omit one class of games;
2-pl ay er no n-z ero s um games with infinite strategy s pa ce s.
There is no general th eory known that applies to broad classes
of these games, in the spirit of the results for zerg sum games
described in Section 3.2. For purposes' of num erical sol ution,
they can be approximated ("discretized") by suitable bimatrix
games, so that the content of Section 3.3 becomes relevant.

The preceding digression completed, we turn to the multi-
player ca se. For simplicity, we assume initially that the (pure)
strategy space of each of the p players (p > 2) is finite.

The first fact to be noted about such games is a depressing
one: no finite general algo ri thm for their (exact) solution
is known, and in f act none can exist. To see how so sweeping
an assertion can be j ustified, first recall the cla ssifi ca tio n
of real number s into those that are rational (i.e., expr essible
as the ratio of two integers) and those that are not (the irrational

~

numbers, su ch a s' Vf) . Notice that if we begin with two rational- *

numbers, th en thei r sum, difference, product, and quotient are
also rational numbers. Thus, no finite algo ri thm using the
standard arithmetic operations (addition, subtraction, mul tipli-
ca tio n, division), when applied to an ini tial set of rational-
n umber da ta , can possible lead to an irrational number.

Now suppose X is some irrational number and G is a 3-player
game whose data (the payof f values f1(sli S2r 83)i f (Sir 32r2
s3), and f3(81, s2r 83) for all possible pure-strategy choices-

(si, s2r 83) by the th r ee pl ay er s) a re all rational numbers.
36-
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Furthermore - suppose '~ thatfG h'as a - unique equilibrium point and
F that the: strategies of that.-equilibrium point (in general', mixed)
i y iel d X ' a s the payof f . to one of th e - pl ay er s. Sin'ce no finite-

algorithm ~ applied to the data of G can yield the payoff X correspond-.g

[ ing to the unique solution of G, .'it follows that no finite algorithm
~

can solve G, hence'. that no' general finite algorithm for. 3-person-

gamesL can exist. In'1979, Bubelis [133] showed that for .any
irrational number X from ''a certain infinite class of ir ra tional .
' numbers -(the ; alaebraic i rrationals--those which, like V2 but
unlike;II or the* base e of natural ' logarithms--arise as a sblutiont '

,

:of a polynomial equation with integer data), a 3-person game
G with th e . pr ope r ti es stated above - can indeed be const ruct ed,

; . and so the "no finite algorithm" conclusion follows. .

The extension of the above- argument, f rom - three to -more
..

. than three ' players, turns out to be~ easy. . ' A more serious questioni
a rises if one ' permits, -as- single steps in.a " finite algorithm",

not only the four standard arithmetic ' operations listed above,p ;
j but also the extraction of roots (sq ua re roots,. cube roots,
j et c.) . Then taking X as V2 in the above argument would no longer

yield a contradiction to the existence 'of a finite solution#-

! algori thm. But it is a classical mathematical result, due (1826)
;' to the tragically shor t-lived Abel (for ba ckgr oun d, cf. for
! example, Chapter 10 of Tietze [134]) and generally referred
p to as "un solv abil ity by radicals," that th er e are algebraic
; n umbers X which cannot be reached from rational ' data by a ny

[~
finite algorithm ev en if root-taking is permitted. With X so

; chosen, the argument remains in force.

f' A somewhat more ch eerf ul note is the fact that the 1964
L solution algorithm of Lemke and Howson [113] for the bimatrix

,

| case (i.e., p=2), can be generalized to p-play er - games with
! p> 2. Such generalizations were published back-to-back in

1971 by Rosenmuller [135] and Wilson [136]. Since the algorithm
of'[65] is finite, this ^ might ~ appear to contradict the "no finite
al gorithm" result cited above. Resolving this apparent paradox

,

r equires a little more detail on the nature of the' algorithm
in [113]. That algorithm can be viewed as having finitely many
" stages." At some of these stages a set of simultaneous -linear

,

equations needs to be solved, but since th at is a -well-known
finite computa tional task, the overall labor is" finite. When

~

the algorithm -is generalized to games with' more than two players,> -

it continues to have only finitely many stages; but now at some ,

of these ' stages, a; set of simultaneous nonlinear equations ofs

L a particular type ("multilinear") needs to be solved, a difficult
! task which does n2t admit a finite exact solution method and
| ' can only be done approximately. Wil son [136] ini tially remarks

~

,

' 'that " presumably there are or will- be numerical methods- adequate- .,

i to = this task" but later observes "this' is by no means a ' trivial *

| pres umption. "
'

o
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Further progress along these lines is reported by Garcia,
Lemke, and Lueth [138] and more recently by Vander Laan and |

'

Talman [139). The former includes results of compu ta tional
experiments with games of 3 and 4 pl ay er s (7-140 sec. on an
. IBM 360/50) , the latter with games of 3 players; but since only
3 or 4 pure strategies per player were permitted, no extrapolition
can be made to games of more appl ica ti on- int e r es ti ng size.
' Colleagues have indicated that additional refinement of the
techniques in [139] is th ough t (no doubt not unanimously!) to
be the most promising direction for improved numerical solution
methods for general mul ti-play er games. But the problem appears
intrinsically quite dif fic ult, and the cited methods still find
only one out of a possible multiplicity of equilibrium-point
solutions, involving in general diff erent payoff s and strategies.

A variety of pa rticular multi-player game models have been
solved, sometimes in closed form, but typically by ad hoc ingenuity,

so that no usef ul gener aliz a tion s are apparent. One broader
class of ni cely-solvabl e games, identified by Howson [140],
are the poly ma t r i x games. These games are de scribable by a
set of p(p-1)/2 matrices Ai- one for each ordered pair of distinct
play er s i and j. The ed,ry Ali(si,s2) in the si-th row and

Ai due to thatrepresents the contribution to thethe s th column oftotal hayoff of player i ,

player's choice of strategy
and player j 's choice of strategy s - When p=3, for example,

she three players' payoff f unctions woul.d bet

f1(si,s2rS3) =A12(S1,s2) +A13 (si,s3) a

f (si,s2i 3) =A21 (s2, si) +A23 (s2, s3) , and2 S

f3 (S1, s2, s3 ) =A31 (s 3, si) +A32(s3rS2)-

Such games have a natural modeling interpretation (payoff s arising
as sums of returns from 2-pl ay er interactions) and are shown
in [140] to admit a finite solution algorithm based on that
of [113] for bimatrix games. I suspect that the methods of
[123, 124, 127] can be extended from bimatrix games to find
a_11 equilibrium points of polymatrix games but have not encountered
this in the literature.

- - In winding up this sqction, we now drop the restriction
-

of finiteness on the play er s' s tra te gy-s pa ce s. The resulting
class of models includes many of interest in the study of oligop-
olistic competition (cf. [19; pp. 370-374]). If each pl ay e r ' s

payoff is a strictly concav e f unction of that player's strategy
for each possible set of strategy choices by the other p-l players,
then the previously cited result of Rosen [32] assures that
there is only .o_DS sol uti on . So far as n um er ical techniques
are concerned, if the games (i.e. , its payof f f unction and strategy
spaces) have no special mathematical structures then there seems.
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nothing more to suggest than to pass to a discrete approximation
and employ the methods described earlier in this section. 4

1

A rather different approach, which does how ev er r equire
some special properties of the payoff functions f ' f' fl 2Arrow an0has been studied by mathematical economists, e.g.,

Hurwicz [141]. Suppose, hypothetically, that the game is to
be played repeatedly, and let si(t) denote the strategy chosen
by player i at the t-th play. As a " sh o r t-m emo ry " analog of

a
the fictitious-play concept described in Section 3.1, we might
imagine that player l's choice s,(t + 1) at trial t+ 1 would

'

be such as to maximize

f (s1(t) , s2 (t) , . . . , si_1 (t) , st ( t+1) , si+1( t) ...,s (t)) (3.7)
i p

since in the absence of communication' or cooperation, "he" has
no way of predicting how or whether the other players' choices
would change from the previous trial. A more cautious approach

would be to shift from st(t) in the direction of the maximum, of (3.7), thus increasing player l's payof f .it all other players
stand pat, but not moving all the way to the maximum. If the
time-parameter t is made continuous, one way of doing this is
to choose si(t) as a function of t, to satisfy the gradient-
following condition

dsi(t)/dt = ci(6f /6si) (si(t) , . . . , sp(t)) (3.8)i

with each ci a positive constant, and with additional rules
to cover the cases where (3.8) would lead si outside the strategy
space for play er i. Rescaling each si permits changing every
el to 1. Numerical solution of the p simultaneous difterential
equations (3.8) one equation per player, then yields a computational
procedure which might be hoped as time progresses (i.e. , t h oo),
to converge to an equilibrium point. Conditions under which
this hope is justified are presented and verified in [141].-
Without repeating the specifics, we note that these conditions
involve strict concavity, or convexity, of various auxiliary
functions assembled from the payoff function fy, f by..., u
various partitionings of the playors into two groups; regar&ble
as opposing aggregated players in a r elated two-player, zero
sum game.

-
,. .

0
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4.0 SOME GENERIC ISSUES OF PEASIBILITY

In the preceding two sections, we have given an ov e rvi ew
of the main ingredients of a game-theoretic model of a noncooperative
decision probl em, in cluding the principal " solution" con ce pt s
involved. We have also reviewed what is known in general about
such " sol utions "--th eir nature (i.e., typically involvin g mixed
strategies), existence, uniqueness or lack th er eof , and the
ease or difficulty with which they can be calculated. With
this ba ckg r oun d dev el ope d, our aim in the present section is
to address sever al issues bearing on explicit questions posed
in the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's Request for Proposal
[142] that led to the present study.

These issues all pertain to the f easibility of utiliz ing
a game-theoretical model to aid the material accounting f unction
described in Section 1; that of setting the "al a rm th r esh ol ds , "
for values of inventory dis crepan cies in quantities of special
nuclear ma te ri al , in a way th at pr ope rly bal an ce s th e co sts
of ove r-f r eq uent " false al a rms " against the obvious risks of
an alarm policy that is too " relaxed." Furthermore, the issues
to be discussed below will be of a r elatively aeneric nature:
they do not ref er to some specific game-theoretic model or technical-
ly delimited class of such models, nor to the pa rticulars of
the alarm thre sh old-se t ting problem within a spectrum of risk-
benefit analysis questions arising f rom the Commission's respon-
sibili tie s. Thus, the level of discussion here will be appropriate
to the level of ge ne r ality (" feasible to apply (game theory)
in a regulatory f ramework?) suggested by A-1 and B-2 in [142;
p.21].

Concretely, the topics to be treated are:

- Understandability of game-theoretic techniques,

- Viability of game-theoretic models in . regulatory settings,
and

- Mixed stratecies as a source of possible difficulties
in implementation.

-

- - The first of th ese topics is directly responsive to i tem s A-
2 and B-2 of the RPP [142; p. 21] , the third to Task la identified
there [142; p. 21]; while the second, as noted above, pertains
to items A-1 and B-1. Our reactions to the first topic are
unequivocally reassuring. Those to the second topic are generally
po si tiv e, though necessarily more diffident (the writer is not
an expert in administrative law or protocols) and paying greater
attention to necessary provisos. As will be seen below, th e
third topic raises some cost-benefit tradeoff questions of its
own that are susceptible to analytical treatment bnt, more important-.

ly, it can play an important, usef ul role in providing guidelines
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and criteria to assist the development of an operational game-
theoretic model f or the " alarm threshold" problem.

1

4.1 Understandability of Game-Theoretic Technioues

This issue is raised in [142] with particular reference
to the f easibility of achieving "understandability by licensees. "
It appears to express a con cer n that game theory, a su bj e ct
not ty pically pa r t of the educational background of today's
senior engineers or managers,12 might be so very esoteric or
abstruse as to be beyond adequate compr ehen sion (and, th er ef or e,
inf ormed acceptance) by suitable licensee personn_el. For tuna tely,

this is not the ca se . That conclusion will be supported by
three lines of reasoning.

Fi rst , the subj ect has enjoyed a long and successf ul history
of popul ariz ation for "l ay " persons. J. Mcdonald integrated
his prior a r ti cl es on the topic in Fortune into an acclaimed
"l ow-te ch " introduction to the field [143] which, "by popular
demand," has passed through a number of inca r na tion s (e . g. ,
[144]). A second well-received and reprinted ea rly work of
the same genre, described in its pref ace as "a primer-for home
study," intended f or "the int ellige nt layman who happens not
to have acquired a mathematical vocabulary," was that of Williams
[145] at the RAND Corporation. A more up-to-date but still
untechnical tr eatment is given by Davis [146) , while a yet more
recent entry is that of Jones [147].

S_econd, even at a more technical l ev el the topic is not
currently regarded as so complex that its study need be def erred
to graduate school or to the senior undergraduate year s. Many
colleges and universities (my own included) offer introductory
co ur se s or course-modules in th e f i el d , which do not impose

' specialized mathematical prerequisites beyond the initial courses
common for most technical students. The Mathematical Association
of America and the Educational Dev el opm ent Center, typically
with f unding from the National Science Fo un da tion, had long-term
efforts during the 1970s to develop and disseminate modular
instructional material addressed to undergraduate students of
science, technology, and engineering; many of these modules

,

dealt with aspects of game theory. An extremely influential-- -

mid-1950s f reshman text (Kemeny et al [148] ) devoted a chapter
to linear programming and the theory of games. By the usual
proce sse s, parts of these materials have gradually seeped dow n
into the "e n ri chment matter" of f ered by some seconda ry school s
to their more advanced students. Learning has ge n e r ally been

12Though in f act it is now part of the curriculum in many leading,

business schools (not necessarily as a separate course) .
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facilitated by the extra motivation imparted by the intriguing
nature of the questions addressed in game theory.

It f ollows .f rom the last two paragraphs that acquiring
an understanding of - game-theoretic concepts and methods should

. nQ.t prove beyond the competence of suitably educated and motivated
licensee personnel. Indeed, some j unior staf f members may already
have received education in the field. Statistics-trained employees
would already have a good grasp of many of the ideas involved.
I regard _as most remote any necessity of developing as a training
aid, an application-oriented monograph like that for statistical
methodology [2], but the above material supports the practicality
.of such a step as an unlikely fall-back.

This leads to my third reason for cl as sify ing " licensee
understanding of game-theoretic techniques" as a dismissable
issue. 'the licensees are engaged in an operation for which,
as a matter of settled policy, the possibility of . deliberate
diversion is of serious concern (as ' evidenced by expensive and
' intensive precautions) . That is, they are engaged in an activity -
whose considerations include intelligent reaction to the possible
presence of an "a dv er sa ry . " Since decision analysis in such

~

situations is precisely the subject of game theory, game theory
is~one of ' th e r el evant technical disciplines for the operation.
If the NRC concurs, the n--to be politely hard nosed about i t-- -
it becomes the licensee's resoonsibility to hire or train personnel
to a suitable level of proficiency, just as it would be for
some relevant branch of nuclear engineering. Note that no consider-
able expense is involved--there is o bvio usly no need for 24-
hour on-site coverage by "the game theorist." And as has been
indicated above, the necessary expertise is not so rare or arcane
as to make this requirement a really burdensome one.

4.2 Viability in Reculatory Settinas

Here the term " viability" has been used as shor t-hand f or
robustness against accusations of violating the constitutional
guarantee of procedural due process of law. Thus, the question
is whether a game-theoretic model can be of such a nature, and
its use in aiding alarm threshold setting can be of such a mode, ,

as not to render this element of the regulatory process " unreason-~ *

able, arbitrary, or capricious. " Before offering some impressions
on this point, the writer must ackncwledge his lack of expertise
in the areas of administrative law, and re g ula t o ry practice,
plus awareness that even for experts the topic of "due process"
is by no means straightforward (cf. [14 9] ) . j

It seems usef ul to begin, more generally, with the commissioning
and use of . mathematical models by public agencies, es pe ci ally
at th e Federal l ev el . This subj ect was extensively surv eyed .-

in the early and mid-1970s; cf. Fromm et a1 [150] and Gass and
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Sisson [151]. Th e v ol um e of such activities was f ound to be
very substantial (and spot-checks at the time, by the present
w ri ter , indicated it was probably considerably underestimated).
Actual util iz a tion of the models was found to be r ela tiv ely
high when model development had been carried out organizationally
close to (or in close contact with) the potential-user branch
of th e sponsoring agency, but typically much less f requent and
successf ul in other cases. Further critical observations, focused
on the quality of documentation and verification (and corroborated
for military-oriented models by Brewer and Shubik [152], are
less relevant for present purposes. The ti tl es and sources
(e.g., EPA, SEC) of many of these models clea rly indi cate th eir
intended use as analytical aids in regulatory procedures.

Unfortunately, these broad s urv ey s of a decade ago have
not been repeated or updated, al th ough excellent r ev iew s in
a f ew narrower areas have been carried out (e.g., Frie dman/OTA
[153]). Nev er th el es s, it seems sa f e to conclude--given the
continuing general trends toward "ma thema ticalization" and " computer-
iz ation"--that mathematical-model ef f or ts related to regulatory
policies and practices remain substantial. The pages of the
B ell Journal of Economics, for example, offer ample testimony
to this co n cl usi on, though th ey normally do not specify th e
degree and nature of actual adoption of the propored models.
Another illustration is given by the large-scale modeling systems--
more or less descendants of the Pr oj e ct In de pen den ce Energy
System (PIES)--developed and operated by the Depa rtmerit of Energy;
cf. for example Gass [154] and Gass et al [155]. Johnson [157]
describes operational appl ica tion in fisheries regulation.
More generally, it seems clear that many quantitative issues
involved in a regulatory j udgm ent--th e ef f ect on competition
of a proposed merger, the effect on regional pollution levels
of a proposed change in processing fuels or technology, th e
adequa cy of continuing current charges to provide a reasonable
rate of return f or a public ut ility--involve complexities and
data-volumes that must be receiving formal mathematical treat-
ment. As noted in [153; pp. 7-8], "models--are of ten the method
of choice to meet the requirements of legislation," and f urther
"in translating legislative requirements into management practices,
agencies often recommend procedure s that depend on the use of
models." (Page 186 of [153] sketches a number of water-resource- ~

related model uses by the NRC in support of its regulatory activ-- -

ities.)

This is not to say, of co ur se, that "any old mathematical
l model" 'should or could prove viable in a reg ula t o ry setting.

Common sense, good prof essional modeling practice, and the obvious
spirit of "due process" all suggest, f or example, that a suitable
model should do the following:

.
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a. not contradict reliable, relevant- data and- to the extent
possible sh o ul d, in-an appropriate way, be based on
s uch da ta, and consistent with steele [158,p.23]

b. not contradict well-established, high consensus theory
(if such exists) in the cl ea rly rel ev ant discipline
(e.g., nuclear' physics or economics) and to the extent
possibl e sh ould, in an appropriate way, be based on
such a theory.

At (a), in one case where a model dealing in part with complex
hydraulic flows in plastic manuf acturing plants produced flow
rates departing f rom those observed by a f actor of 10, the court ,.

(not . surprisingly!) r ej e cted the challenged regulation [153;
p. 62] . It is impo s si bl e to resist q uo ting [157; p. 87] the
list of criticisms l ev eled by nat ural-gas industry e xpert s,
and evidently supported to the satisf action of the hearing examiner,
at the developers of an early econometric model of f ered by staf f
of the Federal Pow er Commis sion : "f alse sophistica tion, non-'

professional performance, faulty use of data, incorrect identifi-
cation of variables, statistical ineptitude, and conceptual
in consisten cy. " (The examples of- Finkelstein [159] are of related
interest.)

But these horror stories are quite atypical today; as subsequent
events showed in the latter instance, the rejection of a particular

,

model in no way signaled rej ection of modeling in general.
To the contrary,13 a r el ativ ely na r row standard has evolved
f or judicial review of models used for agency rulemaking: that
the court, though conducting a searching and caref ul inqui ry,
should not substitute its judgment for that of the agency; that ;

the agency's use of the model should be accorded a " presumption !

! of r e g ula ri ty " ; that the model's documentation must provide
an adequate explana tion of it's being a " rational choice " as
basis for' the regulation without the court's then undertaking

|4 to determine whether it was the "best possible approach." [153;

! p. 62]. also notes that the Federal courts have proved relatively
flexible in applying'the " reasonable ba si s" test to disputed,

1 regulations and have displayed a reluctance to involve themselves
i in evaluating models per se. This exhibits sensible recognition
| of the point emphasized by Steele [158; p. 23]l4 that "a reasonable

~

F approach does , not mean 'the correct' approach because there-

is no way to define in detail ' th e co r r ect ' (modeling) approach
toward the solution to a specific regulatory problem."

13 The following passage is based on [153; pp. 61-62] which gives
the specific citations including some apparently relating to

]To better match the present context,56) .
"econometric" was broadened.

to "(modeling)" in the f ollowing extract.
.
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Chapters 6 through 8 of [154] deal specifically with model
roles and presentation strategies in the context of " pro cedur al
due pr oce ss . " One piece of advice is to avoid the " oversell,"
of attempting to e nv elop the model in "an aura of v e ri ty. "
Instead, model documentation and presentation should stress
the rationality and reasonableness both of the entire approach
and of the maj or choices made (necessa rily on pa rtly subj ective
"best judgment" grounds) at key points in the model-development
process. A se co n d impl ici t recommendation ([154], pp. 87-88)
is that the model should be capable of appropriate pa r ticular-
ization to the specific cases at hand (e.g., by setting parameters
to the relevant values) instead, for example, of being irrevocably
wedded to aggregate average data that might be demon s t ra bly
significantly ina ppl ica bl e to the pa r ticular instance. (This
reinforces our stress, in Section 3 a bov e, on the possibilities
for sensitivity and parametric analysis of game-theoretic models.)
A third observation ([154), pp. 3, 74-75) is that the severity
of th e "due process" criterion will naturally depend on the
salience of model-use in arriving at the r e g ula t o ry decision
al r ea dy substantially determined, to a ma ximum role in which
model outputs become the determinate guideline s for decisions.
IIere it is usef ul and encouraging to note the variety of regulatory
instruments and modes av aila ble to the NRC (see Section 2.0
of the main report) in determining how best it might utiliz e
the game-theoretic approach.

Some distinctions among different po s si bl e functions of
a ma thematical model should be raised here. (They are discussed
in a game-theoretic context by Wiberg [160].) A model may simply
provide a compact representation or encoding of some bo dy of
observations (de s cr i pt iv e function). It might be viewed as
a theory of the phenomena in question, giving intellectual insight
into y_b2 the observations turned out as they did (e xpl ana tory
function). If the description or theory is thought t o h av e
v al idi ty extending beyond the observations or data already at
hand, it may be employed for the predictive function of forecasting
the na t u r e of future occurrences of th e ph enomena , perhaps in
hy po th eti cal alternative futures reflecting diff erent po ssible
" s ta te s of nature," or different choices of policy or design
by one or more decisionmakers. (This predictive ca pa bil ity
is the most common notive f or applied model-building.) Finally,

,

i t may be explicitly intended to help recommend a "best " policy
or design (the optimization or normative f unction, arising f or
example in linear programming and game theory) . These distinctions
are eneful despite the inevitable overlaps among their neat-
soundir.g categories; e.g., the predictive mode would be used
to generate tentative forecasts whose a cc u ra cy can be checked
to ev al ua te a model's success as an explanatory theory or a
predictive model (plus an explicit " scoring criterion") might
be used in lieu of f ormal optimization to decide which is the
best among a stipulated set of alternative decisions--which i

-

need not, of course, happen to include "the best" one.
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Although most of the models alluded to in the preceding
references are of the predictive variety, the comments do encompass
normative models as well. For example, [153] with its positive
findings on " viability" explicitly includes this category ([106],
p. 155-157) . Examples of an agricultural type (e.g. , pest management
and pesticide-use control) are given by Rovinsky and Shoemaker
[161]. Energy-related models like those cited above [154, 155]
often are (or have major submodels) of the o ptimiz a tion ty pe .
Some members of the judicial branch may have acquired a sympathetic
~ f amiliarity with optimiza tion concepts from past expositions
(e.g., Nagel with Neef [162], Nagel and Neef [163]) of those
concepts in the context of applicability to the legal process.
We note that some checks for "r easona bl ene ss " av ailabl e for
predictive models are no longer so clearly applicable to normative
mo del s, since observations at variance with model outputs may
simply reflect non-optimal behavior, improv ement on which may
have been the very motive for developing the model.

There seems no special reason to modify the preceding general
comments about " viability, " when the focus is further narrowed
to game-theoretic models. But specific citable ref erences have
proven (for the writer) hard to come by; lack of a bibliographic
s ur v ey of real (i.e., operational and accepted) applica tions
of game theory is a serious gap in the literature. At the conf erence
documented in [164], it was stated in connection with Shapley
[165] that the courts had showed " intelligent sympathetic interest"
in the use of gam e-theor e tic constructs in judging the fairness
of voting and representation schemes, a topic whose mathematical
analysis was initiated largely within the legal profession itself
(e.g., Banzhaf [166-168]). Another r egulatory-pe r tinent area
of application is to equitable allocation of costs (Lucas [169]);
here th er e is at least one documented operational use (Billera
et al (170] ) as well as a substantial number of potential ones
whose status is less clear--to water management, urban-transportation
subsidies, airport landing fees, etc.--and to a case "which
has been argued in the U.S. courts," concerning how to allocate
taxes f or accounting purposes, and involving the U. S. Government
and the McDonnell Douglas Corporation. These dev el opm ent s,
how ev e r, unlike the models dev eloped by Goldman and Pearl [171-
172] in the context of " weights and measures" inspections and
income-tax-r et ur n au di ting, stem from the "coopera tive game"

~

theory rather than the " noncooperative" branch most relevant
for the present study.

There are two additional points, plausibly assignable either
to this section or the next, which we choose to address here.
Both reflect the fact that a " solution" to a game-theoretic
model may require a pl ay er to adopt a " mixed st r ategy , " i . e. ,
a probabilistic mixture of courses of action.

The first point is that achieving such a mixture obviously.

requires a deliberate act of randomization. Might not the outcome -
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of such a " dice-toss" be h el d to be int r insically "a rbi tra ry
or capricious," and theref ore a f ailure of procedural due process?
In light of the previous comments concerning standards of judicial
review, this does not seem to the writer to be a serious threat,
so long as the randomization was ca r ried out (as well as the
very use of randomization) systematically derived from a respected
relevant theory (here, game theory) . A telling precedent appears
to be off ered by the " random lottery" ver sion of the Selective

did not succumb to any legal challengeService Draft, which q
of "arbitra ry because random. "

[ Apropos the ph ra se " respected r el ev ant theory" in the
last paragraph, it sho uld be noted [14, Section IV) that the
(diverse) Peer Review Group had no qualms about th e r elevance
of game theory to the suggested application and to possible
related ones in the " safeguards" context. Its relevance for
other types of appl ica tion, especially some which are predictive
rather than normative, might in particular cases prove arguable;
the possibilities for controversy are illustrated by two recent
l iv ely--b u t. , the writer f eels, minority view--papers by Kadane
and Larkey [173, 174].]

The second point, mor e hypothetical in a way, stems f rom
the nature of the optimal mixed strategy calculated in an illustra-
tive numerical exercise of the model pr o po se d to the NRC in
[7) . One "com po ne nt " of that mixture [7; p. 40] to be employed
with probability 0.05 8--i. e. , on the average, in about 1 out
of every 17 inventory periods--calls for setting the alarm threshold
at a slightly necative level so the "maybe a diversion!" signal
could sound even when the ID calculation indicated a (sufficiently
small) excess of nuclear material at hand. The Peer Rev iew
Group [14, pp. 2 0-22] was suspicious of this result, which might
reflect an inappropriateness in the model or an error in obtaining
its solution, and which admits a quick (though intellectually
un sa tisf a ctory) "fix" by denying negative levels to the strategy
space of the th reshold-setting player. But if, after ca r ef ul
consideration and analysis, such an apparently counter-intuitive
solution-component remained, would that in itself run afoul
of the " unreasonable, arbitrary, or capricious" criterion?

With some trepidation, the writer suggests that this would
~

probably not prove true. An action that would be un r easonabl e--

if taken invariably (e.g., every inventory period), may quite
rationally be taken with som e l ow f r eq uen cy for p u r po se s of
deterrence or de cepti on. For exampl e, sca rco police resources
may be assigned to occasional extra random pa tr ol, through low-
crime neighborhoods, as the best means of keeping them " low-
crime" and optimizing overall protection. Illustrations f rom
poker (the need for infrequent but persistent "bluf fing" on
some weak hands, and "f olding " on some stronger ones) are part
of common f olk-wisdom as well as verified consequences of game-.

theoretic analyses. Such arguments, it is suggested, are likely
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to reverse an initial impression of absurdity for negative alarm
thr e sh olds (as limited-probabili ty components of an optimal
" mix") a ssuming, of course, that th e underlying model oth erwise
appeared reasonably-based. The eq ui ta bili ty of how the costs
associated with such a policy are allocated might perhaps come
under judicial scrutiny. But that is a diff erent question.

4.3 Possible Dif ficulties with Mixed Stratecies
At the end of the preceding section, we addressed two possible

threats to the acceptability of a mixed-strategy solution produced
by a game-theoretic model: that the ran dom iz a tion aspect of
a mixed strategy might be held "a r bi tr a ry and capricious," and
that objections might arise if the optimal mix con t ai ned--wi th
some small but positive probability that could conceivably lead
to its activation--a rather co un t e r-int ui tive pure strategy.
Peasons were given for expecting such threats to be surmountable
without undue difficulty.

There is, however, a f urther class of possible difficulties
associated with mixed strategies. Recall the source of such
a strategy's advantage that the opponent, when if in touch
with a well-entrenched "mol e, " cannot e xpl oit advance knowled g e
of your course of action (pur e strategy) because that co ur se
is not actually determined until th e random " device" implicit
in the mixed strategy is exercised to choose (with the appropriate
r ela t ive odds) among the menu of pure strategies i nv olv e d .
The other side of the coin, of co ur se , is that y_qu cannot benefit,
either, from such advance knowledge.

Most of us pr e sumably val ue , though to dif ferent degrees,
order and predictability in the important parts of our l ive s .
It is pl a usi bl e th a t f acility operators and managers, be ca use
both of occupational traits and of the personal attributes leading
to their senior st a tus , are cepecially likely to set high store
on controllability and pr e di cta bili ty of the operations for
which they are prof essionally responsible. For such persons,
a " wait until the dice are rolled to determine the response"
dictum might be a particularly galling aggrevation of the normal ,

uncertainty inherent at the start of an ID determination.**

These possible psychic costs have a more tangible counterpart.
Each possibic response (except the "all clear-do nothing" one)
pr e sumably involves a nont rivial sequence of activiities, where
timely and officient execution upon demand may well require
prior develognent of plans, instruction sets, stocking of particular
ujulpment at particular points, practice drills, and the like.
Attaining and maintaining a " ready state" of pr epa redness f or
cach of a number of responses (those pure strategies which enter.

the optimal mixed strategy with positive or "suf ficiently positive"
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pr oba bil ity-weigh ts) , all perhaps associated with the very same
range of ID-values, will in general be distinctly more expensive
and strenuous than standing semper na r atus for only a single
course of action. (The o ptim al mixed strategy given for an
illustrative case in [7; p. 40] contains 21 pure strategies,
8 of them with probability-weights exceeding 0.05.)

The sev er ity of this effect ca nno t be estimated without
a more concrete understanding of the various responses, and
of their associated preparation steps and costs. But if it
were so severe as to require all evia tio n, how might this be
done?

The most simple (and simplistic) approach would be to eschew
the use of mixed strategies, confining the " all owa ble " choices
to the class of pure st r ategi es. How much of a sacrifice in
" protection" might this limitation i nv olv e, in particular for
a play er representing NRC-like interests in the kind of anti-
div er sion conte xt motivating this stu dy ? In the absence of
a specific validated model, only crude and tentative answers
to such a question can be attempted. Such attempt s, described
in the next few pa ragraphs of f er conflicting evidence but on
balance indicate that the sacrifice may well pr ov e acceptable.
In ca se it does not, we will then go on to sketch some more
sophisticated approaches.

Our initial rough-and-ready analysis of the " pure strategies
only" approach involves a zero sum two-player game, i.e. a matrix
came, in which th e "NRC pl ay er " is the row-choosing player 1.
Such a game is described by some m-by-n payof f matrix A, whose
ent ry a (1, j) represents the pay of f to player 1 if that player
chooses the course of action repr esented by row 1, while th e
opponent chooses the pure strategy symbol iz ed by column j.
Adding a constant to every entry of A does not change the strategic
analysis of the game, and so without loss of generality we will
limit attention to the case in which all a(1,j) a re positive.
If mixed strategies are permitted, then from player l's viewpoint
the game can be solved by solving the linear program (3.1-3.3)
given in Section 3.1; the resulting optimal value, the " game-value"
in the senso defined in Section 2.4, will be denoted vont and
is the greatest (expected) payoff of which player 1 can hasure
himself. On the other hand, if player 1 can only use nuts strate- -

. .

gies, then his choice of any par ticular row i could result in
his receiving that row's smallest entry as payof f, symbolically

and so the best pay of f of whichthe quantity minq { a (1, j) ) , inedis obta by choosing i to nake thathe can assure himtelf
quantity as large as po s si bl e, i.e. to achieve at least the
payof f :

pure maxi (minj (a (1, j) } } . (4.1)v a

.
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The ratio:

R= (vopt - Vpure) / Vopts (4+2)

which is bounded above by 1 and is positive unless the original
game happened to have a pure-strategy solution (in which ca se
R= 0), is then a r ea so na ble n o rm al iz ed index of pl ay e r l 's
sacrifice in protection by confining himself to pure strategies.

15 to carry out a Monte CarloA computer program was written
study of the magnitude of R. The entries of pay of f matrix A
were chosen independently and at random f rom the interval [ 0,1] .
Specifically, a small scale study generated 400 5x5 payoff matrices,
determined vont for each by solving the associated linear program,
then determin6d v and R f rom equations (4.1) and (4.2) respect-ge
iv ely. The resufting mean value of R was approximately 1/3,
i.e. on the average the restriction to pure strategies " cost"
player 1 roughly one-third of the " protection-value" level available
when mixed strategies were permitted. In roughly 1/5 of th e
cases, half or more of the mixed-strategy value was lost when
only pure strategies were allowed.

These results appear quite discouraging for the advisability
of the " pure strategies only" approach. Moreover, there is
some reason to conjecture that the results would be significantly
worse if th e random pay of f matrices of the above Monte Carlo
experiment were replaced by matrices more specifically representative
of our anti-diversion situation. The cr i tical point is that
R is smal' for games in which player 1 could make his choice
known in advance ("and do your worst, you villain!") at relatively
little cort, i. e. in which player 2 would not be materially
assisted by advance inf ormation about play er l's chosen course
of action. But our situation appea a to lie at just the opposite
extreme: expert opinion indicates 6 that accurate intelligence
is regarded as " pivotal" (deLeon et al, [176; p. xii] ) and uncertain-
ty about the security sy st em s is " abhorrent" (Jenkins [177;
p. 7]) f or adversaries, so that [176] "the delibe r a te creation
of uncertainty" would appear to present the greatest obstacle
to potential adversaries in planning and executing their acts."

A more careful conceptual analysis, however, reveals a
flaw in the preceding reasoning and leads to a more en couraging -

. .

prognosis. To explain the flaw, it is useful for concretoness

IS I am gratef ul to my student E. S. Won f or perf orming this
tas k.16Though the language of the following citations and their
contexts could be narrowly construed as ref erring only to physical
security, I believe a broader interpretation accurately reflects
the writers' vi ew s cf. the cited need (Bass et al, [175, p. 15 ]

,

for more than a " castle and moats" concept of " security."
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to turn to the simple but pr ototype scena rio sketched in NURDG-
0290 [5; p. 18] and in [6]:

Mov e 1: Diverter removes x grams of SNM.
Mov e 2 : Inventory-taking leads to a figure of u grams of

SNM as unaccounted f or.
Move 3 : Defender, knowing u, chooses one of the available

courses of action.

The preceding pa ragr a ph treated Move 3's " course of action"
- as a (pure) " strategy" for the Defender (pl ay e r 1), and noted
accurately that advance knowledge of this choice would be advanta-
geous to the Diverter (player 2) . But in fact the above scenario
describes a came in extensive form as defined in Section 2.5*

(Move 1 " belongs" to the Diverter, Move 2 to the " chance player"
who generates the random measurement / recording error in the
reported ID-figure, and Move 3 belongs to the Defender). Thus
a " strategy" for the Def ender should be de f ined, as in Section
2.5, as a "comple te contingen cy plan"--not as a specific course
of action or response, but rather as a response rule (or decision
rul e) which specifies, as a f unction of the observed ID-value
u, what action will be taken. Note that u might pla usi bly be
(a nd ,12, in the existing models) taken to be th e sum of the
measurement error and the diversion amount u= c + x. If

the measurement process is rather imprecise (e.g., if e has
large variance, then even if the Diverter knew th e Defender's
response rule (i.e. st ra tegy) , he could not confidently predict
the Def ender 's actual response to any specific diversion-level
x, be ca use that response would depend on u= e + x which would
be only poorly pr edi ct a bl e from x. Thus the imprecision of
the measurement process, a drawback to the quality-control aspects
of safeguards activity, ironically of f ers some comfort to the
Defender intent on using a pure strategy: it creates uncertainty
for the Diverter even if th e latter learns in advance of th e
f ormer's strategy. For cla ri ty, we em pha s iz e that what would
be " learned" is the Def ender's response rule, not the specific
response to be made, which depqqds on the random error e and
so is not determined in advance.1'

To what extend can the " pure strategies for the Def ender
might not be so bad" agrument of the last paragraph overcome

-

the " restriction to pure strategies looks bad" arguments that" *

preceded it? To the writer's surprise, the answer appears rather
promising f or a restriction to pure strategies. In the context
of the simple scenario given above, the argument runs as follows:

17 In a more elaborate model, the Diverter might find it advan-
tageous to learn or infer the Def en de r's response as soon as |

that response is de termina bl e, i.e after th e ID-determination.-

But that goes beyond any of the cited models.
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Let F denote the pr oba bil ity distribution of the random-error
component, e, of the ID-quantity u. To avoid technical complications
assume f or the moment that the po ssibl e diversion amounts x
are limited to a finite set, whose i-th member is denoted xi.
It is reasonable to assume that F is '"atomless" or "a bsol u t ely
continuous", i. e. that is attributes zero probability to exactiv
attaining any particular numerical value for e. (In the cited
models, for example, F is generally taken to be the normal (Gaussian)
distribution typically used to represent m ea s ur eme nt errors.)
Thus, if the Diver ter chooses value xi for x, the probability
distribution of the ID u= e + xi will be a simple " translation

which will again be atomless. Finally,by xi" of F, say
Fi ,implici ty,s assume that the set of possiblestill f or technical

response rules available to the Def ender is finite. These circum-
stances satisfy the conditions of an old (1951) theorem by Dvoretsky
et a1 [178; Section 9], which assures that the Def ender--but
not, in general, the Diverter--will have an optimal "nonrandomized"
(i.e., pure) strategy. Intuitively, the point of the "atomless"
assumption is that knowing xi does not permit the Diverter to
single out any single value or finite set of values of the ID
quantity u = e + xi as particularly likely, and therefore limits
the Diverter's ability to predict the Defender's response (to
u) even given knowledge of the latter's response rule. (Our
"u " is the "x " of [17 8) . )

As just indicated, the "atomless" assumption is critical
to the above argument. The simplifying assumptions of finite
sets of diversion levels and of response rules for the Defender
turn out to be less critical; w ith a little ca r e (see [178;
Section 4], and the recent papers of Radner and Rosenthal [179]
and of Aumann et a1 [180] extending this line of research),
it appears that they can be r elaxed at the cost of weakening
an " optimal pure strategy" conclusion to one of "appr oximately-
o ptimal pure strategy" to any desired degree of approximation.
Although the cited results do not seem to apply explicitly to
more complicated scenarios f or the "ID-alarm" problem, the writer
finds it likely that they . RAD be extended so as to apply in
many cases. The " bottom line" consequence is that in the context
of a future effort to develop an operational game-theoretic
model f or this problem area, there are good grounds for believing
that the design goal and criterion

,
,,

o the model should admit optimal or near-op'f mal .p.nts strategies
for the Defender

is satisfiable ( r a th er than merely de si rabl e) , and therefore
reasonably adoptable as an initial guideline. (The weasel word
" initial" cor responds to the "in many cases" a few lines earlier.)
As relevant evidence, we note that [5, 6, 9] report pure-strategy
solutions for the Defender. An apparent exception, mentioned
earlier, is the " highly mixed" optimal Defender strategy of-

[7, p. 40]. But as noted in (14; pp. 21-22, p. 38), the Peer
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Review Group was suspicious of the technical analysis leading
to that purported solution, and in the present context it is
especially pertinent to note that th e suspected flaw lay in
treating the Defender's strategy (in part) as a response rather
than a response rule.

If the desired scenario for an operational model does turn
out to diff er f rom the simple one above in ways that frustrate
the hope expressed in the last pa r ag r a ph , one might seek to
limit the number of distinct pure strategies present in the
recommended mixed strategy. This ca n be done, for exam pl e,
by modifying the linear program ( 3 .1-3 . 3 ) given in Section 3.1.

unlike its usage a few pa ra g r a ph s ago, willNote that
" x i " ,h et proba bili ty-w ei gh t assigned by a pl ay er tonow stand for

his 1-th pure strategy. These continuous variables x1,.. xmr
plus the variable v must now be supplemented by discrete variables,
say gi,...,qm, with the desired interpretation that

91 = 1 if xi > 0, gi = 0 if xi = 0 (4.3)

so that gi + q2 + + + 9m counts the number of pure strategies
present in the mixed strategy repr ese nted by x1, . . . , x ) . Ifm
this number is to be at most (say) L, then we adj oin to the
linear program the additional linear constraint

91 + 92 + ** + 9m 3 L. (4.4)

To enforce (4.3), we also impose the conditions

xi f gi (all 1) , (4.5) *

0& qi f 1 (all 1), and (4.6)
qi is an integer (all 1) . (4.7)

The new optimiza tion problem involves the maximiza tion (3.3)
subj ect to constraints (3.1), (3.2) , ( 4.4 ) , (4.5), (4.6)--so
far, still a linear program--and finally (4.7), which puts the
problem into the class of (mixed) integer linear programs (" mixed"
because both continuous and integer variables are present).
Finite solution methods for such pr obl em s (and impl em ent i ng
computer codes) exist, but in general are distinctly more laborious
than for ordinary linear programs. The special way in which ..
the discrete variables 94 figure in the constraints can probabig' '

be exploited to yield a solution algorithm (perhaps of "lagrangian
type) more ef f icient than those for the general run of such
probl ems . (One sta ple reference on integer programs and their
solution is the text by Garfinkel and Nemhauser [181] with its
ra ther unorthodox dedication ("To the knicks"); an update by
Nemhauser and L. Wolsey is forthcoming.)

Several variations on the last modeling theme are readily
po ssi bl e. For example, one might not make substantial preparations-

for the 1-th course of a c tion unless its pr o ba bili ty-w ei gh t
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in the mixed strategy exceeded some th r eshold-lev el t. Thisi
can be handled simply by replacing (4.6) with

xi - ti f gi (all 1). (4.6)

Or, instead of placing an a criori limit on the allowed number
of pure strategies, one might want to let the optimization process
balance the costs of their use (say, ci for the i-th pure strategy)
against the benefits in achieving the game's obj ective versus
the opponent. This ' ca n be repr esented by dr opping (4.4), but
replacing the simple objective (3.3) with/

maximiz e v - (ciql + c292 + . . . + Cm9m) . (4.8)

Unfortunately, these linear integer-program models fail
to captur e an impo r ta nt aspect of th e situation. Consider,
for example, the term ciqi + c292 which is subtracted f rom v
fn equation (4.8). It Indicates a cost of ci if the chosen
mixed strategy "uses" pure strategy 1 but not pure strategy
2 (i. e. , gi = 1 and q = 0) , a co st of c > if the mixed strategy
uses pure strategy 2 ut not pure strafegy 1, and a cost of
c1 + c2 if pure strategies 1 and 2 are both used. But if pure
strategies 1 and 2 are both present in the chosen mixed strategy,
the correct associated cost might be either distinctly less
than c1 + c2 (e.g., if the advance planning and pr eparation
for the two pure strategies have significant overlap or economics
of joint performance), or distinctly more (e.g., if the two
sets of preparation are such as to interfere or to compete for
scarce resources). Thus the indicated terms in (4.8) should
really be replaced by c1qi + c292 - cl29:.92, where the " interaction.-

coefficient" c12 has the appropriate s;.gn. Note that the cross-

product term q1q2 makes the optimizationa ris e,pr obl emanalogously, from
nonlinear;

still high e r-or der nonlinearities will
considering combinations of three or more pure strategies.

Nonlinear integer programs can be treated by in cr ea singly
ingenious and efficient "l ine a riz ation" techniques (e.g. Glover
and Wolsey (1821, Glover [183)) or by direct algorthmic approaches
(cf. the survey by Cooper [184]; its restriction to " pure integer"
rather than " mixed" problems is not too important f or our purposes) .
These treatments do, of course, involve greater computa tional

,

effort than for the Lorresponding linear ca se s . What is more' *

chilling is the prospect of having to determine suitable interaction
coefficients, like c12 abov e, for each of the numerous relevant
combinations of mixed strategies. These considerations suggest
retaining both the expanded maxim and (4.8) augmented by suitable
nonlinear terms, .nns) the limitation (4.4) with L chosen to keep
the number of nonlinearities within acceptable limits f or purposes
of cost-estimation and ,computa tion. The trade-off issue between
the two terms of the augmented (4.8) is likely to prove acute,
because sets of pure strategies that admit substantial j oint-

preparation are by that very token prone to lack the " diversity
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of response" that pr ov ide s good protection against the varied
options of the opponent.

Although the issues introduced in this section's four th
paragraph and treated, in the Section's body appear significant
for applied game-theoretic modeling in general the writer cannot
recall seeing discussions of them in the previous te ch ni cal
literature.

>
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5.0 THE PLAYERS

In this section we begin a more focussed discussion of
the development of a game-theoretic model for the particular
class of situations motivating this study. The reader is reminded
that our study's objective is not the ambitious one of actually
developing such a model, but rather an analysis of the issues
bearing on the f easibil ity and preferable directions of such
a research effort.

The initial decision in creating a suitable model is, as
indicated in Section. 2 .1, an identification of the number,-

identities, and relations of the players in the " game." Possible
participants, with language sometimes chosen to " personify"
groups as if they were individuals, include

- one or more potential " diverters" or their agents

- the NRC

- the facility operator

- one or more public-interest group

Several comments about this list are in order. First,
the reviews in Sections 2 and 3 show that games with three or
more players offer considerable dif ficulty, both theoretically
(as regards assurance of a conceptually compelling unique " solution")
and computationally (bearing in mind that sensitivity analysis
will require solution of the model for a number of sets of parameter-
values, not just one). Thus there are strong practical and
intellectual reasons for paring the above list down to just
.tys pl ay ers- .U , of course, that can be accomplished without
distorting reality in a way vitiating the usefulness of the
model. This incentive for parsimony will color all that follows.
It is relevant to observe that

the proposed mode 138 "[186-189] ,
""

so far by the writer (e . g . [5-13), and also Avenhaus
Bierlein [190-191]) are all in fact limited to two play ers ;
the sole exception is Biericin [192], which has a somewhat different
viewpoint to be reviewed later. The same restriction (to 2
players) prevails in the substantial body of work (e.g. Dresher
[193], Anscombe et a1 [194], Aumann et a1 [195]) performed during -

-.

the 1960's on game-theoretical analyses of inspection problems
arising f rom possibic arms-control agreements, a natural consequence
of the essentially bipolar nature of the international strategic-
weapons power balance then existing.

Eqrans), even though public-interest groups (1) mioht well
play a role in discussing the appropriateness of current or
proposed regulatory de ci s i on-ni ds such as a game-theory model
in the setting of alarm thresholds, and (b) might become involved,

18 I appreciate Prof. Avenhaus making available a pre-publication
of his transparencies for the 1984 paper (189].
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gost hoc in commenting on particular outcomes of such steps,
it is nevertheless hard (for the writer) to envisage a r ole
for them as separate " players" in the context of the model itself.
Assuming a suitable payof f f unction for the NRC player--an assumption
which in a sense begs the question--it seems reasonable to regard
that player's role as incorporating the relevant public-interest
Concern.

Third, we consider the need for a separate "f acility operator"
player. In the models proposed in the context of IAEA operations,
e.g. those in the cited papers of Avenhaus [8-11, 186-189] and
Bierlein [12, 190-192], the operator is explicitly or implicitly
identified with the Diverter. Apart f rom innuendos [196] concerning
Israel's acquisition of certain SNM a number of years ago, the
writer knows of no suggestions that such an identification would
be appropriate for the installations under the NRC's responsibility.
It has been observed [175, p.18] that some post-diversion scenarios
might provide " cover-up" incentives for the operator to have
common interest with the Diverter, and also (W111 rich and Taylor,
[197; p.116-7]) that management might like "to have some clandestine
material on hand simply as a convenient way to remove material
accountancy anomalies as they arise--an easy way to balance
the books. " But given the purposes and priorities of developing
a game-theoretic model the NRC's ID-analysis problem, it seems
on balance (despite the considerations just noted) that such
a development effort can properly treat the f acility operator
as belonging in the " anti-diversion" camp.

This does not mean, however, that the f acility operator
.should be regarded as the essential persona of the Defender.
The injurious potentialities of a successf ul diversion or diversion-
hoax can extend f ar beyond the facility concerned, or even the
relevant industry. Furthermore, these extensions are by not
means of "second-order" importance relative to those effects
local to the facility and its management. Thus the societal
interests being protected go substantially beyond what would
naturally figure most prominently in an operator's payoff function.
On the other hand, because the operator's expenses for alarm-
induced activities and process interruptions will presumably,
for the most part, be passed along to the public in one form .

~ ,

or another (prices, taxes), it is plausible to incorporate those
expenses into the payoff function of the "NRC cum public" player
already described. This is not entirely satisfying for example,
actual or potential unreliability in meeting supply schedules
involves facility disutilities that may be difficult to quantify
in terms commensurate with other contributions to the composite
play e r 's payoff function (cf. the remarks of Edlow in [198;
p. 92].) But such modeling tradeof fs between detailed realism
and tractability are rarely entirely satisfactory; under the
present institutional arrangement, the indicated trade-of f Ilq.cs'

seem advisabic at least as the initial modeling strategy.

.
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5 .1 More Than Two?

Our discussion so far as led to recommending uee of a sinole
; Defender player, identifiable mainly with the NRC, but with

a payoff function that also does justice to the legitimate concerns
of the f acility operator. .The next part of that discussion
will concern the analogous issue of aggregation for diverter

i groups.
,

i
For reader's who can entertain only with impatience the

notion of Any diverter's presence as a serious possibility,
.

considering the presence of several such groups must seem downright ;

farcical. A partial rejoinder is that whatever particular features ;
'

(nature of material, vulnerability to penetration) might make -

a facility or MBA an especially attractive target to .ong diverter
group, could prove enticing to other groups as well. ;:

b Suppose for the moment that two such groups were "co-present" ,

: at a facility. If their efforts are collaborative or supportive, i

| then for a game-theoretic model that can probably be aggregated
i into a single player. If their efforts in effect interfere
j (e.g., their diversions trigger an alarm threshold that either !

one alone would have dribbled under), then it is conservative-'

from the Defender's viewpoint to proceed with the analysis as
if only one of the two were at hand. While these rather simplistic

i

arguments should be replaced by a more careful treatment (toj-
which [25-26] might contribute useful theory), they indicate
in a rough way that for modeling purposes it is likely superfluous

'

to postulate more than one " diverter at a single site.

| The situation for a multi-site model seems more [roblematical.
i If such a situation could simply be treated as a collection
i of independent single-site games, no particular difficulty would

arise. But there are two obstacles to such a decomposition.<

One is that the Defender's reactions may be system-wi de rather
than local--e.g. , the response to an actual or perceived divertion

i attempt at one site might not be confined to that site. The
i other reason is that strictly speaking, diversion-seeking groups
; at different sites should be regarded as belonging to the same
; player only if they would po_o1 their booty. It would be pointless

i

i for the writer to speculate on the reliability of possible intel- -:
.

ligence on "who would pool with whom," and on whether that intel-
11gence would suggest that rigorous application of the lastt

! sentence's criterion would yield just one Diverter, or mores
; the rang'e of potential adversaries listed in [175] seems too
i diverse to permit an easy "just one" con cl u sio n. It would of
i course be conservative for the Defender to regard his adversaries
J as all working together against him--and the resulting two-player

f ormat provides a' natural start for model dev elopment--but the4

issue is one that should be flaaaed for further analysis (e . g. ~,
to quantify the " conservatism" in some rough way, especially

*

,

i in the light of a " threshold quantity" concept) when an operational
| multi-site model is attempted. i

1
\

<
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5.2 Less Than Two?

Our initial list of possible players has now dwindled to
a single Defender and (at least for a single-site model) a single
Diverter. There is no question about the Defender's inclusion
in the prospective game-theoretic model, especially since the
model is aimed at assisting "him." And since the threat of
the Diverter is a major rason d'etre for the saf eguards system,
one might think that the inclusion of that player in the model
would also be accepted without question. But in f act, the appro-
priate nature of this inclusion proved a distinctly controversial
element in the deliberations of the Peer Review Group [14].
Because the points at question may prove important for the develop-
ment of an operational model, r evi ew them here in thelight of reflective hindsight.1ye will

The NRC-supported models [5-7] presented to the group for
review, as well as the European literature (Avenhaus, Bierlein)
cited earlier in this report, make the classical game-theoretic
assumption that both players are in fact "present" for the play
of the game--this is part of the normal meaning of "pl ay er . "
Most members of the Peer Review Group regarded the assumption
of an always-present Diverter as " overly conservative," especially
given the " lack of hard evidence" that there had ever been a
diversion [14; p.20]. The evidentiary basis for this evaluation
is marred by the "Wilmington incident" (hurriedly appended as
a footnote to [14; p.20]), and quite possibly by the larger-
scale rumored " Apollo diversion" [196] as well, but the assumption
of an ever-ready Diverter might still appear extreme: the term
" paranoid" was in fact suggested. A proposed counter-argument
(not by the present writer) was that it would be prudent to -

lock one's door against burglars each night, even if it were
paranoid to believe that your door was in f act tried by a burglar
every single night. Exceptions to the majority view are stated
in [14; pp. B-2 and B-6].

There are two matters of terminology which may obscure
the f undamental issue, and can therefore usef ully be cleared
out of the way in advance. One of them pertains to language
like "always present"; those who criticize a model's attributing
this behavior to the Diverter are not asserting that the Diverter -

, ,

is intermittently present, but rather that this presence is
less than certain, i.e. that the pr oba bility of presence is
less than unity. An uncritical "f r equen cy " interpretation of
the probabilities usually does no harm in applica tions, but

__

19 In what follow, material not explicitly keyed to the Peer
Review Group's report (14] is largely based on the writer's
files noting the informal exchanges of inf ormation and views

,

within the Group Enough time has passed since the Group's
activities (in 197 8-9) to permit f ur th er reflection, but the
reflections of ot ter Group members may of course have developed
along quite diffetont lines.
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here may prove misleading. The second linguistic point is that
opponents of the "certainly present" mo del assumption do not
really think that proponents of the assumption regard the presence
of a Diverter at every facility as certain. Instead, the issue
is whether modeling es if this were the case, given the underlying
concerns of the safeguards program, should be viewed as "appro-
priately prudent" or as " overly conservative."

A fairly natural idea, in this setting, would be to seek
to develop a model which included as a parameter a quantity
p(D) denoting the probability of the Diverter's presence. (If
p = 0.5, for e xample, one might figuratively speak of the game
as having "1.5 pl ay er s . ") Such a model could then be analyzed
for its sensitivity to the value of p(D). One would need to
develop two payoff matrices for the (r ow-ch oosing) Defender--
one of them (say Ay)to serve in the presence of the Diverter,

constant across each row) applying in the Diverter'sthe other (A9,
+ (1 - p(D) A2absence. THen one approach would regard p(D) A1

as the Defender's effective payoff matrix; a more sophisticated
one, suggested in [14, p. 3 2] , would take the probabilities

p(D), and the payoff matrices A and A , as thep(D) and 1 -

1 2
ingredients of a repeated game of incomplete information as
defined in Section 2.6.

Although such as approach has considerable appeal and merits
e xplo r a tio n, the writer is suspicious of it. One reason is
that p(D) might really be a derived strategic variable rather
than a (constant) parameter of the model--e. g. , the probabili ty
of the Diverter's presence at a site might reflect the intensity
of efforts to penetrate that site, which might reflect the attrac-
tiveness of that site as a target, which might reflect the alarm-
threshold in force there. A more important reason, perhaps,
is the p(D) is a " soft" parameter that might too readily be
manipulated to coax model outputs into a desired region. Consider,
for example, the process by which a value or a " r ea sona bl e"
value-range for p(D) would be estimated. If that process rested
heavily on the " nard evidence of diversion" criterion mentioned
above, then low values of p(D) would presumably emerge. But
suppose th e criterion were r ev er sed, to require "hard evidence
of .npa-diversions," or at least "non-diversion beyond a reasonabic
doubt." It is dubious [199] that most past investigations of -

.. .

" triggering" ID-levels, with their honest motivation for identifying
possible non-malignant loss mechanisms as " explanations" so
that normal operation might resume, could nea rly satisfy the
latter criterion. That it is much harder to satisfy, does not
a ut oma tically imply it should not be used; after all, absence
of af ter-the-f act "hard evidence" of competent clandestine activity
might by the same token be too easy to satisfy. So the question
of where the " burden of proof" should lie, not really a technical
question and certainly not an easy one, could heavily impact

'

the estimation of the ostensibly "obj ectiv e quanti ty p (D) . "
(Issues in the nature and decision-theoretic use of subj ective
probabilities are indicated, e.g. , by Kyburg [200].)
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Retrospectively, the writer has been led to speculate that
the Peer Review Group's maj ority-obj ection to the "certainly
present Diverter" scenario marked an obj ection to a still more
extreme assumption hidden in the reviewed models [5-7]. In
these models, a pure' strategy for the Diverter is the selection
of an amount to divert. The implicit assumption is that having
chosen such an amount, the Div er ter __ca n in fact successfully
abduct that auantity._ We might call this the assumption of
the "certainly present and perf ectiv ca pa bl e" Diverter. My

conjecture is that the presumption of a " perfect ca pa b ili ty, "
disregarding as it does e the ef f ectiveness of saf eguards elements
other then material accounting, is what really stuck in the
throats of the reviewers, but that because this source of irritation
was less readily identified, their wrath was displaced onto
the more visible "certainly present" attribute. An implicit
assumption of this ty p e-- th a t a chosen decision can and vill
be executed accurately--is an unr ealistic imperfection in many
decision-aiding mathematical mo dels ; it might well be called
the "Ko-Ko f allacy" after th e characters's excuse in Act II
of The Mikado:

"It's like this: when Your Maj esty says 'Let a thing
be done,' it's as good as do ne--pa r ti cul a rly , it _Ls
done, because Your Majesty's will is law -so why not ,

say no?" r

This suggests that efforts to develop an operational game-
theoretical model for our problem might well accept the "certainly
present" convention as appropriately prudential, and instead
concentrate on properly crediting other safeguards elements
by modifying the "perf ectly capable Diverter" assumption. Speci-
fically, the effectiveness of those elements might be represented
through the parameters of a conditional probability distribution
describing how much (possibly zero) material would actually
be div er te d if the Div e r ter sets x as his " target" amount.
Although such parameters would inevitably share to some degree
the "sof tness" of which p(D) was accused above, it is anticipate'd
that this degree could be substantially lescened because of
the considerable body of analy sis to which the other elements
have presumably been s u bj ect ed. That analysis is hoped to be
realistic and knowledge-based in its treatment both of equipment -

...

reliability and of human f allibility, e.g. in vigilance, and
in the design, fabrication, installation, operation and maintenance
of equipment; cf. Marshall [201]', Green [202; pp, 312-313].

t

we have arrived at a recommendation for a two-player mode!
(Defender and Div e r t er ) , except for the po ssibili ty of more

| than one (n on-co ope rating) Diverters in a multi-site, analysis.
The general nature of the Defender's interests is implici t in
the preceding description of that, player as corresponding roughly'

'

to the NRC acting in the public \ behalf, with due sen si tivi ty
to the needs of f acility operators. We need not for the moment
elaborate on the Diverter's interests (there will be more about
this in Section 7), beyond the extent to which they are explicit
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in his role-title. It seems clear that the two players' interest
are broadly antithetical, and that communication or coordination
between them would not be natural in our materials accounting
setting of alarm-setting and responses--it would be natural
in a scenario of negotiation over return of diverted material,
or over a threat based on claimed possession of such material .
This " cool and distant" relationship provides the justification
fo'r the earlier decision, at the end of section 2.1, to confine
discussion to non-cooperative games.

,
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6.0 THE STRATEGY SPACES

Our purpose here in cludes a r evi ew of the pure strat'egies
regarded as available to the players in the various models cited
ea rlie r. This plus additional discussion, w ill in di ca te some
of the po s si bil iti es in dev el oping an operational model for
the application at hand.

Before turning to " strategies" proper, however, it is necessary
to note the different possibic settinos in which these strategies
would be chosen, ut il iz e d, and would interact. By the term
" setting" we mean the spatial and temporal exter.ts of the model,
i. e. |

1

- single-site or multi-site

- single (accounting ) period or multi-period.

A multi-period model defines what in Section 2.5 was called
a " game in extensive f orm"; as indicated in that Section's mention
of "information sets," care will be necessary in specifying
what inf ormation will be acce ssible to th e play er at different
points in time. 'This specification, also, can be properly regarded
as part of the " setting." Analogous issues in clu de (i) the
ch oice of total time-spa n for a multi-period model and (ii)
the timeliness and accuracy with which player-agents at different
sites can share inf ormation and coordinate ef forts.

Models of the single-site single-period type are the natural
'

starting point for a "less to more complex" progression in model
dev elopm ent , and are likely to be building-blocks in later more
sophisticated con stru ct s. For brevity, we shall refer to such
models as simole.

6.1 The Diverter's Strategies

The models developed for the NRC (Siri at al [5,7] , Dresher
and Moglewer [6] ) are all " simple" in the sense just defined.
In each of them, a pure strategy for the Diverter is a number
x, the amount to be diverted, which is selected fron a specified
inte rv al [0,K]. The upper limit K was interpreted [7; p. 17]

~
-- -

as the smaller of the site's stock-level and a " credible threat
amount . " One Peer G roup member suggested that K might depend
on the phy si cal and ch emi cal properties of the materials at
the site in a way representing the time and effort necessary
to produce a clandestine fissile explosive. As noted in Section
5.0, the models also assume the Diverter to be "perf ectly capable"
of achieving his desired div er sion-l ev el x, but since that is
not a necessary assumption in connection with this strategy-,

| s pa ce, it is irrelevant for us here..

|
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This choice of strategy-space is not un r ea sona bl e, but
it does raise some questions. If K is "small," it may be implausible
to model the diverter as unable or unmotivated to seek no more
material than K; if K is "large," it may be unrealistic to conceive
the diverter as believing himself able to make off with so much
at a single site during a single tim e-p e rio d. Other el ement s
of the model may compensate for th e second cri ti ci sm ; i . e. ,
optimal play might forbid the Diverter fr om choo sin g e x ce s siv e |

diversion-levels despite their formal availability in his strategy
s pa ce.

The restriction to a single time-period, implying inability
to represent th e impor ta nt po s sibili ty of " dribble" (i.e., a

'

little at a time) diversion, is very dubious for an operational
model. This was recognized in [7; p. 4 8] , and indeed the Peer
Rev iew Group [14, p. 42] e xplici tly recommended dev elopm ent
of a multi-period model. Ignoring f or the moment other possible
dimensions of diverter-action,-let us ask how the preceding
strategy-space would generalize to a multi-period model.

Such a generalization would presumably replace th e single
target div er si on-lev el x by a sequence (x1, x2,...xT), where
xt denotes the Diverter's ta rget-lev el in the t-th time period.
This is the approach taken by Avenhaus and Prick [9, 10] . The
upper bo un d K has an analog in their model, namely a constant
appearing in a condition

y + x2 + XT = K (6.1)

that delimits the Diverter's strategy-space. (Our xt, T K
correspond respectively to th e M - n M of [9, 10].) Clea,rly
K here represents a " critical total, qua,ntity" which the Diverter
is committed to secure at any costs receiving no " extra credit"
for gains beyond this level. The " perfect capability" assumption
for the Diverter ic obviously present, as is the implicit presumption
that he can retain and cumulate his stash, period by period,
despite the Def ender's r ecovery ef f orts and other possible loss
pro ce sse s.

The exist ence of a quantity K, playing the role indica ted
by equation (6.1) and assumed known by both player s, is somewhat
discomfor ting. It turns out how ev er that under this assumption -

_ ,

the model of [9, 10] has a unique sol ution in pure strategies,
in which the Def ender's strategy (the one .of main interest for
our purposes) is in fact independent of K, so that apparently
the Defender need not know K. Less comforting is the e xplici t
r emark [9; p. 123] that the model admits neoative xt-value (" anti-
div er sions") in eq ua tion 6.1; the test includ s no assertion
that these anomalies are absent f rom the model's unique solution,
which might therefore exhibit bizarre credibility-damaging Diverter
behavior. The noting of various limitations, in this pa ragraph
and the last one, is not intended as disparagement of a pioneering'
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research contribution, but their alleviation does suggest specific
technical direction for f urther efforts to achieve an operational

-model.
'

The diverter-strategies described so f ar are of quantitative
nature: how much to steal (or aim at stealing)? In con tra s t,

other related models postulate what we will call di ch otomous
strategies for the Div er t er : at each tim e-pe rio d, a binary
decision as to whether or not to undertake a diversion, presumably
of some unspecified " cano ni cal" amount. In the se multi-period
models, a pure strategy for the Diverter is a selection of which
time periods to be active in. For the r eleva nt Mo dels II and
III of Bierlein [190], the total number of diversions is fixed
in advance, yielding an analog of condition 6 .1 if the strategy
v ariabl es xt are confined to two values (0,1) corresponding
res pe ctiv ely to non-diversion and to div er sion in period t.

(The nota tion of [190] uses "r" rather than "k," and " illegal i

action" rath er than " diversion.") Model II differs f rom Mo del l

III in that the latter requires the periods of active diversion i
'

to be consecutive; the text notes explicitly Modnl II's assumption
that during the interval s between diversion, past depr eda tions
cannot be detected by the Defender. The Diverter's strategy
is ch osen once-and-for-all at th e sta rt of play, and as before
the Diverter is assumed " perfectly capable" (this last assumption
w ill no longer be e xpl ici tly mentioned since it is ubiquitous
in the cited literature). We note in passing the r ela tiv ely
" s i m pl e " models due to Borch [203, 204], in which the Insured
decides whether or not actually to invest in loss-reducing measure
promised to secure a reduced insurance premium.

The models in Bierlein [191] , Beinhauer and Bierlein [12] ,
and Bierlein [192] are rather different. For one thing, th ey
do not all fix the number of time-periods for action (still
dichotomous) by the Diverter. They involve a critical detection-
time t; the Diverter " succeeds" of some diversion goes undetected
for t time-periods. (Footnote 1. in [191] interprets t as the
time required to fashion a weapon from diverted material. )
The diverter is assumed to know th e "given" limit on the number
or mean frequency of the Defender's inspections. In the model
of Part I of [12], a pure strategy for the Diverter is the choice
of a single time period in which to divert (or, a decision not
to divert at all); this ch oi ce is made at th e start of play. -

, ,

The scenario is more interesting in the other references-just
cited and in Hopfinger [13]; a pure strategy for the Diverter
consists (roughly speaking) of a decision at ea ch tim e-pe rio d,
knowing the timing of all prior inspections, as to whether or
not to div er t during the current period. (The term in [13]
is "aggr ession" rather than diversion. ")

Having considered models for the multi-period sin gl e-sit e
case, we turn next to the single-period multi-site case, beginning
with those models in which the Diverter's strategies are dicho-'
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tomous. These are the models of Goldman and Pearl [170, 171].
In their context of intended application, it is most natural
(though not necessary) to equate the diverters with facility-
. operators; the results of [25] justify aggregating these into
a single Diverter player, for whom a pure strategy is a subset
of the sites chosen as the scenes of " cheating" (i.e., diversion).
The expressive limitations of di ch ot omous strategies (" divert
or not") are mitigated by differentiating the sites as to their
rewards from a diversion. Pages 192-3 of [170] note possible
directions f or model extension, one of them addressed in the
later [171], but generalization to a multi-period model is not
mentioned. Rumball [205] has suggested applying these models
to the pa tr olling of New Z ealand's territorial waters against
illicit fishing operations.

At this point we introduce a second possible mode of behavior
by the Div er te r, noted in [7; p. 48] but especially r el evan t
in the " operator as diverter" contexts emphasized by Avenhaus
in [206,185-8] . This behavior is the falsification of accountino
or measurement data, a play which, if successf ul, could significantly
ease the subsequent removal of material . Such a theme is the
game-theoretic (i.e. , adversa ry-conscious) analog of an important
principle in cont r ol-sy st em designs, the need to make special
provision assuring that stressful incidents at a plant will
not damage the sensors and displays providing the very status
information whose integrity is vital for managing the incident
(Young [207; pp. 7-11]). In the models of [186], for example, -
the Diverter seeks a g iven total amount (analogous to the K

i of (6.1)), must decide how to partition his ef fort between data
f alsification and immediate removal of material (doing exclusively

how to apportion the former among the various sites.}} , and then
the former is asserted to be optimal [186, p. 3 03

There have been only a f ew treatments of the combined compli-
cations of multiple period and multiple sites. Recently Avenhaus
has reported [189] a multi-period extension of the model of
[186] mentioned just above. For models with dichotomous Diverter-
strategies, Model I of Bierlein [190] requires the Diverter
to allocate a prescribed number of diversion-acts among the
available (site, time) combina tions in advance of play, whereas
Model III of Bierlein [192] appears to permit the Diverter--
knowing the times of prior inspections at all sites--to choose ..

, ,

both the time and the set of sites for an act (if any) of .simulta-
-neous diversion. A broad set of Diverter strategies is admitted
in the prototype " Travelling Inspector Model" of Pilar [63]:
in each time period, the Diverter, knowing where the Defender

20We have been somewhat cavalier in classifying this work
as multi-site, since its actual wording refers to various classes
and batches of material at a single site. But the mathematics
appears to admit multi-site interpretation.-
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(the single "i nspe ct or ") spent th e pr ev ious sper od, must decidei

for each site among a finite set of po s si bl e l ev els (perhaps
null) for diversion. This model is a single-controller stochastic
game in the sense defined in Section 2.6, the " state" corresponding
to the Inspector's location.

In winding tn this r eview of proposed strategy-spaces for
the Diver ter, some final remarks are appropriate. .Qne is that
the work of Dre sh er [193] and some of the papers in [194] (e.g.
Anscombe [208], Kuhn [209], Davis [210], Maschler [211,212])
are r eleva nt , but do not appear to add significantly to the
ideas about modeling Diverter behavior given in the papers already
cited. Anothqr concerns the multi-period case: f rom the literature
consulted during th is st udy , it appears that an adversary with
s uf ficient " insider" status to attempt covert diver sion would
by the same token be able to gain knowledge of some pa st actions
by the Defender. Some of the previously described strategy
spaces seem unr ealistic in this respect, requi ring the Diverter
to hew to a preplanned schedule even though adaptations to the
course of events would be advantageous. Thus, this point should
be ke pt in mind in designing an operational model. A third
observation is that dichotomous strategies (i.e., " steal or *

no-steal" decisions without regard to quantity), though possible
springboards for usef ul generalizations, do not themselves appear
an appropriate modeling construct in our context of material
a cco unting. A possible exception, related to Section 5's criticism
of the "perf ectly capable Diverter" scenario, would be a submodel
in which the strengths and weaknesses of other safeguard elements
would be reflected in a probability distribution used to translate
a " decision to d iv er t " into a par ticula r quantity d iv e r t e d.
The writer lacks the "f e el , " for th e concrete particulars of
a diversion opportunity and activity needed to assess the promise
of this possibility.

A concluding idea, probably " wild" but recorded f or complete-
ness is that the Diverter could leave some of the diverted material
in an easily-found position suggestive of accidental misplacement
or ov erloc k, thereby reducing suspicion and promoting pr emat ur e
termination of recovery / search ef forts.

A

6.2 The Def ender's Stratecies
, ,

_

Beca use som e subgroups of the cited models treat Defender
strategies i n w ays unlikely to be useful for our particular
pur po ses, we can dismiss these treatments with relatively brief
mention. One such group consists of the pr evio u sly mentioned
IAEA-related model s analyzed by Avenh aus et al [206, 186-189]
in the context of a Diverter who can indulge in measurement-
data f alsification as well as in material-removal affecting
the data. In these scenarios (e.g. [187; p. 318]), during an

~ inspection shut-down the Def ender can make independent measut ement
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to ch eck some'. 'of the data reported by . th e f acility operator--

L _ (the potential Diverter) .- The defender's "stra tegy" -decision
< includes how to allocate.' his . (limited) sampling effort, and
what mathematical combination of the discrepancies between the
: Def ende r-measur ed and . operator-repor ted val ues sh oul d serve
as a "best statistic" to be compared against a threshold level.

- Fo r ; th e NRC setting, with the . pr esumption (cf. Se'ction'

.

is -Defender-oriented ratherthat the - f acility 1,perator5.0) o
- than Diverter-oriented 2 the notion of reaular remeasur ement
by the. Defender does not' seem to the writer to fit very natural-
ly. (This - could change if future. incidents or intelligence
h eightened concern about data-tampering as a Diver t er _ta ctic. )
Where the cited analyses could more likely pr ove usef ul . in the
present context, is for the submodeling of reinventory aspect s
of the Defender's response. to an " alarm" situation, With that
suggestion we dr op the "r emeasur ement" theme, referring the
reader to [186, 187] for r ef eren ces (e.g. by Avenhaus, Frick,
'Jaech, Stewart) additional to those already listed.

A second group of Defender stra tegy-spa ce s r eq ui ring only.
brief description are those involving di ch ot om ous decisions
" inspect or not," translated _ in our situation to "ala rm or not, "
which are unrelated to any indicator of possible' diversion (e. g. ,
an ID-level) but instead are based on distributing limited inspection
effort to a ch iev e optimal " risk coverage." The" distribution"
takes pla ce over the possible tim e-pe rio ds (if the model is
. multi-period) and/or sites (if the model is multi-site) . - The
" limit" might r efle ct criteria of inspection-resources or in- ,

trusiveness-constraints; it might fix the actual number of-inspec-
tions (Dresher [193], Bierlein -[19 0] , Beinhauer and Bierlein
[12]), .or bo un d th e pr oba bilisti c-av e r age number or- cost of
these inspections (Bierlein [192]) or the average interval between
successive inspections (Bierlien [191]). In Hopfinger. [13] ,
the number of inspections is randomly chosen at the start of
pl ay from a probability distribution known to both pl ay ers,
but the chosen number is revealed only to the Def en de r. Most
of these models assume that inspection is sure to detect a diversion,
but non-unit probabilities of detection (as s umed known) are
considered for exampl e in Beinhauer and Bierlein [12; Section
3.3], Goldman and Pea r1 [170-171; cf. p. 192 of the f ormer] ,
and Anscombe [208). Note th at whenever the limited ' stock of _

,

|
" allowed inspections" suffers a draw-down the ' situation ;can

_

i be regarded as having entered a "new state," a consideration .

reinforcing Section 2.6 's suggestion that " repeated games of

!

'21 This could also be the case in 'those IAEA settings where
j the. principal diversion - threat _ is attributed not to the " host"

government but to foreign or political-faction or subna tional
; separatist groups; cf. Willrich and Taylor [197 ';. pp. 117-8],

Lovett [213 ; p. ~ 210] , Taylor [215], Dunn [216].
'

'
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incomplete information" need to be extended to multiple-site
scenarios in order to be naturally applicable.

In the multi-period multi-site Travelling Inspector Model
of Filar [63], inspection is non-dichotomous--i. e. , it can take
place at any of a finite set of levels of intensity. This choi ce,
h owever, does not depend on any prior indicator of suspiciousness
like an ID-determination. The model's rather general payoff
' f unction could permit the probability of an inspection's detecting
a diversion (and the accuracy of estimating that diversion)
to depend both on the -intensity of inspection and on the level
of diversion, but no such submodel or interpretation is made
e xplici t.

We turn now to models in which th e Def ender's decisions
_aJ;.g based (in whole or pa r t) on ID-levels or something analogous
to them. A first example is the formulation by Kuhn [209] of
a multi-period situation; the number of inspections is fixed,
and each inspection has the same (known) probability of detecting
a " viola tion " if one has occurred. At each stage, the Defender
receives a signal indicating either "no violation" or " violation"
or " doubtful"; if the third ca se a ri se s, an " inspect or not"
decision must be made. An actual diversion would have produced
the " doubtful" signal (rather than the " violation" one) with
a known probability, and similarly for an actual "no diversion. "
(The " signals" here are based on seismic data, with "no diversion"
corresponding to a natural ea r thq ua ke, "div e r si on " to a nuclear
te s t . ) We might regard this as a thr e e-l ev el dis cr e tiza tion
of th e po s si bl e ID-val ue 2, with th e bo unda ries sepa rating the
three regions fixed in advance, rather than subject to optimization

,

by th e Def ender. A simi.l ar structure is studied by Schleich er -
[217] in the context of income-tax evasion, with the further
feature that some "doubcf ul" cases may lie in a designated "uninspect-
able" class (corresponding, e.g., to Swiss bank acco unts) .
Other game-theoretic analyses related to i n com e- ta x evasion
and auditing include Hof fman et al [218] and th e recent paper
of Greenberg [219].

The highly pertinent multi-period model of Avenhaus and
Frick [9,10] raises two points of particular interest here.
Ana, which brings us back to the basic equation 1.1 ea rly in
Section 1.0, is how the " prior cont ent s" term in that ' equation .

,

, ' ' should be estimated when past time-pe rio ds have left no n- z er o
(though non-alarmable) discrepancies between " book" and " physical"

'

inventory figures. The particular appr oach adopted in [9,10]
is to employ a particular variance-weighted average of the book
and inventory figures; this give s a minimum-va rian ce unbiased
estimate of " prior contents," a desirable feature f rom a statistical
vi ewpoin t, and also substantially simplifies the game-theoretic
model by leading to ID-val ue s for the different time periods
tha t are un cor r elated. It is dis con ce r tin g, h ow ev e r, to find
in [9; p. 120] the acknowledgement that this estimate "is not'
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necessarily the best one from the point of view of detecting |-

missing material. " Tha t illustrates the fact, al so empha siz ed 1

for example by Klein et al, [220], that " statistically optimal"
estimates of quantities will in general not be the optimal ones
f or decision-problem uses.

The second e spe cially interesting aspect of the Avenhaus-
Frick model is its treatment of the theme of limited resources
or intrusiveness f or the Defender, a theme which reduces this
player's strategy space to a subset of what it would be without
such limits. That tr ea tm ent in [9, 10] is to assume a fixed
ove r-all f alse-alaan rate (FAR), i. e. a fixed pr o ba bili ty that

- in the absence of div e r si on, th e random measur ement errors in
ID would trigger the alarm in at least one time period. The
Def ender-chosen alarm thresholds and their corresponding f alse-
alarm probabilities can (and do) va ry from period to period,
so long as the~ir multi-period composition yields the stipulated
over-all FAR value.

This approach has considerable appeal. Along w ith th e
model's other assumption s, it yields substantial benefits of
analy ti cal tr a ctability, leading to a pr ovably unique solution
and to a f airly simple iterative numerical solution procedure.
It encapsulates the " cost" element of th e pr obl em 's " risk-cost"
tradeof f quite neatly in a single parameter, the FAR l ev el .
One apparent dif f icul ty is the need to know (or have a good

the probability distribution of ID in the absenceestimate of)22; this need, how ev er, seems common to all effortsof diversion
to improve the modeling aspects of material accounting (whether
game-theor etic or pu r ely statistical), and so should not be
held against a particular model or methodology. (It would be
important to study--via sensitivity analysis--how criti cal these
accuracy-needs are f or diff erent approaches.)

Some other difficulties may be more serious. For example,
it might be thought more natural. to fix the overall miss rate
(probability of not detecting a diversion effort-- an " acceptable .

risk" concept. Notice, furthermore, that un de r a fixed FAR
value a lg.gn pr eci se measurement system would lead to lLish.gr
ala rm th re sh olds, i. e. (roughly speaking) to greater inhibitions
again sounding the alarm. It is que stiona bl e to the writer
that a model with this proper ty built-in would properly capt ure -

,

the public-interest concerns we have attributed (in Section
5.0) to the Def ende r. A nat ural r ej oinder is that the " fixed"
FAR-val ue is int ende d to be constant r elative to th e play er 's
decisions, but not with respect to changes in other model parameters
such as (say) the variance of a normal measurement-error distribution

22One reason this is a "di f f icul ty " is lack of certainty
that the data used in reaching such an estimate really did come
f rom diversion-free environments.

'
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representing the precision of ID-determination. This illustrates
the underlying weakness: in being silent on h.oy th e " fixedo
FAR value" should be chosen or determined (in [221; p. 630]
the same authors term th is ch oice "s ubj ectiv e") , the approach
" cops out" on addressing the balancing of risk and cost, the
v ery purpose of model dev el opm ent . One might hope to remedy
this by coupling with an auxilia rly submodel r ela ting cost (of
" alarming") to FAR, but the second sentence of this pa ragraph
indicates that such a submodel would need to address risk considera-
tions as well as coct.

On balance, th e writer's inclina tion is for a model th at
more directly and explicitly tackles the intrinsic difficulty
of representing the risk-cost tradeoff in its payof f structure.
But the clever research tactic of the " fixed FAR" con cept should
be kept in mind as a fallback position. Similar comments apply
to other model's restriction of " inspection effort" to s om e
externally determi,ed limit.

In working towards an operational game-theor etic model,
it is impor tant that play er s' strategies be con ce pt ual iz ed in
sufficiently concrete terms to guide empi rical and analytical
eff orts to quantify how pay of f s depend on these strategies.
With some po ssibl e pa r tial exceptions (e . g. [170, 171, 203,
204, 218), this level of spe cifi ci ty has not been attempted
in the cited literature. In pa r ticular, the abstract encoding
of Defender options as " ins pect or not" or "ala rm or not" does
not in itself describe the consequent search and recovery procedures
in a way aiding the quantitative representation of these measures'
costs and effectiveness. The same is true of th e different
"l ev el s of effort" that can be exerted by Fila r 's Tr av elling
Inspector [63]. These abstract encodings should not prove incom-
patible with later eff orts to make them " operational" through
more detailed application-specific modeling, but th ey do not;

| provide any initial hints or steps to assist such f urther efforts.

We will return to this point at th e end of the pr esent
se ctio n, but want first to con clu de our review of published
" Defender strategy spaces" with the models [5-7] developed for

! the NRC. They are praisewor thy in achieving a higher (though
I still not high enough, in the writer's opinion) degree of explicit-

ness in describing the Defender's responses. Recall f rom Section _

_ ,

4.3 that in these single-period single-site models, the Diverter
;

first chooses and achieves a div er sio n-l ev el of x units of SNM.
Th en the measurement processes involved in ID-determination
introduce a random error e, so that an ID-l ev el of u=x+ e
is reported to the Def ender. The Def ender compa r es u with an
ala rm thre sh old, z. If u is greater than z, the Defender sets
a quantity y2 as the target level for an intensive " alarm conditions"
search and recovery opera tion ; if u is less than or eq ual to
z, a target l ev el yi, (po ssi bly zero) is set for pr esumably
less intensive "no alarm search and recovery actions. From-
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the payof f f unctions (described later) for th ese models, it
is apparent that y1 and y2 are to be construed literally as
recovery target-levels and not j ust as indices of sear ch-ef f or t. |

For example, the expr ession min (x, y)--where y is y1 or y2--is
used to designate the quantity of material recovered by a successf ul
search. (Thus a multi-period extension of this model would
have to modify the Div er t e r 's period-by-period accretion of
material to allow for recoveries.)

i

The greater explicitness of these models lies in their
and to pr ov ideintroduction of 'the auxiliary quantities y2Def en de r 'y2a somewhat more concrete picture of the s responses.

In the model of [5, 6], the alarm threshold z is fixed and is
known to both play er s, so that a pure strategy for the Defender
consists in selecting th e pai r (yliY2). In the f urther model
introduced in [7], the alarm threshold is also regarded as par t

and therefore as unknownof th e Defender's strategy ( 2, yi , y2 ) ,( i n ato the Diverter. This change proves numerical example)
to alter th e game-value very significantly in th e Def ender 's
f avor [7; p. 39] . While skeptical of the validity of the particular
pay of f functions employed, the writer would like to emphasiz e
the cualitative point illustrated here: the importance of infor-
mation to the adversary of a saf eguards system, and the particular
suitability of game-theoretic models for representing alternative
"inf orma tion s ce na rios " and quantifying the effects of their
differences.

As described above, the Defender's choice of (y , y2) or -y
(z,yy,Y2) can be made Af ter th e ID-val ue u is reported to him.
Thus a Def ender strateav should describe how these choices would
be made in response to any particular value of u, i. e. it should
in general be a response rule specifying f unctions of u, (y1(u),
Y2(u)) or (z(u), y1(u),y2(u)) rather than specific numerical
responses (yy,y2) or (z,ylrY2) which could in principle be chosen
before the inventory is taken. The av a ila bili ty of response
rules to the Def ender is explicitly recognized in both [5; pp. A-
2,3] and 7; p. 17], but then the analyses of the models go on
to treat (ylsY2) or (z,ylr72) as numbers rath er than f unctions
of u. It is suggested in [5; p.A-4] that this restriction is
made to match th e operational nature of an "al a rm " co n cept,
which implies a response sensitive to the distinction between
"above-threshold" and "below-threshold * ID values. On the other .

'"

hand, the restriction is introduced in [7; pp. 17-18] with an
" explanation" which seems a non seauitur to the writer, and
which assesses that this limitation is not damaging to the Defender--
an assertion, repeated verbally to th e Peer Rev iew Group, which
the writer believes erroneous, an impression shared by the Group
[14; pp. 22, 3 8] as noted in Section 4.3.

Before the extension of this s t ra te gy-s pa ce con ce pt to
multi-period and/or multi-site games is attempted, its improvement
for the " simple" case should be considered. We refer in particular*
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to the Peer Review Group's recommen6ation [14; p. 41] that " multiple.

action criteria f or varying amounts of ID should be incorporated. "

One step in that direction would be to re-analyze the models
of [5-7] without the restriction noted in the next-to-last pa ra-
graph. It would be interesting to learn whether this alone
(i.e., without chan ge s in the pay of f function) would correct
some of th e counter-intuitive model outputs criticiz ed by th e
Peer Review Group (14]. At a ny rate, the separation of all
po ssibl e ID-lev el s into just ly_g classes (by a si nal e alarm
threshold) seems too coarse a classification to af f ord the Defender
a full exercise of his saf eguarding capabilities. Models with
more than one ala rm-l ev el sho uld be considered; .it is hoped
that their formulation could be linked with a natural hierarchy
of in creasingly urgent responses (in terms of degree of extent
of shut-down, involvement of external agencies, etc.) . Alternative-
ly, one can imagine dispensing altogether with the con ce pt of
a discrete set of al a rm levels: l_f| for example the intensity
of a Defender response could be adequately expressed--for purposes
of payoff modeling--in terms of a single quantity y (e.g., the
ta rget-lev el of a search-recovery ef f or t) , then a pure strategy
for the Defender could be described simply as a response rule
f unction y(u) expressing how response-intensity (y) would vary
with ID-level (u). But perhaps high-intensity and low-intensity
responses would have such qualitatively different features as
to preclude unified representation through a single q uantity
y. Indeed, the varicty of responses appropriate f or inclusion
in an operational model may not lend it s elf to a mer ely uni-
dimensional depiction along a scale of " intensity" or whatever.

We have spoken above of " search and recovery" operations,
with an implica tion that their ef f ectiveness would be judged
by success in regaining or uncovering missing material. But
for extension to a multi period model, it would also be important
to take into account the extent to which different Def ender
responses in one time period might inhibit the Diverter's opportuni-
ties in later periods, perhaps by identifying and apprehending
"him," or by imposing stricter practi ce s that could clo se off
scme diversion loophole. Some recovery-oriented steps, by destroying
the authentic environment in which a possible diversion took
place, might hanper identification of a culprit.

.
" '

This brings us back to a point mentioned e a rlier : th e
need to describe Def ender responses concretely enough that mathe-
ma tical expressions f or th eir co s t and ef fectiveness could be
developed for payof f-function use. At the outset of the present
study, the writer expected to encounter documents that would
greatly aid subsequent modeling in this regard, documents that
would set out " standard operating pro cedures" (SOP's) . f or post-
alarm situations much more specifically than such brief generalities
as "one would do A and B, and in extreme ca ses even C." (For
exampl e, the "which might include" of [14; p. 22, 24] f alls'
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short of the " specific investigative action" of the same document's
p . 2 2 .' )

That expectation has not been realiz ed. There are several
possible explanations f or this. One is that inadequate interrogatory
zeal and persistence and document-persual ef f orts were applied.
A second is that w' ell-articulated plans and procedures do indeed

~

exist, but the present study's "need to know" was deemed insuf ficient
to warrant access to inf orma tion of such potential value to
an adv ersary. (Such considerations are noted, for exampl e,
by Willrich and Taylor [197; p. 126, also pp. 152, 89]; the
analogous inhibition for studies of terrorism is observed by
Wardlaw [222; pp. ix-x] . ) If this is the case, it should be
taken into account in setting up the " logistics" (here, security
arrangement) for an effort to develop an operational game-theoretic

imodel,
f

H ow ev e r , the explanation just mentioned was not in fact '

of f ered to the writer, who theref ore remains unable to eliminate
a thi rd possible explanation: that generic SOP's at the NRC
lev el have not been formulated. Perhaps individual licensees
have detailed contin gen cy plans which h ave been presented to
the NRC in advance for approval; perhaps procedures are improvised
f or individual incidents, and presented to the NRC for approval
before or after their execution; quite likely, precedures are
in part built up incrementally by precedent and experience with
pa st (pr es um ed) f al se-alarm situa tions. But the writer is not
aware of a systematic analytical basis adopted by the NRC for
consistent ev al ua ti on of po ssi bl e operator-proposed response
plans, or for suggesting alternatives or impr ov ement s to such
pr opo sal s. (pp. VI-4 through VI-19 of [ 3] may be r el ev ant. )

Such a situation is consistent wi th the one described by
Av enhaus [187; p. 3 22] as applying to the international scene--
f ollowing an alarm, a "second a ction lev el" should come into
pl ay , but for this "there are not precise pr ocedur es, at least
for the case of nuclear material safeguards." And it also matches
well an observation recurring in the recent literature on "techno-
logical acci dents " and their management: that after so much
in th e way of resources and de di ca tion have been devoted to
the prevention of such accidents (here, " diversions"), too little
may be mustered for caref ully planning and preparing the responses -

,r
in case the unhappy event does occur. (See, e.g., Fisch er [224;

pp. 11-12], Lathrop [226; pp. 8-9]. Such advanced planning
(an d pra cti ce, and maintenance of readiness) is regarded as
particularly important in the "so many unexpected things can
go wrong" situations when responses may need to be made in atmos-
pheres of uncertainty and stress, where special issues of communi-
cation with the public media may arise, and where coordination
is required among organizations with un cl ea r demarcations of
authority and responsibility. (Cf. Fis cher [227], Lathrop [228],
-Marrett [23 0] , and many of the other paper s in [223, 225] and*
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Moss and Sills [229]; related concerns' and recommendations appear
in Jenkins [232; pp. 17, 22], Macnair [233; p. 274], Bass et al
[234, pp. 10-11], Sloan [235].) These exacerba ting conditions
might well apply to a serious ID-alarm incident.

The representation and modeling of Defender strategies
mich t perhaps be able to benefit from the f airly well-advanced4

field of Optimal Sea rch Theory. The early " classics" of that
field have been conveniently collected and revised (Koopma n
[236]); other ref erences include a priz e-winning 197 8 monograph
by Stone [237} and a recent s u rv ey paper by the same author
[ 23 8] . Complications arising from target movements may not
prove r el eva nt for the desired applications : cf. Chapter 2
of Gal (23 9] . " Search and Surveillance" is now an indexing
term f or Operations Research/ Management Science purposes.

.
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7.0 THE DIVERTER'S PAYOFF FUNCTION

.

A pl ay e r 's pay of f function, in a game-theoretic model,
should provide a mathematical expression of how the various ,

possible strategy-choices would affect the degree of satisfaction
of that pl ay er ' s pr ef erences and obj ectives. It is therefore
useful, in beginning this Section, to attempt in broad qualitative
terms to list pl ausi bl e ceneral obj ectives for the Diverter.
We take these to be the f ollowing:

- To divert material--either as much as po s si bl e, or
some critical quantity.

- To avoid detection or alarm-sounding.

- To leave some basis f or a later " hoax" claim--
of a successful or "large" diversion when in f act
none or a much smaller one occurred.

The threat associated with the third member of th e - list,
" hoaxing" is frequently mentioned in connection with div er sion
and material accounting. Examples include Messinger [1; pp. ix,
14], NUREG-0450 [3, v.2; P. IV-13], Mengel [240; pp. 218-220],
Will rich and Taylor [197; p. 123], Bass et al [175; pp. 2, 8] ,

Jenkins [241; p. 10]. Nev er th el ess, none of the cited modeling
papers addresses this obj ective explicitly. W' ail e it could
conceivably be left for attention in a high er-lev el "t h r ea t-
negotiation game" (cf. for example Jenkins [242], Selten [244]),
this seems a sorry passing of the buck, since aid in " hoax-proofing"
is regarded as an impor ta nt function of material accounting.
The Defender could calculate, from th e solutions of some of
the cited model s, a corresponding-miss rate (proba bili ty of
failure to detect or " alarm at" a diversion) , or an " expected
value" f or ' material diverted without an alarm, and could then
point out in reply to a diversion-claim how low these quantities
are. Those solutions would come f rom a _ game innocent mI .ng
of the _ third obj ective, but since that is the game the hoaxster
is pretending to have pl ay ed, perhaps this is good enough.
Perhaps not, so that expressing this criterion really would
r eq ui r e changing the Diverter's strategy space and/or payoff
f un ction. The writer has not succeeded in thinking this point
through to a conclusion, and theref ore " flags " it as possibly -

_ ,

needing attention in an effort to form an operational game-theoretic
model. From here on, we will generally ignore the third obj ective.

The second obj ective, as stated, lumps together three possible
Diverter motives which can in principle be teased apart. One
is to avoid detection because i t m ay lead to losing back (to
the Defender) some or all of th e diver ted material. Another
is to avoid alarm or _ detection because it reduces chances for
diversion in latet time periods. The third is to avoid detection

.
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- of the ; diversion because it may lead to "getting caught," with
unpleasant consequences.

,

The first of the fisted obj ectives seems r ela'tively self-

- expl ana to ry . Its mention of a " critical ~ quantity" illustrates
a more general possibility: that the Diverter's value (" utility

f un'ction")- for diverted material might well vary nonlinearly'

with the quantity diverted. Some scenarios might impose " time'

pressure" on the Diverter, assigning greater utility to diversion4

in . an early period than to . diver sion of the~ same amount in a
later time-period--none of the cited models have this particular
feature, though those imposing. a fixed or minimum diversion*

. q ua nti ty implici tly introduce as a deadline the over-all time
horizon of the multi-period analysis, raising the question of
how this horinon should be ch ose n. (such end effects" issues"

'
are common in multi-stage decision models.)

7 .1 Review of Literature

The roles of the first two listed obj ectives will be readily
recognized as we review the Diverter pay of f-f un ction s pro po se d
in the cited models. In the models [190, 191, 12] of Bierlein
and of - Beinhauer and Bierlein, as well as Hopfinger [13] and
Model I of Bierlein [192], the Diverter's payof f s are based -

on a structure

O D

A I I
-

1

I -c I O I .

I I I

1 I I-

A 1 d I O I (7.1)
I l- I

.

where c is greater than 0 (usually), and d is greater than 0.
Thus "no diversion" (U) for the Diverter leads to ~zero payoff.
A successful diversion (diversion (D) together with toc-late -

clarmer no alarm (A)) yields payof f d, while a detected attempt -

leads to the (usually) negative payof f ~ (-c) . (Some of the cited -

, , , , papers use diff erent symbols, and we have-her e identified " inspect"
with . " alarm" and " detect";- modifications to the interpr'etations '

'of c ~and d can accommodate inspections with imperfect detection
pr obabilities. ) It is not hard to see that the strategic analysis
of such games, though not th eir absolute pay of f s, depends on
the da ta (c,d) only' through th ei r ra tion c/d--one can think .

.of measuring payof f s with "d" as revised payoff-unit--thus reducing
the number of parameters .in the model. (Choosing the normalization
c + d = 1 of ten appears convenient for the particular algebra

' involve d.
'

'
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The pa pe r s just cited all propose zero-sum games. This

might raise an objection: since display 7.1's second column
does not " credit" the Diverter for causing a f alse alarm, the
zero-sum f ormulation will not " pe n al iz e " the Defender for f alse
al a rm s. How ev er, the Def ender is kept from excessive " alarming"
or inspecting by explicit limitations on his strategy space;
see Section 6.2.

A technical interj ection is convenient at th is point.
Let M denote the Def ender's miss rate, i. e. the pr oba bility ,

of a violation (diver sion) going undetected or unalarmed. (We i
have a success-failure dichotomy in mind; depending on the specific
s cena rio, possibly multi-period and/or multi-site, "a violation"
might read "a t least one violation" or "ev ery violation.")
Thus M depen ds on' the strategies chosen by the two pl ay er s ,
i. e. M = M(si,s2) . Under the assumption 7.1, the expected payof f
to Player 2 (the Diverter) , if diverting, is

Md + (1 - M) (-c) = (d + c)M - c. (7.2)

Sin ce c and d are con stant s, if d+ c is greater than 0 then
maximiz ing the above expression is equivalent to maximizing
M, i.e., replacing the Diverter's pay of f function by M yields
a game "st r a tegi cally equival ent" to the "if diverting" subgame
of the original one. And if the model is zero-sum, a similar
replacement ca n be made for the Def ende r . This could make it
unnecessa ry to arrive at values for c and d, much simplifying
the modeling task. More generally, the Diverter would have
to compare the value of 7.2 using the maximized M, with the
payof f 0 of his " don' t divert" strategy ; cf. the Lemma of [190;

-

p. 60].

Dr e sh e r ' s zero-sum repeated game [193] also employs the
structure 7.1, but (up to its Section 8) with the f urther assumptioni

c=d = 1. Th e ge ne r al iz ation by Kuhn [209] passes directly
to the use of miss-rate M(sl,s,) as the Diverter's payof f, as
do those of Anscombe [208] and dchleicher [217]; these models
are also zero-sum. Av enh aus and Frick [9, 10] pass f rom 7.1
to the use of miss-rate.

In the models of Goldman and Pearl [170, 171] and the multi-
site Models II and III of Bierlein [192], a pay of f structure --

,,

l ike 7 .1 is assumed at each site (with site-specif ic values
of c and d), and the total payoff to the Divert er is obtained
by summing these " local payoff f un cti ons" over the sites. Here
the replacement of the payoff function by a single "miss rate"
pr oba bil ity is no longer v al i d. Model I of [170], and those
of [171, 192], are zero sum.
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. A inore, general payoff structure than 7.1 is given by
.

D D

A | | |

1 -c 1 -f I

I l' I

1 I l--

A 1 d | 0 | (7.3)
|- 1 I

where c is greater than or equal to f is gr eater than 0.- Here.
involvement . in a f alse - alarm occasions a ne ga tive pay of f (-f)
to the Diverter; this is suggestive of the second broad Diverter's
objective . listed at the start - of Section 7.0 The f ormat- (7. 3 )
is employed, for example, by Avenhaus [187] with c greater than
f;_it also applies to the models of Maschler [211, 212] with
the further- condition c = f, after a mathematical ope ration
(subtracting a common . constant from each matrix entry) which
yields a st r a tegically equivalent game. The models just cited 1

'

are not .zero sum; the same is true of th e " ins ur ance-ch ea ting "
models of Borch [203,204], which f all under (7.1) rather than
(7.2) .

The models [5-7] developed for the NRC are all zero sum.
Thus th eir (common) payoff function for the Diverte r is simply
-the ne ga tive of th at f or the Def ender, which will be described
in Section 8. It is considerably more concrete than those described
abov e, but that very specificity has opened it to more detailed
criticism [14; p. 34] .

7.2 The Z ero Sum _Assumpti on : Al terna tives

Imagine for the moment that the field of "sto cha stic games
with incom plete inf ormation," wished-for at - the end of .Section..
2.6, had already achieved a satisfactory conceptual, theore tical,
and computational status. Besides that pipe-dream about the
state of the a rt, imagine f urthu (now on the empirical side)
that we had a reliable inventory of possible "adver sa ry ty pe s, " -

,'

co ul d estimate th e probability with which each of these types
gave a proper classifiction of the Div er t e r, and -_ under stood
each type well enough - to be able to delineate a strategy _ space
and a reasonable payoff ' function for it as potential Diverter.
Then we-would have at hand both methodology _and inf ormation
s uf ficient for the relatively easy development - of a r ela t iv ely .
non-arguable tr eatment of the : Diverter in an operational game-
theoretic model. ,

9
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- Obviously, the real situation f alls f ar short of that ideal--
this is to be expected in almost any serio us decision problem
with a significant behavioral aspect. In particular, the development
of a payoff f unction .f or the Diverter will involve considerably
more in the way of approximation and arguability than was true
for the rosy picture painted above. For reasons to be discussed*

below, the writer believes that the best approach to these difficul-
ties is to

- Adopt a zero sum model; concentrate on developing a " good"
payoff function for the Def ender (that for the Diverter
will be taken as its negative) .

The f un damental arguments supporting this model-development
tactic are that (a) ef f ort s to do signifi ca n tly better appear
likely to be f utile, while (b) in its own right, this approach
has much to recommend it. The models dev elope d for the NRC
[5-7] adopt this tactic without much ado, and that choice was
not criticized by the Peer Review Group [14], but the writer
nev er th el ess thought it.important to e xpl or e this issue more
e xten siv ely.

To begin the "f utility " arguments, we may note that one
el ement of the " dream s cena rio " sketched ea rli er comes close
to actuality: existence of a plausible inv entory of " adversary
ty pe s. " Such ty polo gie s appear implicitly or e xpli ci tly for
exampl e, in Lovett [213] and in Willrich and Taylor [197; Chapter
6]. Perhaps the most e x ten sive a n aly se s are those performed
by th e RAND Corporation for the Sandia National Laboratories,;

and drawing on related RAND research dating back to 197 2. The
r elevant documents include deLeon et al [176], Bass et al [175,
244-246] and Jenkins [177); th ey deal with attributes (i.e.,
ca pa bil i ti es) , motivations and possible actions of potential
adversaries of U.S. nuclear f acilities and pr o g r am s , of course
including diversion among the "possible actions. " A principal
and persistent con clusion [245; p. .v] is that:

" Nuclear defenders must anticipate a surprisingly wide
range of threats from an equally wide array of potential
a dv ersa ries, who may be animated by ide ologi cal, economic,
or personal motivations, or some combina tion of these. "

.

~ '

The existence of this " surprisingly wide array of potential
adversaries" supports the con cl u sion that it would be futile
(or at least inadvisable, as an initial tactic, to seek to develop
a correspondingly wide array of Div er t er pay of f functions in
formulating an operational game-theoretic model. A single mathe-
matical f orm f or such a payoff f unction, with dif ferent adversary
ty pe s r epr ese nta bl e by different settings of the function's
parameters, would of course be desirable but seems only a "long
shot" possibility in view of the diversity of motivations involved.
Specifically, the categories of adversaries explicitly associated*
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with diversion in [245; pp. 72-73] and reiterated in the later
-[246, p. 56], as identified by motivation, are

.

-- hostile (i.e. , disgruntled) employ ees

- psychotics

- individuals acting f or idiosyncratic reasons

- mercenaries or foreign agents

- occasional or novice criminals or opportunists.

However, the distinction between " diversion" and "thef t by stealth"
in these documents (see, e.g. [175, p. 7] and [245; bottom of
final f old-out]) limits the f ormer to ef f orts involving attempts
to alter records; this limitation, signalled only .in the indicated
" fine print" of the documents, is too restrictive f or our purposes.
Making the necessary correction adds the f urther categories

- political terrorists

- antinuclear extremists

- philosophical or religious extremists

- prof essional criminals.

We will not attempt.here to summarize the documents' extensive
discussions of the se a dver sa ry ty pe s and the probable appeal
to them of various actions (emphatically including hoaxes and
" faked diversions") . But it is worthwhile to record some explicit
implications of those discussions (see all Reinstedt and Westbury
[247] ) :

- Very few possibilities can be confidently ruled out (e . g. ,
[246; p. 46), though some usef ul judgments of likelihood
can be made. Most of th em have al ready occurred [245;
p. 7 6) .

- Despite initial and_ f ollow-up personnel clearance procedures,
" insiders" can fall (or, ov er time, come to f all) in
any of the nine categories above.

- Non-hostile employees may be coerced into acting on behalf
of terrorists or prof essional criminals (the corresponding
pay of f function should then reflect the interests of -

---

the coercer) .
Professional criminals might act "on commission" for-

foreign agents or terrorists.

These observations f ur th er confirm the inadvisability (except
as a last resort f ollowing f ailure of other approaches) .of setting
out to f ormulate a whole array of Diverter pay of f functions
f or the~ dif f erent adversary types.

.
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An alternative is to find a good reason for singling out
some .o_ns of the adversary ty pe s , and to attempt to develop a a

well-based payoff f unction for that type. It seems to the writer 1
that the strongest motivations underlying the safeguards program
reflect pa rticula r concern that misappropriated SNM (o r its
pretension) would be used to engender " terror" of nuclear destruction
as a basis for some threat or extortion. (Passage of such material
through a " foreign agent" to his government is also a h e avy
concern, but might often reflect fear that the recipient na tion
would utilize it to support covert " terrorist" activities as
surrogates for traditional military conf rontations, cf. Dror
[248], Jenkins [249-251].) So it seems reasonable to single
out, among the various adversa ry types listed, "the terrorist"
as object of payoff-f unction construction.

There is no lack of literature bearing at least peripherally
on such an ef f or t. During the present study, the writer was
di sm ay ed to di scov er th e extent to which "terroristics" has
become a "g r ow th industry," with its own j ournal (Terrorism:>

An International Journal) since 1977, no dearth of monographs
and specialized conf erences (e . g. Jenkins [231] , Crenshaw [252]),
and even discussions of data-base duplications and inconsistencies
(Fowler [253]), of agendas f or quantitative research (e.g. Fowler
[254]), and of the use of artificial-intelligence " expert systems"
(Waterman and Jenkins [255]) . One indicator of this f ashionability
is the appearance (possible more than once) of Brian M. Jenkins--
head of the RAND Corporation's research in this arca--on Michael
Jackson's na tionwide radio-int e rvi ew program. And the stu dent s
of my own University hav e selected Terrorism as the topic for
the next of our Milton S. Eisenhower Symposium lect ure series,
a local "maj or event. "

,

Exploring the literature shows quickly that specializ ing
f r om a " general" Div er t er to a " terrorist" does not resolve
all questions of identif ica tion. Problems of def inition (what
is the range of behavior s that should be labeled " terrorism"?)
appear genuinely sticky and can become value-laden--for example
(cf. Schelling [256; 49-50]) why does the superpowers' use of
the nucl ea r-de t e r r ence threat fail to qualify? These pr oblems
are worried at length by many authors (e.g. Dror [257], Wardlaw
[222], Wilkinson [258], Paust [260], Jenkins [261], Devine and

, ,
Rafalko [263], Tayl or and Vanden [264]), with varied results .

and with (it appeared) different mixes of dutiful exasperation
and intellectual pleasur e. The purys:s of many of these authors
and of others (e.g. Shultz [265], Barres [266; pp. 88-92]) leads
them f ur th er, to taxonomies of terrorist groups. The diff erent
" cells" of th ese classifica tion schemes (six of th em in [266])
f or example in turn suggest need f or different pay of f f un ction s ,
whose "b r idge abil ity " by a common mathematical form (through
use of different pa r ame t e r-v al ues ) might prove a difficult,

.

.
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and conceivably un solvabl e, modeling challenge.23 So narrowing
the Diverters to " terrorists" is still not enough to present
a clearly-defined adversary type f or payof f-function synthesis.

Suppose however that we could arrive at such a type. Recall
that in a game-theory model, the players are assumed to be rational
pay of f-maximiz er s. Now, Wilkinson [258; p. 127 ] notes the roles
of " hatreds and f anaticisms", sometimes deliberately fostered,
in encouraging terrorist violence. May [267] identifies the
" ecstatic el em ent " of emoti onal satisf action derived by some
perpetrators of terrorist a ct s . Jenkins [268; p.10] mentions
a " lunatic f ringe" but is skeptical of its ef fectiveness; however
his colleagues Ronf eldt and Sater, in a fascinating study [269]
of the "dy nami te terrorism" of the late nineteenth century as
as a pla usible analog for possible nuclear terrorism today,
note the theme of millenial redemption through apocalyptic destruc-
tion. And Jenkins elsewhere (e.g. [27 0; p. 4]) describes terrorists
as living in a "f antasy world" and waging "f antasy wars," while
Fried [27 1; p. 120] pict ures many of th em as "f unctioning on
a psychotic level, as attested by delusional thinking and cognitive
malf unctioning. "

All this may not appear too compatible with game theory's
"ra tio nal o ptimiz er " pi ct ur e. But we are reminded that the
greatest extremes may not by typical of the more capable terrorist
groups which are of prima ry concern (e.g. [27 1; pp. 120-21]),
and that apparently biz arre statements and behavior may in f act
be well-suited to terrorists' need to capture public attention
(e.g., Jenkins' often-quoted " terrorism is theater" [27 2; p.3],
Alexander [ 27 3] ) . More important is the gener al point (Norton
and Greenberg [274; pp. 6-7]) that "r a ti on al ity " is properly
defined only relative to a particular set of values and perceptions,
so that it is inappropriate (and risky) to regard terrorists
as necessarily "nindless" (Jenkins [275; p. 3]), as consisting
of "the less intelligent or less able" (Wilkinson [258; p.132]);
or as lacking in dedi ca tion, abili ty for careful planning and
operations, po s si bl e te chni cal so ph ist i ca ti on (including use
of computer simula tions ) , and all-a ro un d ingenuity ( [17 5; p

192]).g416-18), Hutchinson [276; p. 158], Mengel [240; p.

-

- -

23 In speaking of representation by a " common mathematical
f orm, " we mean something more useful than the " cheap trick"
that reproduces any two f unctions F(x) and G(x) from the formula
(1-t) P(x) + tG(x) by setting the parameter t at 0 and 1 respective-
ly.

24The opposite extreme, namely the combination in a single
adver sa ry of high levels of all the " dangerous" ca pa bili tie s ,
was viewed in 1978 by deLeon et al [175; pp. 50-53] , as "unlikely,"
but with cautions to the reader.

'
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Assume then that the terrorist-Diverter can be viewed as
" ra tional" r ela tive to a f ramework of ra tion ali ty--a " mind-set
quite different from yours or mine or the Defender's. There
r emains the question of whether that framework can be f a thomed
w ell enough to provide the basis for a well-grounded Diverter
pay of f f unction. It is interesting to observe the rather rapid
transition from Jenkins' 1978 ch a ra ct e riz ation [277] of the
terrorist mindset as an " area of ignora n ce " to the " Satisfied
that we can depict the f ull range of motives and possible actions"
of 1980 [174; p. 5], though this contrast r eflects an imperfect
matching of contexts. It is certain that research on the topic <

has been intensive, and has significantly increased the factual
information av aila ble and th e l ev el of theoretical a n aly si s
possible; see for example Kellen [ 27 8] , Sundberg [279], Jenkins
[231; pp. 12-15, 52-69] as well as [269]. R ela ted studies in
the criminol ogi cal field may prove helpf ul (cf. Carrol [281]),
though the preponderance of crimes do not seem appropriate analogs.

Thus the opinion quoted by Norton and Greenberg [274; p.13] ,
that "there is n o w ay of studying terrorist ideology in any
meaningf ul way," appears too pessimistic. There is distinct
progress towards answering some of the questions listed by Barres
[266; pp. 11-13], though th e dryly critical liter a tur e-rev iew
in Section 1 of [277] should be a corrective to premature confi-
dence. The present level and nature of insights in this area
might, in th e hands of an imaginative modeler, prove useful
in suggesting possible general structures f or a Diverter pay of f
f un ctio n , and co ul d v e ry probably be of value in con ce pt ual
testing of a proposed payoff f unction. More concrete utilization,
for constructing such a function, at least using the kind of
methodology envisaged in volume I of th is r epo r t, would involve
estimating a multiattribute utility f un ction ; a " classic" mid-
197 0's vintage account of th e rel evant theory and procedures,
along with selected applications and a maj or case stu dy, is
given by Keeney and Raif f a [282), with some more recent material
appearing in the special journal-issue [283]. A critical part
of this technique requires ascertaining the pref erences of " terrorist
decision-makers" between a number of pairs of " pure" alternatives
and probabilistic mixtures of al terna tiv es. It seems unlikely
(to the writer) that sufficient inf orma tion of this kind co ul d
be inferred from the available writings of these persons and
from what is known of their past ch oi ce s. Indeed, the modeler's -

~ ,

f requent procedure in such an analysis involves subj ecting the
re) evant decision-makers to interviews and questionnaires especially
designed to elicit the information.

This last notion is not quite so totally ridiculous as
i t may ini ti ally appear. Terrorists and ex-terrorists have
granted extensive interviews, and in some cases written their
memoirs, so that a cce s si bil i ty might conceivably be achieved.
But the issues of veracity and y_al idity do not seem satisfactorily
re solvabl e. It is hard to see why active terrorists would choose*
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J ' to assist such a study with: "h one st " answers, and a saf egua rds
model significantly dependent on responses ~ even f rom "r ef o rme d "

i . terrorists--cf. .our earlier citations of terms like " fantasy "
"p sy ch oti c, " " delusional"--might not ' inspire much conf idence.55
The-sample of informants would be small; apprehendees' and recusants

,
might be distinctly unr epr esenta tive of the wider "po pul ati on "
in question, 'and"in many ca se s . might not have belonged to the:

,

! decision-making " opinion leaders" elite.
A

! 7.3 The zero Sum Assumption: Pros and Cons
f

j- The preceding section contained a rather extended discussion
of the f easibility of dev el opi ng " genuine" Diverter's payoff*

.

functions. The w rite r's con clusion f r om that discussion is'

that chances for success, relative for example to the " viability"
criteria formulated in Sectio'n 4.2, are too dubious ' f or this |

| to be the approach of (initial) choice in setting out to construct
j. an operational game-theoretic model. That is especially true
i in.the presence of a much more attractive alternative, namely
1 the zero sum approach mentioned above. We now. proceed to offer
; reasons for regarding this approach as attractive in its own
; right, while also noting some provisos and limitations.
s .

! Fi rst and foremost among the af firmative reasons is the
notion that, even though the interests of Def ender and Diverter

4 will not be " precisely opposite" in the mathematical sense expressed
i by the zero sum condition (e . g. , as in the "I win, you lose"
j setting of many recreational games), nevertheless the f undamental

rel a ti on of th e two play er s is one . of opposition. Thus the;

; zero s u.u ass um pt i on, in ca pt uring the "e s s enti al nature" of
i' the underlying situation, cannot go wrong too badly. This reflects ,

the natural "get the first-order ef f ects right" priority-philosophy !:

! of most applied mathematical modeling. Such talk of "f undamental"

[ and " essential" is nonrigorous and subj ective; the writer hopes,
h owev e r, that others would concur with the point just made.

!~ A second reason is the cr ude nti al nature of the zero sum ,

j a ppr oa ch. By conducting its analysis versus a hy po the ti cal i

" maximally inimical" a dv er sa ry, it protects the Def ender from ;4

] the consequences of possibly cguessing wrong about the extent
L and the particular way in which the actual Diverter's interests --

.

! might ap_t be totally opposed to his own. (The preceding discussion
! of adversary types does not enco urage expectations of "gue ssing
: righ t. " ) Such conservatism may well be the appropriate stance

! in a regulatory setting, especially in view of the preceding
!

25This sentence may fail to do j ustice to the role of sensitivity,

8 analysis, and to the precautions presumably developed by practi-
tioners of multiattribute utility analysis for dealing with

'

i potentially _ hostile or unreliable respondents.
.
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paragraph's suggestion that not too much bias would be introduced.
(We reiterate that the Peer Review Group [14 ] , though explicitly
sensitive to symptoms of possible over-conservatism in the models
[5-7] developed f or the NRC, made no criticism of those models'
being zero sum.) To avoid misunderstanding, it should be noted
that the chara cteriza tion of zero sun analysis as "w or st case"
is correct only insofar as the Div er te r 's pay of f function is
concerned; it does not involve a ny " con s e rva tive " expansio'n
of the Diverter's supposed capabilities (i.e. , strategy space).

Nor is it true that this conservatism is of a kind automatically
leading to-a solution in which alarms are more frequent than
they would otherwise be. Suppose for example that the Diverter's
"true" payoff function were given by the previous matrix 7.1.
Suppose further that th e Defender's payoffs are given by th e
matrix

._

D D

A I I I

I c'-a 1 -a l
i I I

1 I I-

A | -d' | 0 1 (7.4)
| I I

where c' is the Def ender's analog of c in (7.1) , i. e. the value
placed by the Defender on the occurrence of a detected diversion,
w hil e d' is the Def ender's analog of d, i. e. the loss suffered
by the Defender from an undetected div er sio n. Th e q uan ti ty
a represents the cost to the Def ender of executing the responses
to an alarm; we will ar.sume that a is less than c'+ d', a non-
restrictive condition which is sa tisf ied if merely a successful
diversion is more costly to the Defender than is a f alse alarm.
Note that th e differences in st r uct ur e between (7.1) and the
negative of ( 7 . 4 ) --the payoff matrix attributed to the Diverter
by th e zero sum as s umpt i on--simply reflects the idea that th e
Diverter is "really" indifferent .to the costs imposed by " alarming"

,
on the Defen de r, a f airly plausible idea unless the adversary .

is an anti-nuclear extremist out to bankrupt the f acility.20
Under these cir cumstan ce s, the "true" non-zero s um game turns

260ne could imagine an adversary whose aim was not so much
div er sion, as the damaging of U.S. weapons programs (or long-
term economic health, or energy-independence) through interruption
(ot cost es cala tion) of nuclea r-material opera tions. But that
is a rather different scenario from those under consideration

*
here.
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out to have a uniq ue eq uil ibrium-point sol ution , in which th e
mean relative fr equency of alarms is 1/(1 + c/d). For the zero
sum version, this f requency becomes 1/ (1 + c'/d') in the unique
optimal strategy for th e Defender. (The value of 3 af f ect s
the strategies for the Diverter in the solutions of both games,
but not those of the Def ende r. ) Thus the zero sum approach
could either increase or decrease the frequency of alarms, depending
on the r el ativ e siz es of c/d and c'/d'. These results for a
very simple model may not be indicative of those for more realistic
cases, but at least warn against accepting apparent " consequences"
of zero sum modeling without explicit analysis.

A third reason f avoring the zero sum approach i's its immense
easing of con cept ual and computational burdens: as is implied
by the material in Sections 2 and 3, adopting this approach
leads to a highly convincing " solution" concept, unique solution
payof f s, and access to a far superior bo dy of algorithms for
numerical solution and sensitivity analysis.

Fourth, the approach has whatever virtues inherent in prece-
dent: it yields the " classical" and most f amiliar type of game-
theoretic model, and has been adopted in a number of the safeguards-
related analyses cited earlier.

Fif th, most of the above-mentioned difficulties in f ashioning
a " genuine" payoff function for the Diverter become much more
manageable when attention is shifted to the Defender. Thus
the prospects f or a well-grounded Def en de r 's pay of f f unction
are (r elatively) good; since in the zero sum approach the assumed
payoff f unction f or the Diverter is directly based on (specifically,
is the negative of) that for the Def ender, and is obtained f rom
the latter by a process with a substantial ra tior. ale involving
the four reasons al ready given, it would "i nh eri t " the latter's
"well-groundedness" in a way consistent with the viability criteria
noted in Section 4.2.

There are of course arguments aaainst the zero sum approach,
additional to those intimated in the course of the previous
discussion. One is the existence of countervailing precedent:
as already noted, sev er al of the models in the literature are
not zero sum. Second, th er e is the intellectual discomfort
(and argumentative disadvantage) in imposing a strong hypothesis-- .

, ,

that of a "zero sum adversary"--which is not believed or expected
to be litrally true. This obj ection, however, may unduly depreciate
the nat ur al r oles of approximation and tracta bili ty in applied
mathematical modeling. Third, the literatur e contains some
expli ci t r ej e c tion s of this approach. For example, we find
in Kupperman [284; p. 411] "The ' game' between terrorists and
government is not zero s um"--but that passage in fact refers
to the " threat-and-negotiation" situations mentioned near the
start of Section 7.0, ra ther than to our "ID analy sis" context.
Avenhaus [221; p. 320] observes "this does not lead necessarily*
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to a-zero sum game," but after noting difficulties, quickly-

goes on to a zero sum model. He cites the possible nonequality
of what.we called d and d' in matrices (7.1) and (7.4) a bov e,
and with Frick in [285; p. 630] points out differences in the
tw o play er s' evalua tions of false alarms as a flaw in zero sum
tr ea tment. The obj ections by (Joint Committee on Atomic Energy
m embe r ) Hosm er [286; p. 7-8] are not so clear to .this writer,
but their gist seems to be that the zero sume equating (in effect)
of d' with d may be "very dangerous in the real world populated
by very f allible -people, some of whom are very certain to be
just no good."

On balance, it seems to the writer that "the Ay es h ave
it" concerning the adoption of the zero sum approach. The premises
f or that judgment have been laid out in a way which, it is hoped,
will facilitate tracing out reasons for agreeing or disagree-
ing.

'
e

-
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8.0 'THE DEFENDER'S PAYOPP FUNCTION

_

A central problem in any game-theoretic application is
the formulation of payof f f unctions which achieve an " appropriate"
compromise betweer detailed realism and analytical t ra ctability.
See f or example 2,4 Shepa rd [288; pp. 378, 3 83 -4] , or the remarks

of Fain and Phillips '[289; p. 370) :

"The trick then is to get the most in r ealism compa tible
with obtainable, understandable ansver s. It is ne ce s sa ry

that one restrict the f actors to the most essenti al . Th is
trade-off is easy to understand but hard to make. "

Such gene: alities of course pertain to _aj)y kind of applied mathe-
ma tical modeling. What makes th em es pe ci ally acute for our
situation is that the referent "r eal ity " involves pref erences
and value-schemes--jodgmental and behavioral elements--in addition
to more tangible elements (e. g. , yields , direct co st s) of kinds
more readily based on "hard" technical data. The quantitative
tr eatment of the former elements by the behavioral and decision
sciences strikes many observers as less advanced and r elia ble
than available treatments of the latter elements by the physical
sciences and their related engineering disciplines.48

This is not to denigrate the acceptance and usefulness
of analyses with such orientations in many fields ; e.g. economic
policy, market research, and the regulatory contexts cited in
Section 4.2 But it does r e-emph asiz e, in the present setting,
the particular challenge of developing suitable payoff functions.
If the zero sum approach recommended in Section 7.2 and 7.3
is adopted, then this challenge becomes f ocussed on the Def ender's
payoff f unction. In terms of both priority and intrinsic difficulty,
addressing this challenge should p_r_ecede detailed work on compu-
ta tional solution me thods, in a " staged" approach to developing
an opera tional game-theor etic model.

8.1 Review of Literature

A number of the cited models are zero sum, with their Diverter's

L . pay off f un ction already specified in Section 7.1. Thus their :

27These citations from the older literature, though still
germane, do not reflect the last two decades of progress in
Game geory.

This wording is intended to bypass the interdisciplina ry
and intradis ciplina ry disputes about whether the behavioral
sciences s_a_D in principle attain, and should properly aim at,a
the same kinds of " success" achieved by some areas of the physical
sciences.'
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Def ender 's payof f f un ction need not be spelled out here. These
models in clude those of Beinhauer and Bierlein [12], Bi e rl ein
[189-191], Hopfinger [13], Dr esh er [193], Kuhn [209), Anscombe
[208], Schleicher [217], Avenhaus and Prick [9, 10] , and Goldman
and Pearl ( [171] and Model 1 of [170]). Typically these payof f s
are either of an "a b s t ra ct " ( i. e. , r ela t iv ely uninterpreted)
nature, or represent the negative of th e Def ender's miss rate;
those of [170,171] are the negatives of more concretely-described
Diverter payof f s.

As noted ea rl ier , many of the models limit th e Defender's
strategy-spa ce in a way representing a bound on his resources
or permitted intrusiveness. This bound then appears as a parameter
in the game-theoretic model. Bierlein [190, et c. ] and Hopfinger
[13] are principally concerned with optimal sizino of an inspection
sy st em, in the f oll ow ing specific sense: finding the lowest
value of the bound on Defender (i.e., Inspector ) r eso ur ce s
under which the only optimal strategy for the Div er t e r in the
resulting game is that of "no diversion." Note that this does
not involve a balancing by the Def en der of of risk and cost:
the "a cce pta bl e risk" is set at nr_o, and the lowest cost for
attaining it is sought. It is conceivable that the above problem
could somehow be solved without solving the game-theoretic model
explicitly; this is in fact essentially what is done by Hopfinger,
who noted [13; p. 9] that his game-theoretic model proved too
difficult f or explicit sol utio n.

In the non-zero sum model of Avenhaus [187], the Def ender 's
payof f s are assumed given by a matrix of the f orm j

)
._

D D

A | | 'l
1 -b' | -a |

| | 1
- 1 I I |

A I -d' | 0 1 (8.1)
| I I

where notation has been changed to better match the previous -
, ,

matrix 7.4. It is assumed that b' is less than d', which coincides
with the weak restriction a is less than c' + d' made above
in (7.4) . Af ter subtraction of a common constant from all entries,
the same is true of the models of Borch [203, 204], where the
entries have f airly concrete interpretations in terms of insurance
premium reductions, cost of loss-reduction measures by the insuree
to justify the reduction, etc. The model of Maschler [211,
211] fall into the same cl a s s , but with a= 0. The non-zero
sum Model 2 of Goldman [17 0] adopts as Defender's payof f f unction

~

the negative of the Diverter's gains f rom SD etected " violations";d
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- this corresponds : to setting a = b' =0 and d' d in (7.4) at=

cach site. Unique equilibrium-point solutions exist for [187,
- 203, 213], and apparently for Maschler's model [211; p. 25] .
Model 2 of [17 0] has a multiplicity of equilibrium point s, but
the Diverter has the -same payoff (though different strategies) 4

in all of them; the payof f s to the Def en der also remain the
same except under a special " degeneracy" of the model's data.

Model 3 of Goldman [170] deviates f rom the usual game-theoretic
format to study the f ollowing scenario: the Def ender chooses:
a strategy -(mixed, in general) that will maximiz e his - payof f,
under the assumption that the Diverter learns of that strategy
and reacts so a s to ma ximiz e his payof f. Maschler [211, 212]
also employs this concept, which apparently arose in economics
in studying price competition by a duo poly ; hence th e " Price
Leadership" in the title of [211). Such "l ea de r-f oll ow e r " or
"Stackelberg" g~ames (von Stackelberg [290]) have received consider-
able study in recent years; Basar and Oldser [291] is a current
treatise ~ containing a substantial tr ea tment.

We turn finally to the most explicit and ambitio us effort
to develop a Defender's payoff function, that in-the zero sum
models [5-7] formulated for the NRC. It uses the following
notation, previously introduced in Section 6.2:

x = quantity taken by Diverter,

e = random error in estimating ID

u = e + x = ID-value reported to Defender,

z = alarm level

y = target level of search-recovery ef forts by Def ender
(y = y1 if u is less than or eq ual to z, y= y2 if
u is greater than z) .

Thus the Diverter's strategy is given by x. The Def ender's
strategy consists in choosing the values of y1 and y2, and in
the second model of [7], choosing z as well. It is convenient
to designate the two possible scenarios- "no alarm" corresponding
to u is .less than or equal to z and to y = yl, and " alarm" corre-
sponding to u is greater than z and to y y2--by an index k=

taking the values.1 and 2 for these respective s cena rio s. The -
, . .

Defender's pay of f , under scena rio k, is taken as the negative
of the cost-f unction

Mk (x, yk) = B(k-1) + ckYk + x - bk min (x,yk) + ek lYk - Xk l . (8.2)
Here B is the fixed cost of a " clean-out inventory," incurred

regardless of the target level of the search; note f rom (8.2)
that it is incurred only in ca se of an ala rm (k=2) . The term
ckYk represents the variable pa r t of th e co st of th e ' search,,

with ck de t ermina bl e [7; p. A3] "by engineering estimates of
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1 abor and materials involved." Thus the first two .-terms in
(8.2) are to ' represent the cost of the - search ef f or t. Without
a more concrete submodel of the search process - (the need for
which was noted .in section 6.2), it is unclear that the linearity
of the second term--and its independence of x--are appropriate.
'In general, these terms seem a v e ry narrow construal of the
disutilities (interruptions, relations with outside authorities,
effects on confidence, etc.) associated with some " alarm" responses.

Under the given scenario, a f ully successful search would

the amount min (x,yy)argetthis explanation partly explicatesr ecov er
the intended role of the t l ev el" in delimiting a search
effort--leaving the amount x - min (x, yk) unrecovered. .This
expression resembles the third and fourth terms in (8. 2) . The
coefficient b " sea rch quality measure"k may th en represent a
indicative of how f ar f rom " ideal" the search capabilities are.
The authors describe bk I7; P. A3 ] as involving "the value to
the Defender--of recovering the material diverted and the probability
of recovering it," and note that it depends' on " societal values";

'

.

it is unclear why the third term, x, should not also be modified
in light of th ose v al ue s. One would probably want to r eplace^

these two terms by- a function of x and yk, say D(U(x,yk)) , wherc
U(x,yk) is the expected quantity of diverted SNM lef t .MDrecovered
by the search process, and D (u) is a f unction--probably nonlinea r--

*, expressing the disutility to society of the loss of the quantity
U. If " recovery" has some value in itself other than reducing

i

! the loss, that too should be articulated in the model in a clearly-
explained way. Note tha t if the first and second terms appear
naturally in " cost" units, then some means of uni t-conv ersion
with what replaces the third and fourth terms is required.

,

The fifth term on the right-hand side of equation 8.2 is
described as the " error pe n al ty " for a wrong estimate by the
Defender. This is the first indication that y is meant to serve

| as an estimate of x, not merely as a target level for the scarch.
It is not obv ious that the two sh oul d coincide; for example
a " target level" might well include a " safety all owan ce " over
and above the Defender's " estimate" of x. At any rate, the
Peer Review Group [14; p. 25] found the conceptual basis for'

this term especially unsatisfying.

t In view of the "no-alarm, alarm" interpretation of th e -
,

tw o scenarios, th e Def ender 's expected (i.e., mean) cost.is'taken in [5-7] to be
;

M (x,yi) Prob (u is less than or equal to z) +1
~

,

| M2 (x,y2) Prob (u is greater than z) . (8.3)
1

The probabilities in question are determined using the relation
l u = e + x and the assumption that e has an unbiased (i.e., zero-

mean) normal distribution. Thus th e f r eq uen cy function (i.e.,
probability density) of u depends in an explicit way on x; denote-

i
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it by p(x, u) . For reasons detailed in Section 4.3 and 6.2, relating
to the interpretation of a Def ende r's strategy as a response-
rule to ID-values ra th er than specific responses--and hence
as involving a pai r of f unctions y1(U) and y2 (U) rath er than
numbers y1 and y2--it appears to the writer that (8.3) might
be better replaced by

Z e

[1(XaYl(u)) p(x, u)du + M2(Xi Y2 (u ) ) p (x , u) d u. (8.4)

The preceding discussion by no means exhausts the criticisms
which can be, and have been [14], levelled at the payoff f unction
based on equation 8.2. Such specific criticisms were possible
only because the authors of [5-7] went f ur ther than others in
' basing their formulation as a " s em i- expl ici t" picture of th e
Defender's responses, and are ext r emely val uable in pr ov iding
insights for the development of improved payoff f un ctions even
in the " simple" case (one time period, one site) . Having examined
the " competing" models in the literature to an extent not possible
during his participation in the work of the Peer Review Group,
the writer now wishes that besides concurring (as he did) with
the st a ted criticisms, he had also associated himself with the
gracious observation of Higinbotham [14; p. B-5] that the authors
of the NRC-supported models [5-7] " deserve considerable credit

.
f or their initiative. "

:

8.2 Further Discussion

On grounds of prof essional experience and expertise, the
writer would certainly defer to other members of the pr oj e ct
team as regards procedures and pitf alls in developing a Def ender's
payoff f unction. This understood, it may nevertheless be worthwhile
to offer a f ew general and elementary remarks on the topic,
with a particular view to disentangling some of the issues involved.
Such " structuring" also has implications for the organiz ation

i of a model-development ef f or t.

Given 2:ny particular strategy-cnoices by Diverter and Def ender,
the assignment of an associated payoff-value involves two concep-

,

tually distinct operations: -

(a) estimating the outcome or result of the interaction
of those strategies, and

(b) attributing a value (utility or disutility) , on behalf
of the Defender, to that outcome.

Operation (a) deals with a "what would happen?" question, and
so essentially seeks a pr edi cti on, at an appropriate level of.

detail, accuracy and reliability. Operation (b), in contrast,
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is essentially evaluative, focussing on the Def ender's pref erences
and value-scheme. The boundaries between the two may not be
a s ea sy t o fix as the above language suggests; for example,
"how much SNM would the Diverter finally get away with?" is
a question 29 that clearly belongs to (a), but though "what would
the Diverter do with a pa rticular amount of SNM7" is also a
"what would happen?" question, the writer suspects that in the
present conte xt it might be better treated in conj unction with
(b).

This ov er-simpl if ied but useful se pa ra tion into (a) and
(b)--prediction and evaluation--is illustrated by the expression
D(U(x,yk)) suggested in Section 8.1 Here the formulation of
the "unrecovered portion" f unction U(x,y) is an instance of
(a), while constructing the f unction D(U) is a case of (b).
The way in which the f ormer appears " nested within" the latter
is also ty pi cal for the sequential logic of the situation.
(An example of such a separa tion, in the context of selecting
bullet types for police handguns, is given in Hammond and Adelman
[293].)

The type (a) work will probably requiremore explicit submodels,
of the mechanisms of diver sion and response, than the writer
has so far encountered; the need for these has al ready been
noted in pr ev ious sections. Quite likely such work will al so
need informed judgments about some aspects of "what would happen";
for sy st ematiz ing the ga th ering and synthesis of such < pert
opinion s, use of the "Delphi Method" (cf. for example Linstone5

and Turof f [294], Sackman [295]) may merit consideration.

Some of the type (b) work may yield to relatively straight-
forward " costing out" applied to the submodels mentioned in
the last paragraph. But the greater and most difficult part
of it, involving the "w eighing " of various consequences relative
to each other and to tangible costs- is expected to requi re
the estimation of a multiattribute. ut.lity function using the
spe ci al iz ed t e ch niq ue s of int erv iew and questionnaire alluded
to in Section 7.2. (Again we note [282, 283] as samples of
a wider literature; Keeney [296] is very readable.) The combination
of these steps and approaches--drawing a s av ailable on "hard"
data, on techniques employed in other applica tions and having
con siderable the or e ti cal basis, and on consultation with and -

,

solicitation of judgment from a broad spectrum of informed and
concerned individuals--provides the best chance (cf. [14; pp. 35,
41]) for satisfying the viability conditions of Section 4.2.

The term "multiattribute" employed above suggests a diff erent
useful " cut" in discussing and dev el oping a Defender pay of f
function. It goes back to the f undamental issue of the underlying

29Perhaps to be answered only in a probabilistic sense..
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- . regul atory ' 'pr obl em, namely bal ancing the " macro" attributes
.'of risk - and cost. -If players L1 - and 2 (Defender and Diverter)

:
' choose strategies s1 and s2 respectively, then it is plausible q

that1 the associated payoff to the Defender is the negative of .

!
a ' " total ' disutility" roughly decomposable as:

C (si, s2) + R(si,s2) (8.5)
'

where the first term represents the sost of the Def ender's responses
(alarm, -interruption, search, :etc.) while the second term measures

,

the disutility to him' of the risks associated with the successf ul
. abduction . of ' material. For exampl e, the . sum of the first two '

;

terms . in eq ua tio n 8.2 'wo uld correspond to the first summand-'

>

above, while the sum of the third and four th terms (or its suggested-
r eplacem ent D(U(x,yk)) would illustrate the second summand in4

the last dis play. Some means of expressing the two summands1 ,

',

on a . common scal e, so that they can sensibly be added, is also
implicit .in equation 8.5

,

The task of deriving. a Def ender's payoff f unction can ' now
,

4- be crudely ' regarded as s pli tta ble into; deriving expressions
for each of th e tw o summands.. operations of prediction and

,

ev al ua ti on--ty pe s "(a)" a n'd " (b)" abov e--will enter into both4

of these subtasks, but the r ela tiv e role of (b) seems likely
,

[ to be much heavier for R than for C.
!

'

; The topics of risk assessment and of risk-cost and risk-
benefit' analysis have accumulated a voluminous literature of

~

their own, involving both prescription' and research. (A journal4

- Risk Analysis was initiated in 1981.) One particularly valuable
i feature of th ese and related writings is their identification-
! of pitf alls that non-experts might easily overlook and . succumb

.

| to in the brisk pace of an applied study. For example, given
~

the Defender's responsibility (Section 5.0) to represent the
interests and concerns of various elements of the public, there;

is useful " sen si tiz a tion " for the modeler in being reminded,

} of how such elements may differ in their rankings .of various
.

attributes (Rokeach [297]), so that one's own values should
i - not unthinkingly be inputed to--or adopted on behalf of---the
j general public. A related comment by Wynne [29 8;'' p. 2 8] concerns

overhasty - dismissal by " technical experts" of ' what . they regardi

I as extraneous arguments reflecting " selfish, irrational, igaorant :
, ,

i or malevolent" behavior. Einhorn [300] points out how inaccurate -
j judgments ' can bias experience in ways . inhibiting cot re ction
j of the flaws. In the context of flood-disaster insurance, Kunreuther
F .[301] offers star tling empirical findings on the under-regard.
4

of . low-probability high-impact risks. Chapter 2 of Fischhoff
et al [3 0 2) , synthesizing numerous papers by the same authors,

,

discusses in some . detail "five generic complexities" in risk-
3
'

related - decision analysis; see also, for example, Salem et' al.
3 [303]. Issues concerning the elicitation and use of numerical

'

probabili ties in 'such analyses are noted in [304;- pp. 41-3]
;

! .
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and explored in Solomon et al [305]. Divergences between actual
and perceived risks (Covello et a1 [3 06] ) became the to pi c of
the first annual meeting of the Society for Risk Analysis.

In view of the notion (Section 7.2) that terrorists may
warrant spe ci al concern as an "adv er sa ry ty pe , " the likelihood
and possible consequences of terrorists' " going nuclear" command
special interest. The matter of likelihood appears contreversial.
The j olly-titled [307; p. 89] suggested in 1978 that necessary
skills, to da te, were "beyond the capabilities of contempora ry
terrorist or ga niza tion s. " Others have been far less sanguine;
ea rl ier , Jenkins [27 5; pp. 9-10] had opined that "the requisite
technical knowledge--will spread, " noted the "extr eme difficulty"
[308; p.3] of assessing this threat, and declared himself [269;
p. 8] a " prudent agnostic," stating:

"I don't know whether terrorists will go nucl ea r, but the
con seq uen ce s if they were to do so may be so serious that
society cannot afford to take a chance. "

The writer's sense is that the more recent lite rat ur e though
3 notingmorbid, g r ow s increasingly pessimistic on this topic ,

greater technological sophisti ca tion on the part of terrorist
groups, and suggesting that the tactical and ideological constraints
inhibiting their pursuit of mass destruction may be eroding
under conditions of f rustration and generational change (e . g. ,
[231; pp. 63-8] , [278; pp. 16 9-7 0] , [27 0; pp. 6-8] , [250; pp. 1-
2] , [284; p. 50], [310; pp. 227-8] and the implications of [269]) .
This leads us to the matter of " consequences," where unclassified
references to such "nigh tmare po ssibilities" (Wilkinson [258;
p.135]) include the deliberately dramatic introduction to Rosenbaum
[311] and the paper Kupperman [312]. A particularly systematic
discussion is given by Jenkins [314], who lists (among other
possibilities) incr eased security at all facilities, crackdown
on political dissidents, intensified disarmament and anti-nuclear
energy debates, and of course the de st a biliz ing symbolism of
a first post-Nagusaki nuclear detonation. It also seems worthwhile
to note the appraisal by Willrich and Taylor [197; p. 107] that
"the damage which might result f rom a nuclear thef t is potentially
much greater than the damage that could result f rom the maximum
credible accident in the operation of a nuclear power reactor.
Yet another observation, not seen in the consul ted literature .

,_

(perhaps because of its in deli ca cy) , is that the dis u tili ty
to the Defender of a terrorists' diversion could in principle
depend on the identity of th e terrorists' likely tarcet--but
of course we cannot count on having a Diverter who is "an enemy
of our enemy. "

30 !!eavy rellance on numerous and easily-accessible RAND documents
may have biased this impression.

'
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The general tenor of the preceding pa ra gr aph is perhaps '

somewhat ala rmi s t , consistent with the ' prudential" attitude
suggested in Section 7.3. As pa r tial antidote, we note Jenkins'
concern [308; p. 2] over exaggerated "threatmongering." It
is also true that exaggerated concern and response can be construed
as a yielding towards what several authors describe as a " generalized
obj ectiv e" of many terrorist groups: to incite actions by the
authorities which indirectly undermine the latter by causing
loss of public support and confidence. (Cf. for example Crenshaw
-[315], Wilkinson [258; pp. 137-8], Wardlaw [222; pp. 66-9];
in the present context the " undermining" might be more military-
economic than political.)

' This concludes our discussion of preliminary ideas concerning
the development of a Defender's payoff f unction. It seems important
to point out that such a development ef fort would not be valuable
only to (and thus should not be regarded as " chargeable" only
to) the construction of an operational game-th eor etical model.
It would also contribute directly to providing an improved basis
f or practically ADY broad-scope analytical attempt at evaluating,
balancing and enhancing the material accounting f unction, and
quite likely (by analog and extension) other safeguards functions
as well. Such a contribution would represent f ur th er progress
in the direction exemplified by Bennett et al [316] .

.
We began Section 8.0 with the remark that determining suitable

payoff f unctions was a centr al probl em in applied game-theoretic'

modeling. We close it, by describing a methodological novel ty
which has been suggested for evading this problem (at a price!)
when it appears ins urmountabl e. This dev ice is mentioned only
for "j ust in case" purposes ; recourse to it would be made as
a "last resort" and is ap_t expected to be necessary.

The fundamental idea is that if it prov es too difficult
to assign numerical values to the outcomes of various pure-strategy
choices by the two pl ay er s, it should at least be possible to
assign f rom the Def ende r's viewpoint a pref erence rankina--perhaps

,

with ties--to those outcomes. Assume that both players have
just finitely many pure strategies (a matter of discr etiz ation,
if not true at the outset); then analogous to the payoff matrix
of Section 2.3, the Defender is conf ronted with an " outcomes
matrix" which his preference ranking can convert into a " preference- .

,_

ranks" matrix. For any pa r ti cula r pr oba bil i ty-lev el p, say
0.90, the Defender might then ask "What is the highest mean
out com e- ra n k I can assure myself of obtaining no matter what
the Diverter does, and pm can I do this?"

This approach's reliance on ranks gives it a purely " ordinal"
rather than " cardinal" nature, easing its application but sacrificing
much - of the information present in even a "f uzzy" payof f matrix.
While ordinal considerations had entered game theory in various
other contexts (Goldman (317], shapley [112], Goldbe r g, Goldman'
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and Newman [318], Dresher [319]) including solvability in pure
strategies and eliminability of some pure strategies as " dominated"
by others, the determined effort to create a fully ordinal theory
based on the question posed above was made by J. Walsh (with
G. Kelleher al so contributing), in a series of paper s [320-327]
concentrated in the period 1969-1972 f ollowing Walsh's presidency
of the Operations Research Society of America.

Surprisingly, these ideas have gone neglected during th e
intervening years with the single exception of dev ries [328].
Possible reasons in clu de the tr emen do us prestige and elegance
of th e "cl a s si cal " ca r di nal-val ue th eory , and the location of
[320-327] in journals not f ollowed as " mainstream" by mu ch of
the U. S. and European research committees. Another likely reason
is the algori thmic una t t ra c tive ne ss of the (finite) solution
method as presented in these papers. The writer's do ct o ral
student Won [32 9] , in a dissertation currently being completed
(dg_o v ol en s ) , has applied recent 41gorithmic developnents to
obtain more ef ficient means of calculating the Def ender's optimal
strategy--in general, mixed--in such a " percentile" game (" median"
games are the special case p = 0.50) , and has modified the underlying
model so as to control the probability of a very " bad" o ut come.
Thus ordinal game theory can be kept in mind as a f allback position
if the cardinal appr oa ch flounders on the determination of a
Def ender's payof f f unction.

-
. .

D
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